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ABSTRACT
 

A molecular beam study of the reaction of a velocity-selepted
 

potassium beam crossed with a thermal iodine beam is described.
 

Velocity analysis yielded the laboratory recoil velocity-angle distri

bution of product KI flux. The energy dependence of this flux
 

distribution was determined from measurements over a range of K velocities.
 

Computational methods have been developed which extract the
 

center-of-mass (c.m.) differential reactive cross section functions
 

(angular and recoil energy distributions) from the laboratory data.
 

The c.m. differential solid angle-recoil velocity distribution
 
3 

w)T is largest at small angles 8 from the initial (c.m.) 

d2dw' 
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K 	beam direction (i.e., "forward scattering" of the KI) and low KI
 

c.m. velocities w' (i.e., high product internal excitation). However,
 

there is also significant intensity at large e and large w'. The
 

product angular and recoil velocity distributions are coupled (i.e.,
 

non-separable). There appears to be a bimodal structure in the c.m.
 

recoil velocity distributions for 0'>600. An increase in the relative
 

collision energy from 1.9 to 3.6 kcal/mole produces only a slight
 

change in the shape of the c.m. product differential cross section
 

functions, accompanied by a small decrease ( 20%) in the magnitude of
 

the reaction cross section. Measurements were also made on the angular
 

and velocity distributions of the non-reactively scattered K over the
 

same energy range.
 

Also described are
 

1) 	a reactive scattering crossed molecular beam study of
 

K + HBr, DBr, yielding angular and velocity distributions
 

of YBr product in the laboratory and c.m. systems
 
and
 

2) 	a selective detector, sensitive to the degree of
 

internal excitation of alkali halides in molecular beams.
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I. 	 Introduction,
 

A. 	Background
 

Since the pioneering reactive product angular distribution
 
S 1
 

experiment on K + fBr + KIr + H by Taylor and Datz in 1955, 

nearly all crossed molecular beam studies of chemical reactions in 

neutral species have involved alkali metals 2 . This is due to the ease 

with which the alkali metals can be detected by the surface ionization 

technique3 and the existence of a differential detection method which 

4-6 
can be used to distinguish alkali atoms from alkali halide molecules
 

Although more general (yet less efficient) electron bombardment
 

(with mass analysis) detection methods are now being utilized to
 

7
 
extend dramatically the range of chemical systems studied , the
 

problems with low detector efficiency have not yet been completely
 

overcome; and the "alkali age" has yet to end. Using the early
 

Polanyi dilute flame experiments8 as both a metric and an inspiration,
 

a few reserach groups have squeezed from the alkali reactions a
 
2
 

veritable cornucopia of information on the dynamics 
of reaction processes
 

The reactions of alkalis with halogens have received the most
 

experimental attention; the advantages of these systems, besides
 

efficient (and differential) detection, include large reactive cross
 
02
 

sections (100-300A ) and easy reactant condensibility at liquid nitrogen
 

temperatures.
 

A wide variety of experimental techniques, discussed briefly
 

below, have been applied to the study of these reactions. Total
 
9
 

scattering cross sections as a function of energy show complete
 

quenching of the "glory oscillations"10 due to the large reaction
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cross sections. Angular distributions of the non-reactive scattering
 
1i
 

have been measured by several groups, most notably 
by Greene et al.
 

the scattering is found to be sharply attenuated at large angles (relative
 

to less reactive systems); the rainbow maximum12 is not observed, again
 

due to large chemical reaction probabilities.2b  Differential surface
 

ionization detection 5 has been used to determine the reactive product
 

angular distributions (strongly forward-peaked in the c.m., but with
 

significant intensity at all angles) by Datz and co-workers,13,14
 

15-19

Herschbach and co-workers, and others. Reactive product total
 

angular distributions have also been measured using an inhomogeneous
 

magnetic field to deflect away the paramagnetic alkali atoms before
 

they reach the detector;20-23 the results confirm the reactive angular
 

distributions obtained with differential detection.
 

Product KBr laboratory velocity distributions for K + Br2 

have been reported at a limited number of angles by Birely and
 
27
 

25 (for thermal beams) and by Grosser and Bernstein
26 ,


Herschbach 24,
 

(for a velocity selected K beam at three incident energies). The
 

results indicate low product translational energies. Estimates of
 

product rotational energies (also relatively small) are available
 

from experiments on deflection of the polar product molecules by an in

homogeneous electric field.28,29 A triple-beam experiment was
 

carried out by Moulton and Herschbach30 in which the KBr (KCZ)
 

product of a K + Br2 (IC) reaction was crossed with a Na beam to
 

produce Na Br (Na C) + electronically excited K. This result
 

demonstrated the large average vibrational excitation in the primary
 

alkali halide, in agreement with expectations based on the diffusion
 

http:probabilities.2b
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K + 12
flame results of Roth and Schay for 
31
 

The reaction K + Br2 has been studied by most of the techniques
 

mentioned above and the general conclusions are typical of the other
 

alkali-halogen reactions: The differential solid angle reactive cross
 

section is large and is forward peaked in the c.m. (but is significant
 

at all angles); there is severe attenuation of the large angle non

reactive scattered intensity relative to that which would be expected
 

in the absence of reaction; the product internal energy distribution
 

is broad, but the partitioning strongly favors high vibrational ex

citation of the KBr with little average rotational or translational
 

energy.
 

A model commonly used to correlate these properties is the
 

electron jump ('harpooning") model of Magee32'33 in which the alkali
 

atom is thought to transfer an electron to the halogen molecule at
 

large distances and then to hook ("harpoon") a halogen atom with a
 

strong coulomb potential
 

M + X2 + M+ + X2 + M+X + X 

the electron transfer takes place at the "crossing" of the covalent
 

and ionic potential surfaces, and the strong ionic attraction
 

gives the observed large product internal excitations. The large
 

interaction distances imply large reactive cross sections and pre

dominantly forward scattering, in accord with the observations. A
 

fine review of the implications of the harpooning model for beam
 

2a
experiments has been written by Herschbach . A detailed study by 
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34
 

Anderson tieated the effect on the harpoon model of using the commonly
 

invoked necessity of "overcoming the centrifugal barrier" as the criterion
 

for reaction.
 

Some recent high energy beam studies have produced alkali ions
 

from the reactions
 

M+Br M+ -'(r- +B)35,36S+BrM +(Br +Br) 

,equivalent to the first step of the electron jump mechanism
 

(M = K, Na, Li3 5 ; Cs 36).
 

Two important (non-beam) experiments recently accomplished are
 

also worthy of attention. Brus3 7 observed the quenching by iodine
 

vapor of the fluorescence of Na (32P) after pulsed u.v. photodissociation
 

of Nai and thereby determined the magnitude of the total reaction
 

cross section C for 

Na (3p)I + 12 Na (2S) + 21 (2P3/2) ; 

varying the wavelength of the pulse allowed a determination of
 

the small negative velocity dependence of a for the above reaction.
 

Brodhead et al.3 8 photodissociated CsI with a u.v. pulse in the
 

presence of 12 vapor and monitored the disappearance of the Cs
 

atoms by observing the transmission of Cs resonance light through
 

the reaction vessel; an estimate of 180 + 25A was obtained for the
 

total reaction cross section for Cs + i2 - CsI + I (at - 2.4 kcal/mole 

energy). 
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Theoretical approaches to aikali-halogen scattering have put 

strong emphasis on attempting to match the available data. Classical 

39 
Monte Carlo trajectory studies have been done on a variety of 

potential surfaces which simulate the effect of the postulated 

electron-jump mechanisii; by reasonable choice oE potentlai functions 

the results can be made to agree qualitatively with much of the ex

perimental data available. More detailed experiments should further
 

test the potential surfaces used in these calculations.
 

B. Scope of the Experiments
 

The main section of this thesis describes a detailed
 

experimental investigation by the crossed beam technique of the
 

reaction
 

K + 12 KI + I.
 

The only previous beam data on this reaction are studies of the overall
 

angular distributions of reactive and non-reactive products14 =1E >ll
 

The present work included re-measurements of those angular distri

butions; the cause for the large disparities among the non-reactive
 

data of earlier workers was found.
 

Velocity analyses of non-reactive and reactive product
 

distributions have also been taken; normalizations of the reactive
 

product distributions at the different angles allow the determination
 

of laboratory reactive product polar (velocity-angle) flux contour
 

27
 maps Reactive,product contours have previously been obtained for
 

a number of ion-molecule reactions40; so far the only published contour
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maps for neutral-neutral reactions are the K + HBr, DBr 41 ,42
 

results (section III of this thesis). Computational techniques are
 

also reported which extract the more fundamental center-of-mass (c.m.)
 

differential cross sections from the laboratory data.
 

The laboratory contour maps have been determined over a range 

of relative energy; thereby, the energy dependence of the size and 

shape of the c.m. reactive cross section function is studied directly -

this represents the first such study for low energy neutral-neutral beam 

experiments. 

C. Useful Numbers and Nomenclature
 

Figure I-l(a) indicates the approximate energetics of the
 

K + 12 reaction at a relative initial kinetic energy (Eof 2.67 kcal/mole
 

(the middle energy in the energy range studied). The ground state to
 

.
ground state exothermicity of the reaction (AD ) is 40.5 kcal/mole4 3 

This energy is much larger than the average internal energy of the 

thermal 12 beam, E. , = 1.1 kcal/mole (0.7 kcal rotational,
int,12 mole
 

0.4 kcal/mole vibrational); it is also much larger than the T
 

(2.67 kcal/mole) or the range in E (1.87 to 3.62 koal/mole) over
 

which most of the experiments were carried out. The total energy
 

* The Herschbach group has determined the velocity-angle contour maps
 

for a number of crossed thermal beam reactions, all unpublished.
 

See: International School of Physics "Enrico Fermd' YLIV Course
 

Molecular Beams and Reaction Kinetics - Ch. Schlier, Ed., to be
 

published.
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Fig. I-i K + 12 Energetics and Kinematics 

a) Energetics
 

Shown are two slices through the K-I-I potential surface
 

(shapes are only schematically represented) corresponding
 

to reactants and products. V(R) is the potential energy
 

as a function of R.
 

Reactants: 6D = ground state exothermicity of reaction;
0 

Eit, I is an average value; E 2.67 kcal/mole. 
in'2 

Products: A typical partitioning of the total energy 

(total) between and E translation 

indicated (for ground state I (2 P /2) atom production). 

b) Kinematics 

Velocity vector diagram corresponds to average velocities 

of K and 12 for E = 2.67 kcal/mole. The lab. velocities 

are denoted by v; c.m. velocities by w. Primed symbols are 

for product velocities, unprimed for reactants. Capital 

letter angles (@ , I ) are laboratory quantities (z axis 

is perpendicular to beam plane; polar angle T = go'); 

small letters (9, 0 ) are c.m. angles (vre I is z axis;
 

polar angle is 9); _CL and t arerespectively, Lab. and
 

c.m. solid angles - not shown on diagram.
 



35.5 

o R 

SEi4 I -
ADO= ,, A DO Etw°l 

-, & KI, A 0 E10 0 iEXtr 11 
40.5 , 
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In-Planes c0, D=90o 

(b) 

Fig. 1-i 
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available to reactive products in the example shown is -44.3 keal/mole; this
 
I 

energy is partitioned between internal excitation of the 'KI (E. KI) (and
int
 

perhaps also of the I) and relative translational energy E' of the products (an
 

example of partitioning is shown by the dotted line in Fig. I-l(a); the cor

responding KI internal energy level is shown on the schematic KI potential
 

curve at the left).
 

The product I atom has an excited electronic level (2P1/2) which is 21.73
 

kcal/mole above the ground state (and hence accessible in the reaction); but the
 

diffusion flame results of Roth and Schay3 1 on K + 12 suggest that this ex

citation is relatively small (confirmed by comparison with the present results).
 

The nomenclature to be followed in subsequent sections has been &e

44

lineated by Warnock and Bernstein . A number of the important definitions
 

are illustrated in the "nominal" velocity vector diagram in Figure 1-1(b);
 

this "Newton" diagram for the crossed beam reaction removes the influence
 

of beam velocity distributions by representing each beam by its average
 

("nominal") velocity. The vectors v 1 , vK, VCM represent the average values 

of the laboratory velocities of the 12 beam, K beam, and c.m., respectively.
 

-4'4. 
Likewisewi2 and wK are the average vector velocities of 12 and K
 

relative to the c.m. For a given product KI laboratory velocity VK, and
RI
 

laboratory scattering angle t , the corresponding velocity Wi and the 

angle 6 relative to the c.m. can be determined*. The c.m. velocity 

* Unfortunately there are distributions in beam velocities that produce 

a lack of uniqueness in the (O,w ) co-ordinates associated with a given
 

(@ , v'); this, of course, significantly complicates the job of in

verting from lab. data to c.m. (relative to the simple case illustrated
 

in Fig. 1-l(b)).
 



of the XI allows a calculation of the corresponding relative
 

translational energy of products:
 

1L iF / 2 
ET 


= IP'rel 

w$here mjmK( , and momentum conservation 

T I 
m I 

yields
 

E- :i J4 mIlKIi-I 2 2'KI
 

The reaction exothermicity Q is defined by
 

QBE -E 

the difference between final and initial relative kinetic energies
 

for the reactive collision. For a specified Etotai (nominal
 

example shown in Fig. 1-l(a)), the following limits are imposed:
 

0 < E < Etotal' 

and -B < Q < Etotal -E
 

Most of the differential cross section functions used in this
 

thesis are carefully defined by Warnock and Bernstein 44; the others 

are closely related and can be seen by analogy.
 



II. 	Apparatus
 

A. 	General
 

The experimental apparatus was designed and built by
 

H. U. Hostettler45'46 under the guidance of R. B. Bernstein; since
 

that time F. A. Morse, P. J. Groblicki, A. R. Blythe, A. E. Grosser,
 

C. Riley, the author, and A. M. Rulis have all contributed to a long
 
. 47-54,26,42
 

list of alterations4 2 (both improvements and degradations),
 

while the experimental work has evolved from elastic
47- 51 to inelastic53
 

(briefly) and finally to reactive scattering.54,26,11,42
 

The main vacuum chamber is a Cd-Ni plated cold rolled steel welded 

box (inside dimensions 14 1/4" x 14 1/4 " x 15 ) pumped by one 9" and 

one 4" oil diffusion pump (DC 704 pump fluid). The separate detector 

chamber is a Ni plated brass cylinder pumped by another A" oil diffusion 

pump; an adjustable slit for the beam to be detected, the "product" beam, 

is the only opening to the main chamber. A rotating ("goniometer") 

lid sealed by an 0-ring fits into the main chamber from the top; it houses 

the ovens and collimation for both beams (as well as the velocity 

selector, chopper, etc). It can be rotated (manually) from the outside 

while the apparatus is in operation. The two beams cross at the axis 

of rotation of the (goniometer) lid and the detector is collimated to
 

view this point at the axis of rotation (called the scattering center);
 

hence rotating the lid changes the scattering angle as viewed by the
 

detector (note: the scattering angle ( is always in the plane
 

defined by the two crossed beams).
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Other general features of the apparatus include:
 

1) A velocity selector (presently 14% nominal resolution)
 

on the primary (K) beam.
 

2) Another selector 4 6 (5% nominal resolution) employed as
 

a velocity analyzer for the molecules leaving the
 

scattering center.
 

3) Surface ionization detection (Pt/W92/8 ribbon) of alkalis
 

and alkali halides.
 

A) A modulator (chopper) on the secondary (non-alkali) beam
 

and a lock-in amplifier for phase-sensitive detection.
 

5) Ample cryogenic (liquid N2) pumping of condensible species.
 

Photographs 1-4 and Figure II-1 aid in describing the apparatus.
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Photograph 1. Overall View of Apparatus.
 

1. Glass gas handling rack
 

2. Main chamber
 

3. Diffusion pumps
 

4. Electronic racks
 

5. Liquid nitrogen reservoir for condensation of residual 12
 



Photograph I
 



Photograph 2. Two More Views of Apparatus
 

1. 	Detector chamber.
 

2. 	Main chamber.
 

3. 	Goniometer lid.
 

4. 	Diffusion pumps.
 

5. 	Guard cylinder for counter-weight connected to goniometer lid
 

by pulleys.
 

6. 	Elbow to detector diffusion pump, containing baffle fashioned
 

out 	of alumina beads; these beads are outgassed before every 

experiment using a chromel heater wire inserted through them.
 

7. 	 Control knob for secondary oven beam flag. 

8. 	 Liquid N2 reservoir used for 12 condensation. 

9. 	 Vactronic leak valves for regulation of gas flow. 

* 	 On right side of lower photograph (difficult to see on 

white background). 

15 
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Photograph 2
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Photograph 3. Accessories
 

A: 1. Alan M. Rulis.
 

2. Fan-cooled, sound-insulating box for rotary pumps.
 

3. Chemical traps; contairing soda lime 

to protect rotary pumps.
 

4. Electronics racks.
 

5. Keith T. Gillen.
 

B: Glass gas handling rack. 



A
 

B
 

Photograph 3
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Photograph 4. Lid Lifted.
 

A: 	 Goniometer lid
 

1. 	Primary (K) oven.
 

2. 	Primary beam velocity selector.
 

3. 	Secondary (12) oven,
 

4. 	Liquid N2 reservoir.
 

5. 	Large O-ring for sealing goniometer lid.
 

6. 	Vactronic controlled-leak valve for gas admission
 

(external to chamber).
 

B: 	 Main chamber interior.
 

1. 	Bearings to support goniometer lid.
 

2. 	Detector chamber.
 

3. 	Analyzer motor under this.
 

4. 	Light-photocell tachometry (disk is on same shaft as
 

velocity analyzer).
 

5. 	Velocity analyzer under here (see photograph 7C).
 

6. 	 Tube for admitting 02 to detector chamber. 

7. 	 Gear for raising, lowering analyzer (see Photographs 7AB). 

8. 	Liquid nitrogen cooled trapping surfaces. Many of these
 

surfaces are carbonized before an experiment.
 

9. 	Corrosion.
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A 

B 

Photograph 4
 



Fig. II-1 Apparatus Schematic 

Dimensions along the beam directions are to scale. Limits of 

.
goniometer rotation are @> -150 and Q< 101 Collimation, 

trapping surfaces, and other details omitted. S.C. denotes
 

"scattering center."
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B. Details (circa 1969) '(see also Section IVA)
 

1. Ovens
 

The primary (potassium) beam oven (Photograph Sa) 

consists of two pieces of monel which are screwed together (finely
 

polished surfaces make gaskets unnecessary). The larger piece has
 

a capacity of PJ 20 mZ and holds the K; the smaller piece is
 

equipped with Laval slits 5 '30 out of which the K beam emerges.
 

A loose nickel baffle between the two sections of the oven prevents
 

splashing of liquid K as the oven temperature is raised. Coiled
 

tungsten wires inserted through ceramic insulators provide the
 

heating; a set of heater wires for each section of the oven allows
 

one to keep the slit temperature higher than the rest of the oven in
 

order to prevent clogging of the slits. Three chromel-alumel
 

thermocouples attached (at various locations) to the oven are used
 

to determine the temperature.
 

The secondary (I ) oven (, 20 mZ capacity) (Photograph 5B)
 
2
 

is a three piece stainless steel oven equipped with multichannel Ni
 

(Zacharias foil) slits; in other ways it is similar to the primary
 

oven. An alternate 12 oven equipped with Laval slits was used
 

for a few of the early experiments.
 

For experiments with HBr a copper oven was used. The H~r
 

(or DBr) can be introduced from outside the apparatus as a gas; in the
 

K + HBr work it was fed from a Vactronic Vari-Vac leak valve
 

through a copper line to the copper block oven, equipped with
 

Zacharias foil slits.
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Photograph 5. Beam Ovens.
 

A: 	 Assembled primary (K) oven (Monel).
 

1. 	Main oven piece.
 

2. 	Slit piece.
 

3. 	Laval slits.
 

4. 	Alignment pins.
 

5. 	Slit heaters.
 

6. 	Main heaters.
 

B: 	 Exploded secondary (12) oven (304 Stainless).
 

1. 	Main oven piece.
 

2. 	Baffle.
 

3. 	Slit piece equipped with Zacharias multichannel slits.
 

4. 	Top (slit heater) piece.
 

5. 	Lapped surfaces.
 

6. 	Specially designed tool for prying open the goniometer
 

lid (specifications available upon request).
 

C: 	 Secondary oven assembled in position. Several trapping
 

surfaces have been removed to give a view of oven and chopper.
 

1. 	Oven.
 

2. 	Beam flag (mechanically controlled through rotary 0-ring
 

seal).
 

3. 	Bulova tuning-fork chopper (25 Hz).
 

4. 	Liquid N2 reservoir.
 

5. 	Motor for primary velocity selector.
 

6. 	Support for W primary beam monitor (near scattering
 

center).
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2. Velocity Selector
 

The primary (K) beam is velocity selected before
 

entering the scattering zone by a mechanical slotted-disk velocity
 

selector similar in design to the one described by Hostettler and
 

Bernstein46 ; using their notation the velocity selector parameters
 

are given in table Il-i For reference the same information is
 
46
 

given for the velocity analyzer
 

The selector and analyzer are each driven by an hysteresis
 

synchronous motor (McLean-Syntorque), powered by a variable frequency
 

oscillator and power amplifier (120 Watts nominal output). The
 

rotation speed of the selector is monitored by a light and photocell
 

combination using (ten) holes through one of the selector disks; as
 

the selector rotates, the pulses of light are counted by a digital
 

counter.
 

The motor bearings (Barden 838H5) and selector bearings
 

(Fafnir MM20EX) are lubricated with Dow-Corning DC 704 silicone
 

pump oil.
 

3. Scattering Zone
 

Typical values of the estimated beam intensities
 

entering the scattering zone are given in Table II-2. The K
 

* This selector was designed by A. E. Grosser. 
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Table 11-i Selector and Analyzer Constants
 

Selector Analyzer 

Number of disks 4 6 

Disk diameter 16.0 cm 16.0 cm 

Number of slits per disk 278 278 

Length of slits (radial direction) 0.8 cm 0.3 cm 

Slit width, ZI 0.0813 cm 0.0813 cm 

Wall thickness between slits 

At base of slits 0.0814 cm 0.0814 cj 

At top of slits 0.0995 cm 0.0995 cm 

Average value 0.0905 cm 0.0905 cm 

Disk thickness, d 0.1628 cm 0.1628 cm 

Average radius, r 7.6 cm 7.6 cm 

Overall length, L + d 3.16 cm 10.16 cm 

L 3.00 cm 10.00 cm 

Helix angle, € 0.0564 rad 0.1695 rad 

= X (average) 0.190 0.0631 

= /dL 0.0543 0.01628 

= (average) 0.473 0.473 

Resolution, R 0.141 0.047 
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Table 11-2 Typical Beam Operating Conditions 

K 
 12
 

Oven Temp. (OK) 620 310
 

Oven Slit Temp. ("XC) 710 350
 

v (cm/sec) 8x1O4 1.7x10
 

Fltix into S.C. (#/see) 	 6-12x10 13  1-2x10 15
 

5-10xlO14 1-2x1O16
Flux Distribution (#/cm2/sec) 


6-12 xl09 5-10x10 1 1 
Density (#/cm) 
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beam intensities, estimated from the current received by the W
 

monitor (see lIB 5), are for the velocity selected beam with the
 

selector set near the peak in the Laval K beam distribution. The
 

12 intensities were calculated assuming ideal Knudsen effusion.
5 6
 

4. 	Choppers
 

The secondary beam, crossed perpendicular to the
 

primary K beam, was modulated at 25Hz in either of two ways:
 

a) 	A rotating, motor driven semicircular disk was
 

used for the HBr, DBr experiments anni the early
 

12 experiments. Its bulk limited the goniometer
 

angle to less than D 50 degrees.
 

b) 	For the later 12 experiments a very compact Bulova
 

(model L40 with type 4A power supply) tuning
 

fork chopper was used; its small size allowed
 

the angular range of rotation to be extended
 

to 1010. Photograph 5C " showd'this chorner. after
 

removal of some collimation and trapping surfaces.
 

5. 	K Beam Monitor
 

A 0.01 cm diameter tungsten wire (Photo. 6) is used as a
 

surface ionization detection monitor (continuous operation) for
 

the 	K beam. The K+ ions emitted from the W wire (biased at
 

-22.5 v) are collected on a nearby collector (a brass rod at -90 v);
 

the current is fed directly to a floated (-90 v) Keithley electro

meter. Typical beam monitor currents for a velocity selected
 

http:effusion.56
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Photograph 6. Details of Scattering Center.
 

1. 	Motor for primary selector.
 

2. 	Box around secondary oven.
 

3. 	Beam flag support.
 

4. 	Final secondary beam collimating slit.
 

5. 	Tungsten wire K beam monitor.
 

6. K+ ion collector (from W wire).
 

7. 	Left as an exercise for the reader.
 

8. 	Final primary beam collimating slit (visible only in upper
 

photograph).
 

9. 	Primary beam velocity selector.
 

10. 	Rear of primary beam oven.
 

11. 	Liquid N2 reservoir. (1 in upper photograph!)
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- 7
Laval K beam were 1-3 x 10 amps.
 

6. 	Velocity Analyzer
 

The product velocity analyzer is the original instru

ment described by Hostettler and Bernstein46  (see Table II-i). The
 

tygon tubing coupling between the analyzer and its driving motor has
 

been replaced by a flexible metal coupling of "speedometer cable".
 

The motor, power supply, and tachometry are the same as for the
 

selector. The velocity analyzer can be raised or lowered (total vertical
 

motion ov 1 cm) by a gear system operated (using rotary 0-ring
 

seals) from outside the apparatus (see Photograph 7). Hence, in the
 

course of an experiment it can be lowered out of the product beam
 

path to determine the total product at a given apparatus angle,
 

7. 	Detector
 

The detector filament is an - 1.5 cm long ribbon 

(.071 cm x .0025 cm) of 92% Pt-8% W alloy (Sigmund-Cohn No. 479). 

There are two distinct modes5 of operation for the detector: 

a) 	a low work function mode (called "unsensitized"
 

or "desensitized") where K atoms are efficiently
 

ionized to K on the surface, but alkali halide
 

molecules have a low probability of ionization; and
 

b) 	a high work function mode (called "sensitized")
 

where both K atoms and KI(KBr) molecules are
 

ionized to K with nearly unit probability.
 

The unsensitized mode could be reached by outgassing the filament
 

for - 30 minutes at ov 1700°K (I 1.4 amps); the filament operating
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Photograph 7. Velocity Analyzer
 

A: 	 Perspective view of analyzer in original form.
 

1. 	Motor.
 

2. 	Velocity analyzer.
 

3. 	Gear system to raise and lower analyzer.
 

B: 	 End view of same, showing details of gear system.
 

C: 	 Analyzer now in position in main chamber. Note that some
 

cooling surfaces and collimation elements have been removed
 

to allow every disk of the analyzer to be seen.
 

1. 	Analyzer.
 

2. 	Analyzer entrance slit.
 

3. 	Nude ion gauge inside vacuum chamber.
 

4. 	Light bulb.
 

5. 	Tachometry disk.
 

6. 	Photocell.
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temperature for "unsensitized" experiments was 13300K (I- 0.95).
 

To achieve the sensitized mode, the filament was heated to o" 15100K
 

(I Z 1.2) for at least 10 minutes in the presence of 02 (at a
 

-
pressure of a 2 x 10 5 Torr); then the filament temperature was
 

lowered to , 1370°K (IV 1.0) and the 02 pressure was reduced to
 

-
a steady value of " 5 x 10 7 Torr using a Vactronic Vari-Vac
 

valve to regulate the leak of oxygen to the detector chamber. This
 

oxygen "bleed" was usually sufficient to assure minimal decay in the
 

sensitivity of detection of alkali halide molecules.
 

The K+ ions produced by the filament (biased typically at
 

0-2 v negative) were pulled through a Pt-mesh grid (typically
 

40-60 v negative) to a Bendix M-306 electron multiplier (dynode
 

strip input end at -2100 v) whose output leads to a cathode follower.
 

The amplified current (25 Hz) was displayed on an oscilloscope and
 

was also used as the signal input for an EMC Model RJB lock in
 

amplifier (phase-sensitive detector). The reference for the lock-in
 

depends on the chopping method used:
 

a) With the mechanical chopper another blade on the same
 

shaft as the modulator interrupted a light bulb
 

beam to a photocell; the photocell output was the
 

synchronous reference.
 

b) With the tuning fork chopper, a signal from the driving
 

oscillator network was used as the reference.
 

The rectified lock-in output (time constant, RC = 1 sec) was fed to
 

a (Leeds and Northrup 10 my) chart recorder. The usual limit of detection
 

for scattered beam particles (signal-to-noise ratio of approximately
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1:1 on the chart recorder) corresponded to a flux of " 5 x 102 

particles/sec striking the filament. 
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III. K + HBr, DBr
 

A. A reproduction of the note "Polar (Velocity-Angle) Flux
 

Contour Maps for KBr from the Crossed-Beam Reactions K + HBr, DBr:
 

Evidence for Both Forqard and Backward (c.m.) Scattering, "
 

Clyde Riley, Keith T. Gillen, and R. B. Bernstein, J. Chem. Phys. 47,
 

3672 (1967) follows. It has since been noted that photographic
 

reduction had not been uniform for the x and y directions
 

(1-2% difference) on Fig. 1, leading to a very slight distortion
 

in the scattering contours of Fig. 1.
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- Reprinted from TnE JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS, Vol. 47, No. 9, 3672-3674, 1 November 1967 
Pinted inU. S. A. 

Polar (Velocity-Angle) Flux Contour Maps 
for KBr from the Crossed-Beam Reactions 

- K+HBr, DBr: Evidence for Both Forward 
and Backward (c.m.) Scattering* 

CLYDE RILEY, XrEm T GILLEN, AND R. B. BERNSTEIN 

ChemistryDeparhnent, University of Wisconsin,
 
Madison, Wisconsin
 

(Received 26 July 1967) 

We report new and dei'ailed observations of the higher-transmission, but lower-resolution (R=0.15) 
velocity and angular distributions of KBr from the selector. 
crossed-beam reactions K-13r and K+DBr, leading The K beam peak intensity was set at 919 (+5) 
to a revised understanding of the reaction dynamics. m/sec. The secondary beam (2960K, crossed perpen-
These experiments indicate a very broad angular dis- dicularly) was assumed Maxwellian. To minimize 
tribution of KBr in the center-of-mass (c in.) system, deviations from ideality, low secondary effusion rates 
with substantial "forward' and "backward" contri- were used. The observations consisted of KBr intensity
butions. Thus, categorizing' the differential cm. reac- velocity distributions at various laboratory angles, 
ion cross section [dcr,(6)1/d4] by such terms as "strip- noimalized with respect to the peak flux in the velocity 
ping," "rebound," etc., is an oversimphfication. scan at 350 . 

Previous velocity analysis experiments' showed that The results are presented (Fig. 1) in polar (velocity
the locus of maxima in the KBr flux-velocity distri- angle) KEr flux contour maps,' superimposed upon the 
butions lay beyond the locus of velocities of the most- "nominal" velocity vector triangle. The solid vertical 
probable centroids, suggesting that the Klr was line ("1") represents the locus of centroids corre
scattered predominantly in the "forward hemisphere" sponding to the peak K velocity combined with all 
in the c.m. system (i.e., KBr preferring the incident possible secondary velocities. Similarly, the two parallel 
K direction). Doubt as to the validity of this conclusion dashed lines ("0") show the outer limits of the centroid 

.arises from the recent (kinematically more favorable) velocity distribution based on the velocity cutoffs 
observations of Martin andrKinsey2 of the angular dis- imposed on the K beam by the (asymmetric, but nearly 
tribution of tritium atoms from K+TBr. Although triangular) selector transmission function. 
tritium was found at all aigles,2b its peak occuned in Inspection of the contour maps reveals the extent 
the vicinity of the K direction, implying "backward" and breadth of the KBr distribution relative to cen
c.m. scattering of Klr. "l~eir results are consistent troid. Intensity at higher velocities than the high
with prior indications suggestive of a "rebound" velocity centiold cutoff aiises prinmily from "forward" 
model3 : the rainbow effect in the angular distribution c m. scattering; flux at lower velocities than the low
of the nonreactive scattered K,b.3o and the moderately velocity centroid "zero line" is predominantly "back
small reactive cioss section Ca, r 30 1).Ib-id Attempting ward." As in i, the locus of maxima (X's) is shifted 
to resolve the discordance, we investigated both outward from the vertical "peak-centroid" line at lw 
K+HBr and K+DBr by Velocity analysis (the latter angles, but the new observations differ by crossifig 
reaction providing additional kinematic sensitivity), over at higher angles. Another difference is that the 
using refinements in technmque to improve sensitivity peak in KBr flux appears at an angle -S* greater than 
and accuracy. the most probable centroid angle. Both changes imply 

The apparatus is that of I,4 modified as follows. The more "backscattering." As anticipated kinematically,' 
"maximum angular divergefice" of the secondary-beam the K+DBr velocity scans are broader (EWHM 
was reduced from 14' to 4.60 by positioning the source 32-1%) than those for HBr (27=E1%). 
farther from the scattering center (SC). The K beam A quantitative estimate of dor(O)/df and P(Et)s 
intensity was increased by'utilizing "Laval slits",' by data "inversion" awaits completion of a full coil
reducing the oven-SC distance, and using a shorter, purer analysis (including Jacobian effects6). Preliminary 
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J. 	CHEM. PHYS, VOL 47, 1967 LETTERS TO THE EDI'IOR 3674 

'See also (a) A R Blvihc, A E Grosser, and R. 11 Btrnin,results confirm the present qualitative conclusion, indi-
c g ee Che Phys -I!, 191 (1964); 	 (b) A E Grosser and R. It

caring the piesence of botli fofward and backward con- Bern~tdn, rbid 43, 1110 (1965) 
tibutions to dor(O)/d9 I (a) E. Ilundhausen and 11. Pauly, Z Nhtrforschung 20a 

625 (1965); (b) 1 C. Aloulton and D RCIleschbach, I Lhcrn 
Financial support from the U S AXE C, Division of Research, Phy 	 44, 3010 (1966),

is gratefully acknomlcdtcd 'Such maps are descrbed by 1'. TFWarnoct, R1 B lerntem, 
I A E tro.ser, A R Blythe, and R 13 Bernstein, j, Chem and A L Grosser, 3 Chem I'hys 46,1685 (1%?)7, It, our Fiur- 1, 

Phys 42, 1268 (1965), here ifter referred to as I tUc "c-wuimental points" are obtained by bitepolating ,niotb 
- (a) 1, R Martin and 3 L. Kinscy, 3 CI'en Phys 46, 4834 "bst-,.' curvem of the vdocity scans, averaging replce

(1967) (b) L R Martin, Ph D. thesis, Chemistry Department, expar~c.ts
MIT, (1966)

(a) D R Herschbach, Advan. Chem. Phys 10, 319 (1966), rrn Eqs (1), (2) of I, for conditons of the "nonhi" 
(b) E F. Greene, A L Moursund, and 3. Ross, ibid. 135 (1966), triangle, if Q=O, wv'N,=58 ni/sec (DBr) vs 41 rn/sec (IlBr'), if 
(c) ) Beck, E F. Greene, and J. Ross, j Clien, 1Phys 37, Q-Q.k , CsigKBr the.nochcmicidatafron. L. ] .eza 13t 
2895 (1962), (d) J IR.Atrey, E. I,. Grene, K Kodera,( P Brackett, CLcm Rev el, 125 (1961)), these valuc ire, respe.-
Rc k, and 3. Ross, ibid. 46, 3287 (1967). lively, 83 and 64 ni/sec 

http:expar~c.ts
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B. A reproduction of the paper, "Reactive Scattering of K
 

by HBr, DBr in Crossed Molecular Beams: Angular and Velocity
 

Distributions of KBr in Laboratory and c.m. Systems," Keith T.
 

Gillen, Clyde Riley, and R. B. Bernstein, J. Chem. Phys. 50, 4019
 

(1969), 	follows.
 

Please note the following erratum on page 4025:
 

The modified (ESS) density distribution is
 

(v) (v 2 / 2 ) exp 2 i2cv ) -c I 
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Reactive Scattering of K by HBr, DBr in Crossed Molecular Beams: Angular and Velocity

Distributions of KBr in Laboratory and c.m. Systems*
 

KErn T, GI=N, CLYDE Rn>*,t AD R. B. Bns i 
Chmistry Dpau6nent and TheoreicalChemistry Instilute' Unieersyof Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

(Received 18 November 1968) 

Measuremen of the velocity and angular distributon of KBr formed in reactive collisions between 
crossed molecular beams of velocity-selected K and thermal H4r(Dflr) at a collision energy of 28 hcal/mole
'are described The results have been subjected to a computer analysis to extract information about the
center-of-mass (c m.) distributions. For both isotopic systems, the c in. recoil energy distributions are 
.broad, and are similar in shape, The c.m. angular distributions arc also broad, HBr shows relatively grciter
wide-angle scattering than DBr. The total reactive crass section for K+HBr is 40% larger than that for 
l-+DBr Measurements of the angular distribution of nonreactively scattered K agree well with the results 
of Aixey el al. in the region of the rainbow angle 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1955 Taylor and Datz at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory pioneered the use of crossed molecular 
beams to study a chemical reaction, examining the 
bimolecular reaction K+HBr-*KBr+H.1 This system 
has received considerable experimental attention sub-
sequently. Various aspedts have been investigated by 
molecular beam methodi in at least five~mentalother laboratories (Bonn University; Brown University, Harvard 

University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and the University of Wisconsin) . 

Due to unfavorable kinematic factors it has been 
difficult to extract from the laboratory measurements of 
the reactively scattered, KBr the more fundamentalquantities in the center-of-mass (c.m.) system, e.g.,teeprmna aa.Temi eut r eit e. in . te ..c attenng coss sction. 
the dtfferential reactive satteing cross sectrnsh 

' 

A better technique for obtaining the over-all shape 
of the c.m. angular distribution of reactive products is 
the method of Martin and Kinsey.' They studied 
K+TBr--Br+T, detcting the tritium atoms. In 
contrast to the case of detection of product KBr, thedstrbuton 
laboratory angular distribution of the light tritium 
atom should closely mirkbr the c.m. distribution. They 
found T scattered at all angles, but with a peak in the 
direction of the incident 2K beam, implying preferential 
backward c.m. scattering of KBr. Since this result 
disagreed with the conclpsions deduced from the early 

t Supported by the National Science Foumdation, Grant GP-
7409; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Grant 

laboatoy agulr f te lghttrium 

NGL-50-002-001; and the U.S Atomic Energy Commission, 
Division of Research 

t Present address. Chenastry Department, University ofAlabama, Huntsville, Ala. " 
'E. H Taylor and S Dat, J. Chem Phys. 23, 1711 (1955).'For literature coverage, in addition to references cited in 

subsequent footnotes, see (a) D. R. Herschbach, in Molecular 
Beams, 5. Ross, Ed. lInterstence Publishers, Inc, New York 
1966), Chap. 9, p. 319, (b) E E. Greene, A L Moursund, and 
I- Ross, ibd., Chap. 4, p. 135; (c) R. B, Bernstein and J. T. 
Muckerman, in Intermolecular Forces, 1 0 Hirschfelder, Ed.
(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 1967), Chap. 8, p.
389, (d)I. P Toennies, in Chemisck Elenenmrpiarozesse,H. Hart-
mann, Ud. (Sprnger-Verlag, Berlin, 1968), p 157. 

(a) L.R artin and J.L Kmsey, .Chem. Phys. 46, 4834 
(1967), (b) L. R. Martm, Ph.D. thesis, Chemistry Dept., Massa-
chusett Institute of Technology, 1966. 

kBr velocity analysis of this laboratory: an exteu
sive and improved reinvestigation of the reaction was 
itndertaken, The principal experimental results havebeen published,' in the form of polar (velocity-angle)
flux contour maps of Kr from the reactions K-Hr 
and KnDBr.mnspection of these maps suggets a very 
broad angular distribution of KBr in the c.m. system. 

This paper presents an elaboration of the experi
methods and results of Ref. 5, as well as further1 	 "tbservations of nonreactive scattering in these systems. 

lso reported is a detailed computer analysis mthe 

;eactive scattering data in an attempt to extract the"'best"c.m. functions (i.e., those c.m. functions which 
yeld calculated scattering that is most conssten:with 

the experimental data). The main results are sen d

quantitative estimates of the shapes of the c.m. angular
distributions (which appear to differ for the two isotopicysteins) and of the c.m. translational energy distri
bution of the products, deduced in the "uncoupled" 
4pproximation. The ratio of the total reactive cross 

asections 	 also beenfor the two isotopic systems has 
estimatefo the to ist.pic tes ha aor bee	stimated; that for HBr is 1.4d-0.2 times that for DBr; 
'his ratio agrees with one obtained from the reaction cross sections estimated by Airey et alM 

EXPERIENTAL 
, 

The apparatus is a modifications of one previously 
described4 , The primary Laval' K beam is velocity 
!eleeted s (resolution, R=14.4%, the full width at half
maximum, FWHM, for an "ideal" transmissioa tri

" 
- 'A E. Groser, A R Blythe, and R. B. Bernstein, J. Chem. 
Phys. 42, 268 (1965)

' C. Riley, K T. Gillen, and R B. Bernstein, 3. Chem. Phys. 
47, 3672 (1967).

6J.R. Airey, E F. Greene, K. Kodera, G. P. Reck, and J. Ross,
J. Chein. Phys 46,3287 (1967).

I See, e.g., A. R. Blythe, A. r, Grosser, and R. B. Bernstein,
Jt Chem Phys 41, 1917 (1964).
II (a) E. Hundhausen and H Pauly, Z. Naturforsch. 20a, 625 

(1965), (b) M. C Moulton and D. R. Herschbach, J. Chem 
Phys. 44, 3010 (1966); the slits were of the Moulton-Herschbach 
design. I 
1 9 H. U. Hostettler and R. B. Bernstein, Rev. Sdi. Instr. 1, 872 

(090), 
4019
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4020 . GILLEN, RILEY, ANID BERNSTEIN 

TAM.LS I. Apparatus geometry (all dimensions in centimeters). 
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beam 

Secondary
bean Primary Secondary 

0015 0 147 s 0160 0.6 
C 
Cl 
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0 60 

0.64 
0.64 

a 
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1,,
1.41 

0.127(0,254)-
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0 

0.6 
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a' 
d, 
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0.60 

I.,
11. 
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q 8.6 
3.7 

25.3 

4.4 DAnxumum angular divergemcc of 
secondary beam (in plane) --=2.3* 

The wkier analyzer entrance slit was tietl for the io cailed "cinnie scans," In nt attempt to ,lniaine the utnttetntya. correetlts for the "Viewlits 
factor."

angle)"; an estimate of its distribution is given in RESULTS
 
Appendix A. The secondary beam (2960 K, crossed s
 

a .perpendicularly) effuses through Zacharias foil slit single relative velocity distribution was used for 
and is mechanically modulated (25 Hz) for phase sen- all the experiments, with the peak in the velocity.
 
sitive detection. A second velocity selector (R=4.7%) selected K beam flux set at 908=L5 m/secu and with
 
is used to analyze the velocity of the scattered products the secondary beam oven held at 296fi3 0 K. The pri

coming from the scattering center (s c.) to the detector. mary results are velocity analysis scans of K]r flux
 
The detector is a Pt-W alloy which, in the "sensitized distributions at various apparatus angles, Oa. Figure 1
 
mode" detects both K andKIi by surface ionization"; shows seven such scans for K+HBr (corrected in the
 
the K + ions are acceleratedsinto an electron multidier, usual way7 for the velocity-dependent transmission bftheloweions are ccat e& ntow,an electon" mplier the analyzer); the curves are seen to have very similar
 
followed by a cathode follower, a "lock-in" amplifier sdewt W M.2~ %fralcre.Fgr

(25 Hz), and chart recorder. The laboratory detection shpes, with sWHM= 27 % for all curves. ndgur 

angle is varied by rofatingithe beam production system 2 shows eight such scans for K DBr; the shapes and 
around the s c. Typical Vacua dining operation with widths are again very uniform (FWHM=32:i1/), 
HBr are IX 105, 4X If-, 7X IO- 7 torr (uncorrected but wider than those for HBr.5 Figure 3 shows replicate
 
ion gauge readings) in the isolated chamber for the experiments for K+HBr at 6.=30, and for K+DBr
 
HBr source, the main scattering chamber, and the at 8.=250, an indication of reproducibility. The flux
 
isolated detector chamber, respectively. HBr gas peqks at the various angles are compared in Fig. 4,
 
(Matheson Company, stated purity >99.8%) and where the ratio of peak intensities is plotted vs 0s;
 
DBr gas (Stohler Isotope Company, stated isotopic thdse data can be combined with the velocity analysis
 

99 scabs to generate the polar (velocity-angle)
puritypuriy99% D)D)wereIse,used without purification. Corn- flux con

parision experiments with synthetic DBr (chemically toiar maps of Ref. 5. 
purified) gave results indi~s~nguishable from those for Angular distributions of the total flux of IK (unsen'si
the commercial D ir. tized filament) and of the sum of K and K1r (sensitizm'l 

Table I lists the important apparatus dimensions, filament) are shown in Fig. 5. For both icactions, the 
The symbols s, cx, cin, a, and d are, respectively, theful curves have been normalized in the low-angle rainbow 
widths of the oven slit, collimator slit I, collimator slit re~ion (where there is only negligible KBr contribp-
II, analyzer entrance slit, [and detector; I," is the dis- hop to the observed flux in the sensitized mode). The 
tance between points i and j (I refers to the scattering fact that replicate experiments (sensitized mode) do 
center). Primed symbols refer to the vertical dimen- no agree precisely in intensity for reactive (large-angle) 
sions (full heights). scattering is a consequence of slight day-to-day vaE

_, atibn in the relative sensitivity of the filament to 
tO This selector is coarser in rdolution than that used in Ref 4, K s KBr. This also precludes using these data to o.b

it represents the only degradation from the first velocity analysis tain the relative reactive intensities for the two isotopes.
expenrment. There ar many nrovements in the present experi- However, other supplementary experiments were done 
mental arrangement, however, icluding lower angular divergence

in the secondary beam, improved signal-to-noise ratios, more contiguously (under conditions of constant sensitivity),

reproducible data, isotopic substitution (DBr), and much im- they showed that the peak intensity of KBr (at 60so350)

proved data analysis techniques; the present experiments as fioin the HBr reaction was twice as great (2.00-±-0.05)
 
reportheearlier results edoffrm in Ref. 5) definitely supersed as hat for DBr. This is shown in the reactive KBr dis

1 ordetails, seeT. R Touwn and J. W. Trischka, J. Appl. Phys. tribution of Fig. 6, where the points are obtained from 
34, 3635 (1963) and Footnote 3 of Ref 4. It was found that a 
very small "leak" of oxygen intothe detector chamber is sufficient ' The density peak, however, is at 905+5 m/sec (see Fig. 17).
to insure that there is no decay in the detection efficiency for No e, also, that this is an impioved estimate which supersdes
KBr, once the "sensitized" mode has been obtained. the value of 919 mfsac used in Ref. 5, 

http:2.00-�-0.05
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°K+ 98t 

scans (KBr flux vs velocity) for ?analysis ° 0=20(5)50 Each curve is scaled to .[ 

unit peak flux aith successive vertical 
displacements of 0.5. Smooth curves have x 
been passed through the data points. 

ch 

_ 

250 

Fig. 5 by subtraction and normaiZ,Ltion. The differen-
tial scattering cross section at angles smaller than the 
rainbow angle 0, (essentially due to ionreactively 
scattered K) was assumed to be subst ,ntially the same 
for the two isotopic systems, in accord with Ref. 6. 
The data were normalized to the same intensity at the 
respective rainbow maxima 

The solid curves of Fig. 6"are obtained from the 
data of Fig. 4, as follows. The KBr flux peak intensity 
at each 0.was multiplied by the FWHM (in meters 
per second) of the velocity scan at that angle; assum-
ing that all velocity scans frorh K+HBr (DBr) are of 
a fairly uniform shape, this product should be nearly 
proportional to -the total YBr flux at that angle. The 
good agreement with the data points confirms the 

assumption. 
Figure 7 shows the angular distribution of the non-~ ntemrt scteereactively~~~~~ ~ ~ ~aiirsmlg

reactively scattered K on the more familiar semilog 
plot of (sinO0 )I(0.) vs 0.. 

_I I t I I I 

300 350 400 450 500 550 

V,& (m/sec) 

Figure 8 presents a reduced plot (as recommended 
by Smith el al )1 of the intensity of nonreactively 
scattered K in the c.m system. The conversion from 
laboratory to c.m. assumes a single (nominal) velocity 
vector triangle and uses the transformation equations 
of Morse and Bernstein. 14 Also shown are the most 
comparable experiments of Airey el al. (same beam 
configuration, slightly lower energy). The agreement 
is satisfactory in the rainbow region The results, in 
terms of the reduced rainbow angle parametet2clS 

J=04E, are presented in Table IL 
The maxima in Fig 8 are slightly better resolved in 

the data of Ref. 6, this is piobably due to the higher 

21 F T Smith, R. P Marchi, and K G Dedrick, Phys Rev 
50, 79 (1966). 
i' F A. Morse and R.B Bernstein, J.Chem Phys, 37, 2019 

(1962). at whicn the in5The reduced rainbow angle isthat anvlc 
tensity has fallen to 44% of its peak value on a plot 0i sino,,. X 
1(0.,.) vs Eo. .,; D. Beck, J.Chem Phys 37, 288 (1962). 
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K + DBr 

00 

o 

05-

Z50 300 350 400 

Vic. (m/sec) 

resolution primary beam velocity selector used in that 
work. However, the present experiments indicated 
lower values of the relative intensity of nonreactively 
scattered K in the Aigh-angle region This increase in 
the wide-angle "d opoff" of the elastic scattering 
implies a somewhat larger probability of reaction for 
collisions of low impact parameterb-16 In the study 
of Ref. 6, however, other experiments were done in the 
out-of-plane configuration (thought to be more re-
liable); here the wide-angle dropoff was much greater 
than for their in plafne data. It appears that the in-plane 

1 R B Bernstein and R D. Levine, I Chem. Phys. 49, 3872 
(1968) 

Fle 2. K+fDBr Smillar to° X 300 Fig. I for 0= 15 (5 50 

1 
450 500 550 

results of Ref. 6 qontained a significant spurious back
ground signal, which was largely elimmated in their 
out-of-plane experiments r The reaction probabilities 
reported for their out-of-plane configuration were tp
proximately the same as those which have been de
duced from the present (in-plane) results (analyzed 
using Ref. 16), The present data show at wide angles 
(i.e , 0

e i > 50) a nearly constant ratio, 1.if-i:0 3, for 
the nonreactive scattering of K by DBr compared to 

"7Any estimate of reaction probability based on the reduccdlevel of nonreactive scattering at wide angles is probabI3 a loier
limit, since much of the htgh-angle nonreactiva signal may be 
due to scatteng by the background not fully elminted. 
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FIG 3 Replicate velocity analyses, scaled to umt peak flux 
Upper: IC+HBr, 0.=30'. Lowver. IC+D~r, 04=25 smooth 

curvs haehrouhben thpased poits.FIGdat 
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FIG 4 Angular dependence of "peak R]Br flux" from compara-
son of velocity analysis curves at various eo Upper' K+HBr, 
replicate experiments Lower K+DBr, similarly Smoothed 
curves passing through the data are scaled to unity at peak. 
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5 Anctular scans of total scattered flux 'Circles (0) -n 

(A) "senisitized" fllaxncnt (dete-ig K and Kflr). 
Squares (El)' "unsensitized" filanment (detecting K onily) The 
EBr data are displaced vertically upw ard by 0 5 units N3,rmahza
tiont is arbitrary for both sets of data 

400S*Her 
Q. 

00? 

6+~Total KIrfiu no velocity aralyss)as a furnct~o,. of 

0The various symbols are expeinental points derived from 

curves 5 (after appropriateFigsubtraction of the X 'lux). 
each angle "as multiplied by the FV.'HM of that peak, under 
the assumption that all %elocityscans fronm R+HEr kor Dflr) 

theThedatasolidof Fig are deived from 4. the XrBr flux peak at 

are of "similar" shape The ordinate scale is arbitrary, but the 
ratio of the two curves is presented acctnately (based on supple
mentary direct comparison experiments) 
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I t . " 'inthe laboratory distributions can lead to a large loss 
of information in the c.m. 

(2) The most troublesome experimental uncertainty 
is associated i~ith the lack of direct knowledge of the

K+ H~r velocity distribution of the secondary beam. Indirect 
evidence suggested that under certain conditions non
ideal flow conditions could seriously affect the restltq. 
Preliminary expet inlents, cairied out at high secondary 
beani flow rates [st6 cnm (STI')/ mh], yieldrd a tdi%
tribution of KBr product which was sentitive to secomd
ary beam flow, and centered at somewhat greater 
laboratory angles than the results presented in this 
paper. This indicated abnormal secondary beam effu

-sion with velocity distributions peaked significantly 
higher than for ideal Knudsen flow. To minimize de
viations from ideality, before the reported experiments,

i the flow was reduced by stages to a final value of, 0.5 
cmi'(STP)/min, beyond which the results seemed es

0 sentially invariant to flow. Here ideal effusive flux 
(with a Maxwellian velocity distribution) could be 

Oassumed with reasonable confidence as a first approni-
Z mation in the data analysis. However, the possibility of 
C 	 some modification could not be ruled out. 

A computer simulation which attempted to iepro
duce the experimental polar (velocity-argle) flux 
contour maps for reactive product was made using the 

methods described by Warnock and Bernstein," The 
c.m. differential reactive cross section (dv/d$wdw) was 
assumed factorizable (the "uncoupled" approximation): 

(d/ohr/dw) "P(w)P(w), (1) 

'I I 	 where P(w) is the probability density (distribution)I 

10 20 30 40 50 	 function for scattering into a given element of solid 
angle in the c.m.,P(w) is the probability distributionQ, LABORATORY ANGLE (Degrees) of flux as a function of velocity in the c.m ,9 wis the 

Fio 7. Semilog plot of tlie angular distribution of the flux of can, angle (0, 0), and w is the c.m. velocity of the re
aonreacttvely scattered K, (sinB.)I(O.) The curves have been active product, KBr.The reaction cross section was 
3eparated by an arbitrary vertical displacement. also assumed to have a negligible dependence n in

cident energy over the fairly narrow energy range en-
Hr. (However, this ratio should be considered only ( compassed by the velozity distributions in the two 
as a lower limit, due to the possibility of some incom- beams. 
pletely eliminated residual background which would Initial computations assumed a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
tend to reduce the apparent ratio.) (M-B) velocity distribution for the secondary beam, 

the "best-fit" (i.e., most consistent fit to the data) 
ANALYSIS OF REACTIVE SCATTERING DATA c deduced gave an excellent representacm. functions 

tion of- all of the velocity scans (e.g., Figs. 1-3), but 
Two difficulties, one fundamental to the reaction the predicted shapes of the peak ratio curves (Fig. 4)

studied, and one experimental, have caused significant 
problems in analyzing the data: TABLE I.Reduced rainbow angle parameteroa 

JlBE (radian•kilocalone/mole). 
(1) The reaction -IC+HBr(DBr) is a particularly 

difficult one from the viewpoint of extracting the c.m. K+HBr K+DBr 
differential reactive cross sections and excitation func- Airey a al.$ 1.10, 1.07 
tions from the KBr laboratory scattering data. This is Present results 108, 106, 
caused by the unfavorkble kinematics associated with 
the large mass ratio of KBr to H(D); i.e., the light i BTT.WaockandR.B lernstein,j. Chem.Phys.40, 187T 
H(D) atom takes away most of thee.m. recoil velocity, (1968).
 
so the velocity vector of the heavy KBr is confined close So E. A. 2ntemann aid D R. erschbach, Dscusstons Faraday
 
to the centroid velocity. Thus very small uncertainties P,( is her tented)) e(EO.
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were too broad, as seen in' Fig. 9. Attempts to narrow " 
this peak ratio curve by varying the c.m. cross section 14 
functions were unsuccessful since they generally de
stroyed the good fits to the individual velocity scans.'0 

'Noting from Fig. 1 of Ref. 6 that the individual angular a, 

maxima lie on an almost vertical line (where the second- t,, 
ary beam defines the vertical), it appears that the diffi- _ 
culty may be associated with the assumption of ideal Ch W 
MT-B flow. A narrowing of the secondary beam distribu- A 
tion suggests itself as the cause for the narrowing of thea
experimental peak ratio curve. This conclusion is made ox  4 A 
plausible by the preliminary (unreported) experiments 

done at higher secondary beam effusion rates, experi
ments with definitely nonideal flow. c A 

The simplest model which has been introduced to K+HBr 
allow for modification of the M-B flow condition is 
that of Estermann, Simpson, and Stern l (ESS). It a a 

attempts in a simple way to account for preferential da a 

scattering of low velocity beam molecules by "cloud" a o a a 
formation in front of the source slit.? The modified 0 
(ESS) density distribution is -, 

1(v) -(9g/o?) exp[- /a)4cf, 

where a=(2kT/m), P is given in Fig. 14 of Ref. 21,2 Z 
and c is a constant that determines the magnitude of da 
the attenuation. The constant c=2 was chosen because K+Da" 
it could account nicely for the observed narrowing of 
the peak ratio curve. The ESS density distribution * 

(c=2) is compared to the M-B ideal case in Fig. 10. o 
The velocity of the peak in the ESS density curve, Q._ 9f 
denoted by a', is 11% greater than a, the velocity of & 
the maximum in the M-B density function. 

Using this ESS secondary beam distribution a new at 
set of "best" c.m. distribution functions was deduced. a 

The functions found were 'alnostidentical to the ones a 
secondary velocity distribu- ' aaaderived assuming a M-B 

tion. The reproductions of the velocity scans of Figs. 1-3 a oa a a 
were as good as before, but the peak ratio curves now 
fit much better for both HBr and DBr reactions (see 0 , , 
Fig. 9). This verified the strong correlation between 1 0 1.0 0 0 4.0 
the shape of the peak ratio curve and the secondary 
beam velocity distribution' and strongly implied non- E eeti (Kcal tralex rodian) 

ideal secondary beam flow conditions. FIG 8. Reduced plot (Smith el a )12of the flux of nonreactively 
Figure 11 shows the ddduced "best" c.m. angular scattered K in the center-of-mass (c m) system. The conversion 

distributions for the two 'reactions. The c.m. recoil from laboratory to c.m. was done using the "nominal velocity 
energy distributions, expressed in -P(w) and P(E') vector triangle" (as illustrated in the insert, where Iw,I=1 V, ).
enem,ar ds on, express12.he cLaboratory velocities are denoted by Vs; c m velocities by 's.
form," are shown in Fig. 12. The curve in the upper The triangles (A) represent the data of Airey a a.* (vs=878 
part of the figure gives the best estimate of the transla- m/sec, Tnn=250'K, Tpr=254K), the squares (0) are the 

present data (vK=908 m/sec, Toor.pr=296K). All data have 
been normalized to a peak of umity. Upper: K+HBr; Lower:20In the present analysis it hasbeen considered more important K+DBr. 

to fit the individual velocity scans than the peak ratios. This 
is because the peak ratio curve is intrinsically subject to more 
systematic error, associated with the possibly different scattering 
volume "seen" at every angle. The analyzer entrance slit was tional energy distribution of flux P(E') in the cm, 
opened to 0.254 cm (see Table I) for the peak ratio experiments system (the same for both isotopic systems); the lower 
man attempt to mmize the correction for this "viewing factor' curves give the corresponding translational velocity

21I Estermann, 0. C. Simpson, and 0 Stem, Phys. Rev. 71, distributions of fluxrp(w) in the c.m. system. [Note 
238 (1947). I 

i2See also R S Freund and IW.Klemperer, J. Chem. Phys their relationship: P(w) =wP(E').]The collision exo
47, 2897 (1967). 1 

" Although F is velocity dep$endent, it is fairly constant for as usual' by Ql,e nthernicity Q is defined e -E, ione 
g>a, increasing rapidly at lowervelocities. E And W are, respectively, the relative translational 

http:express12.he
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'" limits for smooth, low-resolution functional forms that 
0 A K Her give reasonable fits to the data Lmanx different com

£ bmatons of functional forms were tried for P(w) and 
.P (w), including various simple angulai distribtion,, 

A a which attempted to simulate the strong prefernicz fc 
IXPI "backward" c.m scattering of the KBr repodoti .

& 05 K+TBr]. The "best" c.m. functions (Figs I! and 12) 
are sumnarized in Table IV. 

05o 

t 0.K+2.o K+HBr 

1.0 

o * I 
20 30 40 5o 0.5 

LABORATORY ANGLE e0 (OEG) 

Fie. 9 Experimental KBr flux "peak ratio curves" comparedwith best-fit computed results for M-B secondary beam (A)
and for ESS secondary beam (0); all curves arbitrarily normal

0 
I

90IO 

ized to unity at peak. 

1._ K+DBr 
collision energy before and after collhsionYe Shown bn 
Fig. 12 are the points for Q=0 and Q=Q,,= (all avail
able energy going into translation) for the case of the ca I,0 
most probable initial collision energy. Table III lists 0
numerical values. 

The shaded zones in Figs 11 and 12 represent the 0.5 

0 s90 too 

W-6S. BEAM DENSITY 

2 ~FiG. 11. Deduced c mn angular distiabution functions P(&,) or 
. d'e(Oem )/d2o. Theheavysolid lines are the distributionsvpihgive the "best" representation of the data, and the shaded artas 

encompass limits for "reasonable fits" to the data. All curvesarmtranly normalized to unity at zero degrees 

- , A set of curves of KBr flux vs velocity, computed by 
200 400 600 using the "best" c.m. functions and the assumed ESS 

VELOCITY (mwsec) velocity distribution for the secondary beam, is corn-
FiG 10. Density distribution functions used to represent HEr pared in Fig. 13 (K+HBr) and Fig. 14 (K+DBr) to

beam (296'K). Solid curve (peak at a) M-B, dashed curve the set of experimental velocity scans (the "-'eperi
(peak at a'): ESS function. Both curves normalized to unity at mental" curves are smoothed, best representations of
peak, the data). Here, both the computed points (10-m/sec 

24See Footnote 17 of Ref. 18 for further details - intervals) and the smoothed experimental curves are 
"Use is made of K~r rhermodvamzc data of L. Brewer and normalized (for both reactions) relative to the maxi-E. Brackett, Chem. Rev. 61, 425 (1961). mum in the flux at 0,= 350 (using Fig. 9). Fig. 15 pre
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,sents polar (velocity-angle) KBr flux contour maps' ,8
as another representation of Figs. 13 and 14; solid con
tours are experimental, dashed contours are calculated 
from the preferred can functions. The "nominal" I 
velocity vector triangles drawn [vx=908 m/sec, 
v(HBr, DBr) =a'] correspond to the velocity of the 
maximum in the flux distribution of the primary beam 0.5 
and the velocities of the (assumed) ESS density maxima 
of the secondary beams., 00 Pr 

The computed fits to the experimental contour maps 0 4 
(Fig 15) are reasonable considering the kinematic E (Kcol/molee 
difficulties and the problems with the nonmdeal second
ary beam Not fitted within the estimated experimental
 
error bounds were the "peak ratio" data for HBr. , Q=o 0oo '
 

Since there is such a strong link between the secondary 10
beam velocity distribution and the peak ratio curve,
 
the uncertainty inthe secondary beam flow conditions 3:
 
precludes further attempts at adjusting and improving -0.5u 
the fit to the HBr peak ratio data; as mentioned, such 
adjustments improve the fit, but do not appreciably _ , . ... . 
change the "best" c m functions 0 Oto 

Also shown in Fig. 15 are "Cartesian" flux contour 
map representations of the experimental data, ob- w(m/sec) 
tained by dividing the polar flux intensity by v2 INote FiG 12 Upper Deduced c in flu-. distrioution function P(L'). 
that 1/%; is part of the Jacobian (lab-c.m.) factor The solid curve represents the function giving the "b':t" repro
2, /-'.'] This removes the influence of the relative post- duction of the data botn for HBr and for DBr, the s'%-dd area 

encompasses limits for "reasonable fits" to the data 0-3 a-id 
tion of the origin in laboratory velocity (v)space upon Q=eQ. 0 (for each system) refer to the "nominal" collision condl
the size of the laboratory volume element (in v space). tons ('=908 m/sec, v,=a') (Curves are normahzed to unity

at peak). Lotr c.m flux distribution functions P (w)for HBr(Note: A volume element increases proportional to ti and DBr corresponding prcisely to the solid P(E') curve 
in the polar coordinate system, not so in the Cartesian (upper), arbitrarily norma d to unity at peak in P(w) 
reference frame.) Henci such a Cartesian flux contour 

map provides a better visualization of the scattering 
relative to centroid.9 Inspect:on of the Cartesian maps

TADLE II. KBr recoil velocity for several cases. 
E=2 8kcal/mole. Iof Fig. 15 reveals the broad but somewhat "backward" 

scattering of KBr from the HBr reaction, and the tend-
Q(kcal/mole) w (m/sec) ency for "forward" scattering for the DBr system 

The observed absolute intensity ratio of scattered 
K+HBr 0 41 1KBr from HBr and DMt (as shown in Fig. 6) has been 

4 2 (=Qm,) . 64 used with the "best" c.1. functions to deduce a ratio 
for the total leactive coss %ectamns of the two systems.

K+DBr 0 58 The procedure was as follows. The cm functions 

3.1 83 were normalized to the same total integral [i= 
fff P(w)P(w)dwd%] for the two systems [correspond

ing to (temporarily assumed) identical magnitudes 
2 T. T Warnock, R B. Bernstein, and A. E. Grosser, 5. Chem for the total reactive cross sections]. These functions 

Phys 46, 1685 (1967) were used to compute scattering maps in the labora
"See also- (a) Z Herman, J Kerstetter, T Rose, and R. toly system. The ratio of total XBr flux at 0,=35 for 

Wolfgang, Discussions FarAday Soc. 44, 123 (1967); (b) W . 
Gentry, E A Gislason, Y. Lee, B H. Mahan, and C. Tsao, ibzd. the two isotopic reactions was then computed. This 
44, 137 (1967) ratio was compared to the experimental ratio in Fig 6,

2 The "most probable triangle" (most probable collision event) and the integrals 1, adjusted so as to recover the ex
corresponds to the maxmization of vgd(v)d±(v), where dj() is
the density distnbution of beam i, and r,is the relative velocity penimental ratio of laboratory flux. The total reaction 
When one beam (e g,beam 1) is much faster than the other, then cross section thus evaluated is 
vw an, But vd,(v)=ld the quantity to max;mte is vid,(v)ds(v) 

r
I. ,) , where f,(v) ihntri bearn I Itnce, ai%thy. flux ution of i in (K-l-IBr)/a1(K-DYr)=1.4+0.2. 
this etw the ninA Iro1ablek trdtugW torrtiihii ,llprotximatty' 
to the velocity of the denity maxinium In leam 2and the velocity
 
of the flux maximum in beam 1. These considerations have been " (a) W. R Gentry, E A. Gislason, B -I lahara, and C. Tsao,

discussed also by J.H Birely, Ph D. thesis Harvard Unversity, J.Chem.Phys.49, 3058 (1968), (b)R Woafrang and R.J Cr:
 

(pn ate yommun(WatiCn). 1966 
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TAriz IV. Prfecd ("best fit") c m distribution functions, not normalized. ' (kilocalorics per mole), 
w (meters per second), 0 (degree m c in). 

K+HBr K+DBr 

P(W =P,(0)3 1+1(0/180) -(/1) 

E(')'I exp(-0.325E') (same as K+HBr) 

P(O) (iu/42 6)z exp - (w/42.6)2J (w/6) =expC- (w/60p)24 

Th*a functional form is Used by W B Miller, S A Safron and D R Herchbch, Dlscu sions Faraday Soc 44, 108 (1967) Sec aMo Ref. 19 
They (appear to) use this au a density functon rather than as a flux functuon, hence their corr.spondsng flux function wuld bmh,,ultp[ied by , (see 
Ref 19) 

K + HBr0.51 005;O=20 = 

77
 0, -. ~25, 
00 

0 I I 
0.94-

Fxo 13. K+HBr Best computer re
0 productions of the experimental velocity 

scans of KBr flux Note teat here the1.0solid ctroes are best smooth representa-Xtons of the data, the normaizations 
(numbers along the ordinate), relative 
to the peak in tn flux at 35', are from
the peak ratio curves of Fig 9. The points 
are computed renults (at 10-m/sec inter
vals in v,,r). 
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This number may be compared with the (less precise) distribution seem to preclude the possibility of extract
ratio of the estimates of total reactive cross sections ing fine details of the distribution functions P(w) and 
(based on the optical model analysis of the wide-angle P(w) (for example, any coupling between the two 
nonreactive scattering) , reported by Airey el a.a: distributions). Nevertheless, a "low-resolution," un
#(K+HBr)=35d:9 12 and ar(K+DBr)=26=i±8 A,2 coupled [i.e., Eq. (1)] set of functions can be found 
which gives th ratio 1.3, with considerable uncer- which reproduces the main features of the data. The 
tainty. choice of functions, fortunately, is nearly independent 

6f assumptions as to the secondary beam distribution. 
COMMENTS ON THE REACTIVE The recoil energy distribution function F(E') (Fig; 12) 

SCATTERING RESULTS is similar for both the HBr and DBr reactions and 
indicates a large range of product internal excitatioa 

The c.m. angular and recoil energy distribution func- energies. The angular distribution (Fig. 11) is more 
tions are broad. Fundamental kinematic restrictions forward for K+DBr than for K+HBr; this trend is 
and an uncertainty in the secondary beam velocity not consistent (at least in a trivial sense)'with the pro
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Fro I5.Lft K~r polar (velocity-angle) flux contour maps for reactions K+EBrand K+DBr at anominalhintialrelative knetic 
energy of 2 8 kcal/mole The solid contours are the experimental data.' 'The dashed contours are the computed curves At a gwven angle, 
experimental flux maxima are denoted by solid triangles (Ak), computed flux maxima by open circles (0) (sometimes overlapp~cig).-
The open circles are connected by a dashed line. The solid vertical line ("1") is the peak centroid locus The polar cunecs Isrm(Oa)
display peak KCr ntensities (cf. Fig 9) Riaght. K~r Cartesian flux contour maps of experimental data, derived from polar maps by 
dividing flux by 0x5,' Peak centroid locus lines and nominal relative velocity lines are drawn as at left. The cm points correspond 
to the nominal triangle with a' and ox as at left. 

dominantly backward scattering of K[]r from the K, found-a to apply for a number of other chemical systems, 
Cs+TBr experiments of M[Vartin and Kinsey.3 The namely, that a reaction with more "forward" scattering 
larger total reactive scattering cross section for the usually has a larger total reactive cross section.K+KBr system compared with K+DBr agrees with 
the deductions of Airey ci at.6 from their phenomenologi- THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
cal analysis of the nonreactive scattering. Thrs result is The present paper wviil not attempt to review or elabo
however, not in accord with the usual correlation rate on the various theoretical treatments which ha 
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been applied to the reactive scattering of alkalis by 
hydrogen halides? Indeed, it seems premature to draw 
any serious conclusions from these treatments in view 
of the rapid development of new theoretical-computa-
tional methods for dealing with the reactive scattering 
problem." 

Much of the attention in the literature has been de-
voted to the purely phenomenological description of the 
scatteringn via the optical model, which is intended to 
account in a simple way for the elastic scattering in 
potentially reactive systems. As mentioned earlier, 
the present study essentially confirms the nonreactive 
data on K+IIBr (DBr) of Aircy ct al. and the main 
features of their analysis. Their data and the present 
results suggest an opacity function P(b) with limit-
ing values (i.e., for very small impact parameters) 
P(O)>0.9 and 0.8 for HBr and DBr, respectively. Their 
results indicate that the shape of the function can be 
fairly well approximated by a "rounded" step function 
characterized by a threshold impact parameter btar 
corresponding to a "critical" K-Br separation of about 
3.6 X. 

However, as pointed out in Ref. 32(k), because of 
shape-sensitivity considerations it is very difficult to 
deduce a unique opacity function even from very re-
liable data. An even more serious limitation on the 
optical model interpretation was brought out in Ref. 
32(b), where it was shown that the existence of a deep 
attractive well at small K-Br separations, super-
imposed on the usual van der Waals (vdW) well at 
large distances, would also lead to suppression of the 
wide-angle scattering. This result was obtained using 
a two-body central force model, involving only a semi-
classical analysis of the pure elastic scattering, i.e., no 

See, for example. (a) N. C. Blals and D. R. Bunker, J. Chem 
Phys 39,315 (1963); (b) P Pechukas, J. C. Light, and C.Rankin, 
ibid. 44, 294 (1966)7, (c) J. Lin and J. C. Light, ibd 45, 2545 
(1966); (d) R. E. Olson And C. R Mueller, in Ph.D. thesis of 
R. E. Olson, Purdue University, 1967; (e) R. J. Suplinskas and 
J. Ross, J Chem. Phys. 47, 321 (1967); (f) J. C. Light, Discus
sions Faraday Soc. 44, 14 (1967); (g) B. C. Eu, J. H. Huntington, 
and J. Ross (to be published). Also- J. H. Huntington, Ph.D 
thesis, Brown University, 1968, 

"1See, for example: (a) M. Karplus, R N. Porter, and R D. 
Sharma, J. Chem. Phys 43, 3259 (1965); (b) P.. Kuntz, E M. 
Nemeth, J. C Polanyl, S. D. Rosner, and C k Young, sbid. 
44, 1168 (1966); (c) L M. Raff and M. Karplus, ibid 44, 1212 
(1966), (d) R. A. Marcus, ibid. 45, 2630 (1966); 46, 959 (1967), 
Discussions Faraday Soc. 44,'7 (1967); (e) M Karplus and 
K. T. Tang, jbid. 44, 56 (1967); (f) M. S. Child, ibid 44, 68 
(1967); 	 (g) E. E. Nikitin, Chem. Phys. Lett 1, 266 (1967). 

"2See, for example. (a) D. Beck, E. F. Greene, and j Ross 
3. Chem. Phys. 37, 2895 (1962); (b) D. R. Herschbach and 
G H Kwei, in Alomic Collision Processes, M R C. McDowell, 
Ed. (North-Holland Publ. Co., Amsterdam, 1964), p. 972; (c) 
E Hundhausen and H. Panly, Z. Physik, 187, 305 (1965) i (d)
Publishers, N.Y., 1966), Chap. 3, p. 7.3; (e) B. F. Greene, A. L.cusoswtPrfsr 	 .. KieyPoesrE.FR. B. Bernstein, in Molecular Beams, J. Ross, Ed. (Interscence cussions with Professor J. L. Kinsey, Professor D. F. 

chemical reaction per se was necessarily introduced by 
th& deep "chemical" well. In many respects the differ
ential elastic scattering expected from the tx., -well 
potential resembles that from the vdW well alone; the 
usual analysis would give an r,' characteristic of the 
shallow outer well. The effects of the deep inner well 
might be wrongly interpreted as due to chemical re
action, with significant apparent opacity for b<b, 
[lwhere br(Or) is the rainbow impact parameter for the 
vdW well]. 

Thus one must be cautious about prediction of the 
reactive scattering behavior from the nonreactive 
scattering data via an optical analysis, However, ns 
pointed out in Ref. 33, the simple niodel appcars reason
ablysuccessful for a number of alkah-halogen compound 
systems (especially for K+CHaI),z3b in that observed 
total reactive cross sections are fairly well piedicted by 
suitable integration over the opacity function .0(b) 
derived from the nonreactive data. 

Among the many treatments" of the reactive scatter-
Lug per se, one of the more promising appears to be 
that of Eu, Huntington, and Ross.309 They have pre
sented a simple formulation based on the Bute -
Tobocman direct interaction theory and applied it to 
the calculation of orientation-averaged differebtial 
reaction cross sections. They treated a numb, of 
systems, including those of interest here, A form fcr 
tl-e potential energy surface was chosen which contains 
a step function to represent "bond switching," oc
currlng at a critical M-X separation (chosen to be 
3.6 A for K-+BrH). For a collision energy of 1.5 
kcal/mole, and considering a fixed Q= -1 kcal/mole, 
they calculated the angular distribution for several 
values of the rotational angular momentum value I for 
the KBr product ranging from 100-112, with 1=104 
"preferred" from an analysisz of the elastic scattering. 
The resulting angular distributions were broad and 

somewhat "backward" weighted, but a change of 8% in 
I sufficed to bring the maximum from the backward to 

the forward direction. Unfortunately their, model(toes 
not predict Q or I distributions for isotopic reactions. 
Thus it is not fully predictive in character, but it may
Thus it isnful preditin hraer bt it way 
wall be helpful in correlating the grosser features of !he 
results for reactions of related systems. At present theie 

appears to be no oh injtjo, theoretical prediction of the
differential scattering cross sections and internal ex
citation function for the systems K+HBr, DBr to com

pare with the present observations. 
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APPENDIX A: CALIBRATION OF VELOCITY 

SELECTOR AND VELOCITY ANALYZER 


The velocity analyzer was calibrated using a direct, 
low-temperature potassium beam under Knudsen 
effusive conditions. The experimental curves of intensity 
vs analyzer rotational speed are compared to a cal-
culated Maxwell-Boltzmann (M-B) distribution at 

16 shows a typicalhe K oven temperature. Figure 
result comparing the experimentally determined flux 
entering the analyzer with an ideal M-B flux distribu-
tion, I v' exp[-(intv/2kT)]. The excellent fit con-
firms the ideal effusive flow conditions; in this way, 
absolute velocities can be determined to within 0.6% 
at the peak of the analyzer transmission triangle. (Of 
course, the analyzer, has an appreciable tiansmission 
width, i.e., FWHM= 4.7%.) 

The velocity selector was calibrated similarly; but 
there is an added difficulty to be noted. Being of lower 
resolution, the selector has a transmission "triangle" 9 

(shown in Fig. 17) which exhibits a significant bias to 
high velocities (i.e., there is a somewhat greater flux 
transmitted at velocities greater than the velocity of 
the peak in the transmission curve than there is at lower 
velocities). The shift in the K. beam calibration curve 
caused by this bias must, therefore, be accounted for 
in achieving a correct match to an ideal M-B form. The 
best estimate of the actual distribution of K transmitted 
by the velocity selector is given in Fig. 17, here the re-
duced velocity v* is defined, to be v/908 (meters per 
second). The spreading from the nearly triangular 
"ideal" function is caused by angular divergence in 
the potassium beam, due to the well-known dependence 
of transmission velocity on the angle relative to the 
selector axisOU The angular spread in the K beam was 
determined experimentally 'by scanning near 0,=00. 
The change in the selector transmission as a function 

p I | I I 

AND BERNSTEIN 

of angle through the selector was determined by scan
ning and comparing the selector transmission wit "'e' 
velocity analyzer transmission for various angular 
settings (e.g., 04=0.0°, +0.5', -0.50) of the K beam. 
One such scan is shown in Fig. 17 along with a com
putational simulation. This type of comparison scan 

indicates the relative consistency of calibration of th 
selector and analyzer; they agree to better than =1:1% 
in velocity. The velocity of the flux pea". of the selector 
transmission at 908 m/see, howvei, is known to 
dL-0.6%. The estimated density distribution transmitted 
(solid curve, Fig. 17, whi-h supersedes the "0," "," 

"0" lines of Ref. 5, that were based on the "ideal" 
transmission triangle) is appreciably broader (18.8% 
FWHM) than that expected for the "ideal" triangle 
(14.4%). 

It is also important to note that the Laval potassium 
beam has a significantly narrowed velocity distribu
tion0 '; if, therefore, the selector is set to transmit a 
velocity range well below the region of peak intensity 
of the Laval curve, then the steep variation of flux vs 
velocity incident upon the selector will cause an en
hancement of the high velocity portion of the density 
tran~mission function. This suggested operating the 
selector near the peak of the Laval curve, where th; 
effect was small and readily accounted for in the alil
brations, and also where the transmitted intensity was 
nearly a maximum. 

APPENDIX B: COMMENT ON ELASTIC
 
VELOCITY ANALYSIS
 

In Ref. 4, velocity analyses of the nonreactively 
scattered ("elastic") K were made at 5' laboratory 
intervals from 0o=50 to 400. At all but one of the 
angles the positions of the peaks of these scans were 
within a1% of the velocities predicted for elastic 
scattering using the nominal vector triangle (Fig. 4 of 
Ref. 4). The exception was at 0= 250, where three 
separate experiments gave peaks in the intensity of the 
scattered K at a velocity some 5% lower than that 

I 

THERMAL K 6EAM 
I.C - c470±3? K) 

iFe. 16 Calibration of a thermal K
beam with the high-resolutxon velocity 

>_05 analyzer. The calculated, ideal M-B,
Ic cure is shown superimposed upon theOP 


experimental points.
 

EX CAL. (M-8) 

600G0t 600 1000 

POTASSIUM VELOCITY (m/e) 

uM. Ackerman, E. F. Grene, A. L. Mourund, and j. Ross, 3, Chem. Phys. 41, 1183 (1964); see Appmedlix IV. 
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SNK
BEAM DENSITY 

FIG 17. Density distribution in the KC,
beam is reduced velccty v*=v/908 . \ 
(m/see) The dot -ash curve ( . 5 I,' 
is the near-triangular ideal selector trans
mission function, assuming negligible >' 
angular divergence in the beam The 
solid curse is the best estimate of the 
actual beam distribution, taking account 0. 
of angle spread The points are the eper- < t 
mental density distribution through the >. 
low-resgluton selector as seen by the 
high-resolution analyzer, and the dashed en 
curve is a computed curve intended Z 11of these 

observadions 2j 
as a theoretical simulation 
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REDUCED VELOCITY 

piedicted. This anomaly can now be explained on the now being used both at Wisconsin" and at Harvard 
basis of the steep slope of the angular distribution at the For this system, however, the kinematic difficulties 
edge of the rainbow and the significant range in incident preclude even the obvious extension to iclatively more 
relative energy. The selector used in the earlier expert- complex [but still "uncoupled," as in Eq (I)] c.m 
ments had a velocity FWHM of 4 7%, and hence an functions For example, based on knowledge of the 
energy FWHM-of '-9%; the secondary beam causes TBr results,3 a sharp backward can. peak in the angular 
an even greater spread in the energy range for colli- distribution can be added to a fairly isotropic angular 
sions Since the rainbow "edge" shows an inverse re- distribution, and, as long as the sharp peak does not 
laticnship between incident energy and angle (hence the become too intense, one can obtain a fairly good fit to 
use of the reduced variable E00., in Fig 8),1" it follows the HBr data. This method of "educated guessing" is 
that at a given angle the elastic scattering will show a too subjective and cannot, of course, be applied gen
strong energy dependence (greatest in regions of large erally. 
logarithmic derivative of thd elastic scattering curve). A better extension of the analysis woald involve no 
The size of the effect is enough to explain the observed assumption of functional form and no guesing of trial 
5% peak shift, and also accounts for significantly functions The computer should be free to find a general
greater shifts in elastic scattering results found (but best repiesentation, for instance, by minimizing a least 
not reported) in the course of the present study with squares fit to the data using general functional flns 
a selector of lower resolution (e g., orthogonal polynomials, or histogiams) for the 

c.m angular and recoil energy distibutions These
APPENDIX C: COMMENT ON IMPROVING THE extensions have been made, and a least-squares poly-

COMPUTER ANALYSIS nomial analysis of the K+ rBr (DBr) system nas even 

Velocities for the KBr flux contours in this study been carried out in the general case3 in which the 

are secure to better than 1% (see Appendix A); thus, angular and energy functions are allowed to be coupled. 

these data are extremely accurate relative to other The method, unfottunately, is better than the data 
reported velocity analysis results, yet th warrant, the results are dependent on assumptions asreprte veoctynalsisreult, yt he kinematic to the (unknown) secondary beam distribution, and
difficulties still prevent the use of much detail in the ar th o stionabeam aplntion of 
c.m functional fits Were it not for the fact that the are perhaps of questinable value The application ofK+H~ sytemis vry these to more reinenatcaly nfaorale, methods kinematically favorableK4-HBr system is kinematically very unfavorable, active systems is in proigress-3
 
many of the assumptions used in the analysis could
 
have been removed by taking advantage of improve- - K. T Gillen and R. B. Bernstein (unpublished work)
 
ments in data analysis and computational techniques -0P. Siska and D. R. Herschbach (private communication).
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C. After-Thoughts
 

There are a couple of reasons to suspect that the use of 

the modified (ESS) velocity distribution for the secondary beam was 

unnecessary, and that an assumption of a simple Maxwellian velocity 

distribution was reasonable. First, the necessary narrowing of the
 

calculated angular distribution in Fig. 9 (p.4026) can be accomplished
 

without losing the good fit to the velocity distributions if one
 

generalizes to a "coupled" (angle-velocity) c.m. distribution
 

57
function
 

Secondly, test calculations have since been made on assumed
 

c.m. distributions which show that the nominal relative velocity 

vector (collision axis) around which there is an approximate symmetry 

in the c.m. system is the one defined by the average velocity in 

both beams (rather than the most probable velocities, Vmp). For 

HBr (DBr) under the standardized experimental conditions of the 

paper = 
8 icT'S-j 279 (277) m/sec. 

40eThe Cartesian flux maps 

58of Fig. 15 allow a test of this symmetry condition ; if v of
 

the secondary beam is used (instead of vMP) to define the collision
 

axis, the symmetry is satisfied approximately for HBr, but not very
 

well for DBr (see Figure Iii-1). Perhaps the experimental "peak
 

ratio curves" (Fig. 4 of paper IIIB) for K + DBr were done at
 

slightly too high a flow, causing a small deviation from ideal H-B
 

conditions (but smaller than the ESS model used); yet the K + HBr
 

experiments appear to have a reasonably ideal secondary beam
 

velocity distribution. It must be noted once again that the assumption
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Fig. IIT-I K + HBr, DBr Cartesian Flux Distributions
 

Enlarged view of cartesian data flux maps of Fig. 15 of
 

Ref. 42 (section III B). The "nominal" relative velocity vector
 

has been shifted slightly to correspond to the average (rather
 

than most probable) velocity in both beams (assuming a Maxwellian
 

velocity distribution for the secondary beam).
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(used in the paper) of non-ideal flow for the secondary beam hardly
 

influences the final best uncoupled c.m. distribution found (Figs. 11,12);
 

this assumption was only used in an attempt to get a better fit of the
 

computations to the experimental data. Coupling of the angle and
 

velocity distributions may be a better approach to improving the match
 

to the data.
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IV. K + 12
 

A. Apparatus Modifications for K + 12 Experiments
 

Table IV-1 lists some important apparatus dimensions for the
 

K + I experiments; it is the analogue of Table I in Chapter III (p. 4020).
2
 

The full heights are all unchanged and are therefore not listed in
 

Table IV-l; the dimensions which have changed since the K + IBr, DBr
 

work are underlined in the table. All widths are "full-widths".
 

With the mechanical modulator the angular range possible in
 

the laboratory was only from Gt.00 to 49.50 (where 00 S K
 

beam direction; 90 0 12 beam direction); using the tuning fork
 

chopper, ®Dlab = 1010 was obtained; a simultaneous slight altera

tion of the chopper support and the last collimation slit for the 12
 

beam (as noted in Table IV-i) allowed the possibility of reaching
 

.
@= -15'
 

The collimating slits were generally wider than for K + EBr, DBr;
 

in this way intensity was increased with only a small sacrifice in reso

lution. The lower resolution is unimportant here since the kinematics
 

of the K + 12 system are so favorable; this decreases the laboratory
 

resolution requirements necessary for obtaining meaningful c.mo results.
 

Figures IV-1,2,3,4 show the slit geometries and beam profiles. The
 

ideal limit of the umbra is marked by line "u"; the extent of the penumbra
 

is denoted by line "p"; "h" is the half-intensity line. Note that in
 

every case the vertical and horizontal scales are not the same. As in
 

the earlier work, all meaningful angular distributions were done with
 

a wider analyzer entrance slit in order to eliminate the possibility
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Table IV-i K + 12 Apparatus Geometry
 

(all dimensions in 
cm)i
 

Primary Beam (K) Secondary Beam (I2)
 

s 0.015 0.076(0.015)iv
 

cI 0.40 0.51(0.254)
 

c 0.127 0.152 All heights same as
 

a 0.127(0.51)i i  for K + HBr, DBr; 

d 0.071 See Chapter III B, 

P 1.0 0.6 Table I. 
sc I	 li3. i__PIs oli 5.5 	 (3 .7) , _ 

Z 8.6 	 4.4
St
 

Pta 3.7 Maximum Angular Divergence of
 

Ztd 25.3 Secondary Beam (in-plane)
 

2.10 "'i
Ct 1.8), t 

(i) 	 When two numbers are given, the one in parenthesis denotes the
 
less common configuration. The underlined numbers are the only
 
changes from the K + HBr, DBr experiments.
 

(ii) 	 Angular normalizations and total angular distributions used a
 
wider analyzer entrance slit in order to view the entire scattering
 

zone at all angles and eliminate any viewing factors.
 

(iii) 	The "new" support piece for the tuning fork chopper had a
 
collimating slit slightly closer to the 12 oven than the old
 

piece used with the mechanical modulator.
 

(iv) 	 A few early experiments used a set of Laval slits on the 12
 
beam oven with results hardly distinguishable from the experiments
 
which used Zacharias foil slits.
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Figs. IV - 1,2,3,4 Slit Geometry
 

Details of the slit collimation for the two beams (subscript 1,
 

K; subscript 2, 12) and for the detector All dimensions in em. In
 

all figures the vertical and horizontal scales are different.
 

S: oven slit
 

a: collimator slit
 

a: analyzer entrance slit
 

d: detector
 

S.C.: scattering center
 

u: ideal beam umbra limit 
 1 
h: ideal beam "half intensity" Primes refer to beam heights
 

P: ideal beam penumbra limit 
 J 
Alternate positions of slits are indicated with dashed outlines
 

referring to the alternative arrangement, less frequently employed.
 

Figure IV -1 K beam and detector widths.
 

Figure IV-2 K beam and detector heights.
 

Figure IV-3 12 beam width.
 

Figure IV-4 12 beam height.
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that the scattering volume viewed was dependent upon the apparatus
 

angle. Velocity analyses (unreported) with the wider analyzer slit
 

had slightly broadened velocity distributions relative to the ones
 

reported here (section IV-C). This is due to the larger angular
 

range through the analyzer, which causes a broadening in the velocity
 

distribution transmitted at a given rotation speed. (The dependence
 

of the transmission on the angle through the analyzer car, be calculated
 

using the general transmission equation (A-l) of Appendix A.)
 

Iodine, unlike HBr, has too low a vapor pressure to be intro

duced conveniently as a gas; hence a reservoir interior td the
 

apparatus had to be used. The differential pumping of the secondary
 

beam chamber was also eliminated and replaced with more cryogenic surfaces
 

near the beam oven.
 

The tungsten wire beam monitor for the K beam was installed
 

specifically for the purpose of monitoring the variation in the K
 

flux entering the scattering zone during the course of studies of the
 

dependence of scattering on the relative incident kinetic energy, E;
 

however, even in experiments done at a constant E, the W wire
 

proved to be a valuable monitor of beam stability.
 

The last modification to be noted, both unplanned and unpleasant, 

was a gradual thinning of the disk and widening of the slots of the 

selector disk closest to the K oven. This was caused by the large 

amount of k deposited on this disk during the course of the Laval K 

beam experiments, followed by hydrolysis and attack upon the aluminum 

during cleanup of the apparatus. At the end of the 12 experiments 

(three years after the first Laval K beam with HBr) the slots on 
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this disk were rv 20% wider than their original dimension. This 

leads to a slightly wider velocity distribution transmitted through' 

the selector; it is not at present serious and has been accounted for 

in the beam calibrations of Appendix A; but eventually this disk will 

have to be replaced. 
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IV. K + 12
 

B. Experimental Procedure
 

Before each experiment the bearings for the selector and analyzer
 

motors were cleaned with benzene, lubricated with pump oil (Dow-Corning 704),
 

and if necessary, discarded and replaced; these bearings caused the pre

mature end of a large number of experiments; the selector and analyzer bearings,
 

in contrast, lasted almost indefinitely.
 

The night before an experiment the two ovens were loaded. The
 

primary oven was first filled with benzene; pieces of K were cut under
 

benzene and placed in the oven, which was then screwed shut (lapped sur

faces, no gasket) and inserted into the apparatus. With the two ovens in 

place (typical loads: - 14 grams of K , - 45g of 12), the machine was 

pumped down overnight (to ca. 25k) with the roughing pumps.
 

Early the next morning the diffusion pumps were turned on and 

the potassium oven was gradually heated to beam conditions (typical 

conditions: oven - 620°K, slit - 7100K, reached after - 7 hours of 

heating; - 140 watts of power required to maintain temperature at 

operating conditions). Meanwhile, as soon as the liquid nitrogen 

traps could be filled, the outgassing of the Pt-W detector was commenced 

(usually for 3-4 hodrs at temperatures up to 17000K). At 17000K
 

the positive ion emission from the filament is typically 10 amps;
 

the A.C. noise produced on the chart is equivalent to - 10-15 amps
 

at 25Hz, ten times the equivalent noise at the sensitized operating
 

conditions. While bringing the K oven up to its operating temperature,
 

the selector was otated at a slow speed (-2000rpm) to insure uniform
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deposition of K on the first selector disk; the selector was not
 

allowed to come to a complete stop for the duration of the experiment (to
 

avoid the possibility of unbalancing it).
 

While the K oven temperature was stabilizing the 12 oven was
 

rapidly brought up to beam conditions (oven "310 0K, slic,'3500K;<20
 

watts power to maintain conditions). If the plans called for no
 

"unsensitized" experiments, the oxygen filament "sensitization"
 

procedure was followed (see II BY) and a small 02 leak established
 

(the early outgassing is sufficient to cause an unsensitized filament).
 

The analyzer was lowered out of the beam path, the goniometer
 

set to a convenient apparatus angle (e.g., j = +20.0o), the selector 

was brought up to operating speed (e.g., 15000 rpm) and the signal: 

noise ratio displayed on the chart recorder. This ratio was maximized 

by adjusting lock-in phase, filament bias, grid voltage, and electron
 

multiplier voltage.
 

The experimental angular distributions and KI angular normaliza

tions were all done with frequent checks of a reference angle to.monitor
 

and adjust for changes in flow conditions; all signals were taken
 

relative to a zero defined by placing a beam flag in front of the 12 oven.
 

The great majority of the velocity analyses were done as "translational
 

spectra" (see IV C.2). Beam flag zeros were not used, since a few
 

supplementary velocity analyses taken "point-by-point" agreed exceedingly
 

well with the corresponding spectra whether electronic or beam flag
 

zeroes were used. Other verification came from the results of a number
 

of ghost "spectra" taken with the beam flag blocking the 12 beam (in
 

principle no modulated alkali signal); these "spectra" were identical
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in shape to the corresponding "unblocked" spectra, but of'much lover
 

intensity (the remaining signal was undoubtedly from 12 that successfully
 

bypassed the beam obstacle, reaching the modulator by deceitful and
 

devious routes).
 

During the course of an experiment the chamber pressures and oven
 

temperatures were periodically recorded. In sensitized experiments,
 

occasional total angular distributions were done as a monitor for any
 

decay in sensitivity to KI. Increases in the 02 leak rate sometimes
 

successfully counteracted losses in sensitization; otherwise the
 

normal sensitization procedure was repeated after a fast outgassing ("-10 minutes)
 

of the filament at 1.4 amps. The detector chamber pressure was usually
 

-
5-10 x 10 7 Torr with an 02 leak for sensitization; unsensitized, the
 

pressure was 1-3 x 10-7; the main chamber pressure during an 12
t' 

experiment was typically 2xlO 6 (uncorrected ion gauge).
 

At the end of an experiment, calibrations of the direct K beam
 

(e.g.,Laval beam characterizations, angular profiles) were done; the
 

Pt/W filament was biased at -22.5v; the grid was set at -90v to collect
 

the K ions (with the electron multiplier turned off) which were 

*Lhon fed direcLly to a Keithley e.oetromeLer. The current rrom the 

7
peak of a velocity selected K beam was r/ 2 x 10- amps. These cali

brations were alwaysdone at the end of an experiment, since deposition
 

from an intense K beam caused a large increase in filament noise;
 

direct beam-must not be allowed to strike the filament during the course
 

of a scattering experiment. When turning the goniometer through 0° 

(the ( beam direct'Ion) the analyzor wnn aLways Li the blockJng postLOI, 

"up." 
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At the end of an experiment, the 12 oven was heated to - 5000K
 

to remove any remaining 12. the rotary pumps were valved shut as
 

soon as the diffusion pumps cooled sufficiently, and one large, easily
 

removable liquid nitrogen trap was kept filled for ^/ 12 hours (using
 

an ICC Cryogenics Inc. Model 100L IN2 Cryotrol). Most of the 12
 

distilled over to this trap, which could be removed while still cold
 

after opening the apparatus to dry nitrogen. The K oven was removed
 

along with many of the K-covered trapping surfaces. Potassium was
 

destroyed with copious amounts of t-butyl alcohol and ethanol,
 

followed by H20. Occasionally,alcohol fires were avoided.
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IV. K + 12
 

C. 	Data
 
* 

The experimental data for K + 12 fit into five general
 

categories: total angular distributions, velocity analyses, angular
 

normalizations at a specific product velocity, incident energy dependence
 

experiments, and K beam characterizations. The K beam characterization
 

work is detailed in Appendix A; all scattering results are presented
 

in 	this section.
 

1. 	Total angular distributions
 

Figures IV-5,6,7 show the primary data at three
 

different relative initial kinetic energies E for the total
 

angular distributions (analyzer lowered out of the beam) of the
 

detected scattered signals. The "unsensitized" curves (U) and
 

"Ysensitized" curves (S) can be normalized at low angles where
 

essentially all of the scattering is due to elastically scattered K.
 

The sensitized filament detects both K and KI with high
 

efficiency; but as will be noted later, the "unsensitized" filament
 

detects an appreciable (and variable) fraction of the reactively
 

scattered KI; at large angles this yields a much larger (U) signal
 

intensity than that due to K alone. An alternative method of scaling
 

of 	the pairs of S and U curves is to use the velocity analysis data
 

* A. M. Rulis (p. 18) ably assisted in the execution of these experiments. 

* The nominal energy E is calculated from a relative velocity
 

based on the average velocity in the K beam flux distribution and
 

the average velocity in the 12 beam density distribution. See
 

Footnote 28 in Reference 42 and Section III C.
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Figs. IV-5,6,7 K + 12 Laboratory Angular Distributions
 

Angular distributions of scattered flux in the laboratory at
 

three different values of . Open symbols: sensitized filament;
 

closed symbols: unsensitized filament. The three data sets are
 

consistently scaled to each other (for the same incident K beam
 

flux); but the overall normalization is arbitrary.
 

Figure IV-5 B = 1.87 keal/mole 

Figure IV-6 2.67 

Figure IV-7 3.62 
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(Sec. IV C2) to find the relative amounts of K and KI at a 

specified laboratory angle and adjust the angular distributions to be 

consistent with that finding; the velocity analyses at = 100 

have been used to normalize the curves in this way. 

Additional small angle data have been obtained in this same
 

energy range. By monitoring the K beam intensity at the various
 

energies, it has been possible to normalize the distributions at
 

different E to each other. This has been done in Figures IV-5,6,7.
 

Much of the low-angle data is not shown here but will appear in a
 

later section after a transformation to the c.m. Most of the angular
 

distribution measurements (Sec. IV C 3 also) were done with a large
 

analyzer entrance slit which viewed the entire scattering center and
 

eliminated the necessity of correcting for an angle-dependent viewing
 

factor; a couple of the total angular distribution curves were obtained
 

with a smaller slit and had to be so corrected.
 

2. 	Velocity Analyses 

The "translational spectrum" method was developed 

to handle the large number of velocity analyses anticipated in the 

K + 12 experiments. The analyzer is turned at a high rotation 

speed (typically > 18000 rpm) which corresponds to a transmitted 

beam velocity (v' > 1100 m/sec) at or near the thermodynamic limit 

for reactively scattered KI (which also is at or near and sometimes 

beyond the stress limit of the analyzer motor bearings); it is then 

allowed, at reduced power, to coast gradually to a stop while the
 

signal intensity and rotation speed are dynamically recorded. A
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reference intensity taken before and after the spectrum allows one to
 

correct for variations in beam intensities (usually <10% during the
 

spectrum). Fig. IV-8 shows chart recordings of three "typical" sensitized
 

spectra taken at E = 2.67 kcallmole. The time for one complete
 

yelocity analysis (0-1100 m/see) using this technique is usually less
 

than 15 mihutes (reference-spectrum-reference). In analyzing the
 
59 

chart recordings, lines which smooth out the filament noise are
 

drawn through the spectrum and then the intensity is recorded for 

nearly uniformly spaced rotation speeds (sometimes certain regions of
 

the spectrum are emphasized by scanning the region slower, by scanning
 

the region more than once, or by closer spacing of the points chosen).
 

Each intensity is then divided by the corresponding velocity to account
 

for the usual velocity-dependent transmission of the analyzer (see
 

Appendix A), yielding the velocity distribution of laboratory product
 

flux at the particular apparatus angle. All of the K + 12 velocity
 

analysis flux distribution data (each spectrum normalized arbitrarily
 

to unity at its peak) are shown in Figures IV-9 to IV-16; there are
 

up to six spectra at a particular experimental condition. Large
 

symbols represent expanded scales for data of low relative intensity.
 

The spectra at large 0 are of lowest quality because the signal
 

levels are the smallest (see 3. Angular Normalizations). 

Nearly all of these velocity analyses were done as spectra; 

three exceptions, all sensitized and at E = 2.67 keal/mole 

° (D at 20?49.5 , El at 350), were done "point-by-point". This involved 
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Fig. IV-8 Chart Recordings of Experimental Velocity Analyses. 

Shown are three velocity analysis spectra for the K+I2 

experiments, all at E = 2.67 kcal/mole. For the lower two ( = 250, 

= 300) the detector was fully seinsitized to KI. For the upper one 

(0 = 250) the detector was 70% sensitive to KI (see section IV D2). 

Variations in beam intensity during the course of a spectrum were 

accounted for by checking the intensity at a reference velocity 

before and after recording the spectrum; linear interpolation of 

these reference signals (and the corresponding velocity on the 

spectrum itself) served as a monitor for correction (REF.). Arrows 

mark the start of the spectra; several velocities are indicated for 

each spectrum. The zero line is marked by Z. The time required 

for the velocity analyzer to coast to a stop (at reduced power) was 

approximately seven minutes. The noise is from the detector and 

does not represent any resolved fine-structure in the curves (compare 

the two spectra at @ = 25.00). 
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Figs. IV-9,10 K + 12 Velocity Analyses, E = 1.87 kcal/mole 

Velocity analysis data at 1.87 kcal/mole grouped by angle and
 

filament condition (sensitized or unsensitized). Plotted is laboratory
 

flux (chart intensity divided by velocity, to account for velocity

bandwidth of analyzer: Avlcv ") vs. velocity; multiple sets of experi

ments at the same conditions are indicated by different symbols for
 

the data points. Each curve is scaled to approximately unity at the
 

peak. Some of the data sets have regions of low relative intensity
 

which have been expanded for better viewing. The expanded regions are 

plotted with the same typebut larger,symbols. An arrow on each data 

set indicates the "nominal" velocity of elastically scattered K, 

calculated assuming a single velocity (the peak in the velocity
 

distribution) for the K and the 12 beams.
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Figs. IV-1l,12,13,14 K + 12 Velocity Analyses, E = 2.67 kcal/mole 

Similar to IV-9,10
 

Fig. IV-Il Note: Several errata on the expanded scale data,
 

as follows: 

1) -15° SENS 

The expanded scale squares (U) plot two 

different spectra, only one of which corresponds 

go the small squares (unexpanded). 

2) -50 SENS 

The expanded scale circles ) plot two 

different spectra, as for the squares above. 

3) +50 SENS 

Please note that the small squares (9) and 

large circles ( 0 ) should be interchanged. 

4) +100 SENS 

Both the expanded scale circles (E ) and 

the expanded scale squares (9) plot two different 

spectra, similar to 1) and 2) above. 
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Figs. IV-15,16 K+I2 Velocity Analyses, E = 3.62 keal/mole
 

Similar to IV-9,10
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taking data by integrating the intensity at a specified analyzer rotation
 

speed for >30 see, then changing to another rotational velocity; with
 
IT I; 

occasional checks of a reference velocity, the entire scan takes 30
 

to 50 minutes and is operationally much more demanding than a spectrum.
 

A comparison of the three scans with the corresponding spectra in
 

Figs. IV-12,13 shows that they are essentially indistinguishable (using
 

a metric established by comparing other pairs of spectra corresponding
 

to supposedly identical conditions). The major worry is not small
 

differences but rather the possibility of a bias in the spectra caused
 

by some systematic delay in reading the rotation speed associated with
 

a given intensity; this appears not to be the case in these three
 

spectrum-scan comparisons, and most other spectra were taken at even
 

slower rates.
 

3. Angular Normalizations
 

To develop a laboratory (velocity-angle) contour
 

map of product flux,40 ,41 the various velocity analyses are properly
 

scaled using an angular distribution measurement for the KI at a
 

specified laboratory velocity. The velocity chosen for this normalization
 

should be low enough that there is no "contamination" by possible
 

elastic K; ideally, it should also be near the maximum in the KI
 

intensity at each angle. The velocity analysis normalizations for
 

the three different energies are shown in Fig. IV-17; all were done
 

with a wide analyzer entrance slit which eliminated the possibility
 

of any angular variation in the size of the scattering center viewed.
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Fig. IV-17 KI Angular Normalizations (Laboratory)
 

Angular normalizations of the KI laboratory flux intensity 

for the three different relative energies. At each E, the various 

experimental points (replicate experiments are denoted by different 

symbols) indicate the angular distribution of KI flux at a 

specified laboratory velocity. Smooth curves, each normalized to 

unity at the peak, have been passed through each data set.
 

Upper: E = 1.87 kcal/mole, V'KI = 362 m/sec
 

Middle: 2.67 362
 

Lower: 3.62 471
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4. 	Incident Energy Dependence Experiments
 

For an eventual estimation of the energy dependence of
 

the magnitude of the total reactive cross section, some data were taken
 

which measured the dependence on incident energy of the scattered KI
 

at a specified laboratory velocity and angle (chosen to be near the
 

peak in the laboratory KI intensity contour map); simultaneous
 

measurements (with the W filament monitor) of the K beam flux as
 

a function of K velocity were also necessary. The ratios of the
 

scattered flux (at Q V') to the total K beam flux for three 

experiments (each normalized to unity at E = 2.-67 kcal/mole) are 

shown in Figure IV-18. 
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Fig. IV-18 Energy Dependence Data
 

This figure plots the ratio of Ki''laboratory flux intensity
 

at a specified ( ® ,') to the total 'beam flux of K -as a function 

of the telative &nergy. Thgse data allow normalization of the 

laboratory flux contour maps at different E. 

The triangles are considered the'most reliable data; the 

squares are preliminary data and are the least reliable. All three 

data sets are'arbitrarily normaliLed 'to unity at 2.67 kca ,/mole. 

An estimated "best" line has been passed through the data. 
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IV. 	 K+ 1 2 

D. 	Comments on Detector Idiosyncracies and Methods of
 

Processing of Raw Data
 

1. In Figures IV-9 to IV-15 it is quite evident that
 

the flux-velocity curves obtained with the PtM detector in the
 

unsensitized mode, i.e., the "unsensitized" velocity analyses,
 

show significant intensity at low laboratory velocities (100-600 m/sec).
 

These broad peaks in the flux vs. velocity distributions cannot be
 

caused by elastically scattered K due to the velocity limits imposed
 

on the K beam by the selector. Inelastic scattering of K is
 

hardly a reasonable explanation for a number of reasons:
 

a) 	The relative incident kinetic energy is too small
 

to excite electronic transitions.
 

b) 	Rotational energy levels of 12 are much too close
 

together and the intensity at low velocities would
 

have to imply a very implausible penchant for
 

very 	large multi-quantum jumps.
 

c) 	Vibrational spacings in 12 (0.61 kcal/mole)
 

are also too close. At E = 2.67 kcal/mole, the
 

low velocity peaks would correspond to Av = 4
 

transitions.
 

d) 	The (low velocity) intensity peaks do not change
 

position as E is varied (in contrast to the
 

observed (and expected) shift in the high velocity
 

elastic peak intensity position as a function of E).
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Any inelastic excitation mechanism proposed would,
 

therefore, imply a remarkable change with E
 

in the preferred transition. The Av = 4
 

transition mentioned in (c) for E = 2.67 kcal/mole
 

would be energetically unattainable at E= 1.87 kcal/mole;
 

likewise at E = 3.62 kcal/mole, the excitation would
 

have to represent 5 or 6 quanta of vibrational energy.
 

Such efficient conversion of translational to vibra

tional energy in non-reactive collisions is unreasonable.
 

It is thus clear that the intensity found at low velocities in 

the unsensitized velocity analyses is due to some fractional (residual) 

detection of the reactively scattered KI. First, the general 

shapes and positions of all the low velocity peaks are quite similar
 

to the reactively scattered KI distributions measured (with the
 

sensitized Pt/W filament) at the same conditions of E and
 

Also, the intensities of the low-velocity unsensitized peaks are
 

all -" 5-15% of the comparable sensitized intensities. In addition,
 

experiments on K + 12 with a pure Pt filament (which does not 

detect alkali halides) yield non-reactive angular distributions 1 ' 

that drop off much moire rapidly with angle than the present unsensitized
 

results (Figs. IV-5,6,7); a reasonable conclusion is that most of
 

the difference is due to residual detection of KI in the present
 

results. The origin of this effect and its implications upon "" scattering
 

are discussed in Chapter V.
 

This residual sensitivity to KI adds significant spurious
 

intensity to the present "unsensitized" angular distributions of the
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non-reactive scattering. Fortunately the velocity analyses at the
 

various angles allow a determination of the proper partitioning
 

of the unsensitized angular distributions between true non-reactively
 

scattered K and spurious residual KI intensity at each angle.
 

2. Although there are two distinct reproducible modes
 

of the filament ("unsensitized" and sensitized), there is also a
 

continuous gradation of filament conditions between these two
 

standard cases. Oxygen serves to sensitize the Pt/W filament;
 

traces of 12 appeared to desensitize it. Depending on 12 pressure,
 

02 "leak" flow rate, and conjunction of the planets, a filament in
 

the fully sensitized condition can gradually deteriorate in its
 

efficiency of KI detection, eventually reaching the normal un

sensitized mode. If this deterioration ensues, sometimes it can be
 

abated by increasing the 02 flow rate; otherwise the full sensitization
 

procedure must be repeated. In practice, when the decay in sensitivity
 

was gradual (typically 5%/hour), sensitized experiments were often
 

run at conditions corresponding to as low as 70% of full sensitivity
 

to KI. In Fig. IV-8 two raw data chart recordings are shown at
 

E= 2.67 kcal/mole and @ = 250 ; the lower one is fully sensitized
 

to KI, the upper corresponds to only 70%. The important thing to
 

note is the change in the relative intensity of the K and KI
 

peaks. Variations in sensitivity also show up in Figs. IV-9 to IV-16,
 

again most easily seen as differences in K:KI ratios (e.g. in Fig- IV-12).
 

All of the velocity analyses have been evaluated to determine
 

the % sensitivity to KI. Occasional checks of the total angular
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distribution proved to be the best way to monitor changes in KI
 

detection efficiency during an experiment. The relative sensitivities
 

are needed below in properly partitioning the various velocity analyses
 

between non-reactively scattered K and reactively scattered KI.
 

3. A major task in evaluating the data is determining
 

for every velocity analysis the best curve separating the KI from
 

the K. The pure non-reactive K curve shapes can be seen in the low
 

angle unsensitized (U) spectra. In every velocity analysis a smooth
 

"reasonable" line is drawn separating the 
K and KI contributions,
 

such that the separated K distribution has both reasonable shape
 

and a reasonable velocity for the intensity maximum based on kinematics.
 

"Structure" in the separated KI distributions is avoided unless the
 

data necessitate it (e.g., in the large angle sensitized (S) spectra
 

where there is almost no K to subtract). For angles at which there
 

are both S and U curves, measured areas of the separated K and
 

KI 'can be combined (after correction of the KI in the S curves
 

to 100% sensitized -see 2) above) to give the ratio of signals S/U
 

In the total angular distributions at the given G (note that the 

intensity of K is assumed to be the same in the U or S
 

condition). This is compared to the experimental ratio in Fig. IV-5,6
 

or 7; any disagreement is removed by adjusting slightly the lines
 

separating K from KI until there is reasonable agreement.
 

Sensitized velocity analyses at angles containing no U data are
 

divided between K and K1 in a similar way; but it is additionally
 

necessary to assume a number for the fractional residual sensitivity
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to KI in the U mode. This number is not constant (as noted
 

below), but'usually can be approximated by interpolation or mild
 

extrapolation from other data. A few iterations on the positioning
 

of the line usually suffice to give distributions that are consistent
 

with all the criteria listed above. The errors in the curve separations
 

(example in-Fig. IV-19) are probably not much larger than the size
 

of the random errors evident in the raw data distributions of
 

Figs. IV-9 to IV-16. The only major shortcoming of the separation
 

method involves the requirement of smooth curves if possible; any
 

structure in the KI distributions which is present near the velocity
 

region of the non-reactively scattered K may be lost due to the
 

assumed smooth form.
 

4. The existence of a small residual sensitivity of the 

Slunsensitized" Pt/W alloy to the alkali halides is well known4-6 

yet in the present experiments the residual sensitivity to KI is
 

surprisingly large, ranging up to ,-s16% of the reactively scattered 
RI at certain laboratory (v' f ) positions. Measurements with 

the Pt/W detector on a direct beam of KI from an effusive (7480 K) 

oven showeda signal ratio of - 500:1 for the sensitized vs. the 

unsensitized condition. These effusive KI molecules have low 

internal excitation (E. 2.7 kcal/mole). It is concluded that
 
int
 

the increased U-mode sensitivity to reactively scattered KI is
 

due to the known high internal excitation of the scattered KI' molecules.
 

Interference due to non-reactively scattered X (and associated
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Fig. IV-19 Separation of K from KI in Velocity Analyses.
 

An example of the separation of the non-reactive K from the
 

reactive KI in the velocity analyses. The data are from Figure
 

IV-13 at E = 2.67 kcal/mole.
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ambiguities in achieving separation of the K from the KI) limits
 

the laboratory velocity range at which meaningful comparisons can be
 

made for the detection ratio of the two filament conditions. This in
 

turn limits the internal energy range of KI that can be studied;
 

approximately 44 kcal/mole of internal energy is available to the KI
 

at positions near centroid (with the assumption of only ground state
 

i (2 /) production) and it is difficult to deal with KI with
 

E, '* 30 koal/mole due to the interference from K at large velocities.
 
exc
 

Nevertheless, the change in detection ratio in this energy range is
 

very striking. To verify the existence of the effect at T = 2.67 kcal/mole
 

one can simply compare the shapes of the lab. distributions (Figs. IV-12,13)
 

for U and S modes at 30,35,40, and 49.5 ° . At each of these angles
 

the U mode KI signals drop off much faster with increasing velocity
 

(and thus decreasing E of the KI) than the corresponding S
 
exc 

curves in the'laboratory velocity range 300-700 m/sec.* A graph of
 

the effect and other details are given in Chapter V.
 

It may be noted that previous experiments in several laboratories,
 

some employing a velocity selector
13 ,14 and others, a velocity analyzer,

24
 

individually failed to reveal the phenomenon of internal excitation

dependent surface ionization. However, with the present combination
 

The velocity analysis results at = 0 are not 	considered
 

U-mode 600
to be a contradiction of this observation, since the 


curve had a signal: noise ratio lower than any other velocity
 

analysis reported here.
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of a velocity selector and velocity analyzer, the limits of the
 

elastically scattered K could be sufficiently well defined as to
 

demonstrate clearly the enhanced KIT detectability on the low
 

work function surface.
 

It has already been stated that residual sensitivity to KI
 

in the U mode necessitates a correction in the angular distributions
 

in order to obtain the true non-reactively scattered K angular
 

distribution. This correction must be done properly, i.e.,by
 

accounting for the enhanced KI detection due to internal excitation.
 

Minturn etal,
14 

attempted to make this correction using results on
 

dete:ction efficiencies for thermal beams of (essentially ground state)
 

alkali halides; the actual residual detection of scattered reactive
 

product is much greater, yielding a spurious KI contribution to
 

the large angle "non-reactive" scattering intensity.
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IV. K + 12
 

E. Analysis of Non-Reactive Scattering
 

The largest body of data were acquire& at = 2.67 kcal/mole, 

near the peak in the Laval K beam flux distribution incident upon 

the selector (see Appendix A). A large number of unsensitized velocity 

analysis experiments (see Figs. IV-1l,12,13) allow the corresponding 

"unsensiti~ed" angular distribution to be converted to a "corrected"
 

non-reactively scattered K angular distribution by subtracting out
 

the residual KI sensitivity using the methods described in IV-D.
 

In Fig. IV-20 are presented the E = 2.67 kcal/mole unsensitized
 

laboratory angular distributions. They are plotted with an ordinate
 

weighted by r413 sin l12a,51. The method of plotting emphasizes
 

deviations from the classical low-angle dependence for an asymptotic
 

R76 potential and allows a comparison of results at different incident
 

energies. The uncorrected laboratory data agree well with the data of
 

Birely et al.16 and demonstrate clearly that their "desensitized"
 

92% Pt/8% W filament suffered from comparable KI residual sensitivity.
 

In contrast, the present data, when corrected for KI contributions,
 

agree much better with the data of Greene et al. who used a Pt filament,
 

essentially non-detecting for KI. The data of Greene et al. still drop
 

off somewhat faster than the present results at large angles (this state

ment continues to have validity in the c.m. system). Their data were
 

6o
obtained in the out-of-plane geometry , and comparisons of K + HBr,
 

DBr elastic scattering results61 ,42 had indicated that the out-of

plane geometry is superior in the elimination of unwanted background.
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Fig. IV-20 Angular Distributions of Non-Reactive Scattering (Laboratory).
 

Log-log plot of the angular distributions of the flux of non

reactive scattering.
 

Present results: E = 2.67 kcal/mole, "in-plane" geometry 

a) Uncorrected: raw data on "unsensitized" Pt/W
 

filament, contains much residual KI at large angles.
 

b) Corrected: KI contribution has been subtracted,
 

leaving only the non-reactive K intensity.
 

16

Birely eraLl : crossed Maxwellian beams, nominal E = 1.58
 

kcal/mole, "in-plane" geometry.Unsensitized Pt/W
 

filament, detects significant residual KI.
 

Greene et al l l : I = 2.41, 3.54 kcal/mole, "out-of-plane"
 

geometry. Pt filament, detects K only.
 

Normalization is arbitrary for all curves.
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Hence their data are probably still more reliable than the present 

corrected results (in this game, like golf, the lowest usually wins) 

due to our less complete background elimination (KI); yet the alkali 

halide correction is obviously the major explanation for the discrepancies 

in elastic scattering between the Harvard16 and Brown-MIT groups. 

At = 49.50, 88% of the unsensitized (Pt/W) intensity is due to 

residual detection of KI; at 600 the K is such a small fraction of 

the total U signal that its size cannot be estimated. 

Transformation of the non-reactive scattering data to the c.m.
 

system makes use of the transformation Jacobian appropriate to
 

49 44
 ,

elastic scattering angular distributions


2 w 2 os E (G) (1) 

= J x (8) 

where 2 ) is the c.m. differential solid angle
 

elastic cross section;
 

v', the scattered K lab. velocity; w', its velocity
 

wor.t. the c.m.;
 

, the angle between v' and w ; 

J, the Jacobian; and 

I (8) , the measured detected flux of K, proportional 

to d2 (®) •
 
"d2n
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Assuming a long range potential of the pure R-6 form,
 

V(R) = -C(6)/R6,one can predict an absolute elastic scattering cross
 

using the equation
62a
 

section (cm2/sr) 


d2c(e 1 151 1/3 C(6) 4/3 (2) 
d2 d ~e 16 16-J ( iX-e(11) '~sine)(2 

-5 7
 
C(6) as C(6) = 1.30 x 10
*The has been estimated by Birely et al.

16 

erg cm . In Figure IV-21 log-log plots of 2 e vs. e0M are 

shown for the uncorrected Birely et al. results, the present corrected 

results at 2.67 kcal/mole, and the Greene et al. (Pt filament) 

results at 2.41 kcal/mole; each was normalized at a reference angle 

of e = 7 deg. An inverse sixth power attractive potential would 

imply a slope of -7/3 on this plot; the results agree reasonably 

with this slope in the low angle region. Again it must be noted that 

the Birely et al. results are raised significantly at large angles, 

due to contributions from reactive scattering. 

The total scattering cross section in the Schiff-Landau-Lifshitz
 

C(6) 6
 
approximation (QSLL) is given for the asymptotic R
 

potential by
62b
 

(6) 8.083 [C( 6 ) /v 1 
2/5 

.QSLL =r
 

02
 

At 2.67 kcal/mole the result is Q = 920 A
 

For elastic scattering in systems that have very small
 

reactive cross sections it has been found that a reduced plot of
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Fig. IV-21 Differential Cross Sections (c.m.) for Non-Reactive 

Scattering. 
2da 0 

of theh2r (A /s)
Log-log plots of absolute values d2w A/r)o 


differential non-reactive scattering cross sections (c.m.) corresponding
 

to three of the'curves of Fig. IV-20. Each curve has been normalized
 

at 9re f using the assumed small angle dependence associated with an
 

inverse sixth power attractive potential (see text). The slope of - 7/3,
 

is that expected classically at low angles for the inverse sixth power
 

attractive potential.
 

Note: .The three curves are at different E; this is, of course,
 

-the reason that they don't intersect at the reference angle.
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(Ee)I / 3 e sin d2o(6) vs. EO (proportional to the impact 
d2
 

parameter, b) removes the incident energy dependence of the scattering 

and causes non-reactive angular distributions at different energies to 

63 --6become essentially degenerate . An R attractive potential (at
 

large distances) yields a line horizontal at low angles in this
 
, ,12
 

method of plotting and the "rainbow shows up as a large-angle
 

disturbance.
 

For reactive systems with large cross section (e.g., K + I2),
 

reaction at large impact parameter eliminates the rainbow. On the
 

reduced plot a horizontal portion at small angles is followed by a
 

sharp drop-off caused by reactive attenuation ensuing at distances
 

at which the potential is still attractive. The abscissa EO gives
 
ii
 

a set of curves at which the "drop-off" changes with energy ; the 

choice of an alternative abscissa, G , serves to line up the 

angular distributions at different energies much better than the 

normal reduced plot (abscissa oc b). This is demonstrated for 

K + 12 in Fig. IV-22 for the results of Greene et al. I at four 

different energies and for the present (partially) confirmatory results.
 

Again the (out-of-plane) results of Greene et al. drop off faster
 

at large angles and are generally considered to be the more reliable.
 

* We would like to express thanks to Professor Ross for kindly 

supplying the laboratory and c.m. results. 
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Fig. IV-22 Reduced Plot of c.m. Angular Distribution of K.
 

A reduced log-log plot of (ER)1 /3 0 sin 9 d 2- (abscissa: . 

of non-reactive c.m. scattering on which the data at different E 

superimpose. 

Greene et al 0(1967) ii
Open symbols: 


Closed symbols: Present results
 

Arbitrary relative normalization of the open and closed symbols.
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To proceed further in the analysis of the non-reactivc scattering
 

results, it is convenient to introduce a simple fanrly conventional
 

optical model. Suppose that there is a critical impact parameter,
 

befit , inside of which the reaction probability is unity; outside,
 

2
 
zero. This yields a total reactive cross section bcrit and also
 

a sharp cut-off .nthe elastic angular distribution at the angle
 

ecrit. For systems with large total reaction cross section exhibiting
 

horizontal reduced plots (Fig. IV-22) for elastic scattering up to
 

b62c
 the "cut-off" angle, the small angle approximation relating 8 to 


may be used at the critical cut-off angle
 

C (6 )
 15r 


Eb6
crit 16 (3)
 

urit
 

R c ( crit;(4)' 

R ( crif "
 
therefore 


Two extreme cases are of interest. If 6 = constant, asI crit 

suggested by the K + 12 results of Greene et al. (Fig. IV-22), 

then aR 00 E -1 /3 .If EQerit = constant, 

corresponding to a lining up of the various curves on the usual 

reduced plot , then 0 R = constant, independent of relative 

Note that the K + Br, C02, ICZ results of Greene et al., at
 

higher energies than the K + 12 data, seem to change to a form
 

closer to the EQcrit = constant case.
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energy. Between these two extremes, an "intermediate" negative
 

E- 1 3 
energy dependence less than would be expected. As Fig. IV-22
 

shows, the present results might be thought to indicate such an
 

"intermediate" case, yet the results of Greene et al. are probably
 

more reliable than the present results. Using e - 130 (quite 

arbitrarily) as the experimental cut-off angle, b (and thus aR)
 

can be estimated from Eqs. (3) & (4) respectively. The result at

02
 

2.67 kcal/mole is b = 6.7R, oR = 140 A . Alternatively selecting 

exit= 190,the angle at which Greene's scattering has dropped to 

approximately half the "horizontal" line, the resultant total
 

o2
 
reactive cross section would be 125 A . There exist a number of more
 

sophisticated treatments of the optical model2b,11,6 4 , and there
 

are more general approaches to estimating total reactive cross
 

sections both from reactive product intensity estimates1 6 and from
 

fitting large angle non-reactive scattering data.3 4 The present
 

simple model gives a total reaction cross section smaller than other
 

estimates available (Sec. IV F 10) perhaps due to lack of knowledge
 

of the potential involved34; but the possibility of a simple correlation
 

of the energy dependence of a reaction with the energy variation of
 

a "critical angle" is worth noting.
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IV. 	K + 12
 

F. 	Analysis of Reactive Scattering
 

I.' Laboratory Angular Distributions and Contour Maps
 

After subtracting the K contributions from the velocity
 

analyses (by the method described in Sec. IV D3) and properly scaling
 

the flux-velocity curves at the various angles ( using the angular
 

normalization data (IV C 3), one obtains a set of velocity analyses
 

(in Figs. IV-23,24,25) representing the best estimate of the
 

laboratory KI flux (velocity-angle) distributions. At each E the
 

set of curves is normalized to unity at the peak. Generaliy the
 

curves of largest intensity are the most reliable; but there are
 

exceptions (the @ = 250 curves at 1.87 and 3.62 kcal/mole are
 

of low quality). It should also be noted that the experiments at
 

1.87 kcal/mole are of generally lower quality than those at other
 

energies; this is due to the lower incident K beam flux at this energy.
 

With the various velocity analyses of KI properly normalized
 

it becomes possible to integrate under the curves to obtain the relative
 

intensities of KI at the various laboratory angles. This is one
 

way of obtaining the laboratory angular distribution of reactive
 

product; the results are shown (V) in Fig. IV-26. The angular distri

butions at the three different energies have been made self-consistent
 

(normalized across energy by use of the direct energy-dependence
 

experiments, IV C 4). The more standard method of obtaining laboratory
 

angular distributions of KI subtracts the U mode intensity at
 

every angle from the corresponding S mode signal in the total angular
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Figs. IV-23,24,25 KI Flux, Laboratory Angle-Velocity Distributions
 

Smoothed KI velocity analyses (after removal of K) as a 

function of laboratory angle for three different E; each curve 

is labelled with the lab. angle @ in degrees. For each E, the 

various velocity analyses have been normalized to each other using the 

data of Fig. IV-17; in each figure the peak is set to unity. 

Figure IV-23 E = 1.87 kcal/mole 

Figure IV-24 2.67 

Figure IV-25 3.62 
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Figure 	IV-26 Laboratory Angular Distribution of KI
 

Total laboratory angular distributions of KI reactive product.
 

16
 
Upper* 	Results of Birely et al. (crossed Maxwellian beams, 

nominal B 1.58 kcal/mole) by subtraction of 

"unsensitized" angular distributions from sensitized 

angular 	distributions. Arbitrarily normalized to unity
 

at peak. Errors (as shown) become large at angles
 

near the K direction.
 

Lower: 	 Present results at three i. Data at B = 2.67 kcal/mole 

arbitrarily normalized to unity at B = 250; data at 

other energies normalized to the same incident K beam
 

flux. Circles (0) are derived from angular distributions
 

as above (Figures IV-5,6,7); triangles (V) are obtained
 

by integrating the KI product velocity distributions
 

of Figures IV-23,24,25 and normalizing the three
 

different data sets to the same incident K beam
 

flux. As above, errors are largest at small ®. 
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distributions. The present results which have been corrected for
 

residual KI sensitivity in the U mode, are shown (O) in the same 

figure; again the three curves are normalized to the same total 

incident K beam flux. The laboratory angular distribution of 

changes very little with incident energy, moving slightly towards 

lower angles at the highest energy. That effect results from 

the shift of centroid with energy; the centroid shift is also 

responsible for the higher laboratory intensities at 3.62 kcal/mole 

(this will not be the case In the c.m. system after proper transformation). 

Shown for comparison are the results of Birely et al.16 who used two 

thermal (non-selected) beams at a nominal E = 1.58 kcal/mole. The 

distributions are quite comparable; all become quite uncertain in the 

vicinity of the K beam due to interference from the very large 

non-reactive K scattering. 

. Another way of presenting the results of Figs. IV-23,24,25 is
 

in the form of laboratory polar (velocity-angle) flux contour maps27,4o
- 42
 

of reactive KI product. Figure IV-27 gives these contour maps at the
 

three different incident relative energies (each separately normalized).
 

Note again the lack of data near the K beam, necessitating inter

polation of the contours through the zero degree line. Also indicated
 

on 	each contour map are:
 

a)' 	a cross hatched "half-intensity" centroid ellipse that
 

indicates approximately the range of centroids around
 

the nominal value;
 

b) the angles at which velocity analysis data of KI exist
 

(the length of each line indicates approximately the
 

:velocity range of the KI data at that angle);
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Fig. IV-27 KI Laboratory Polar (Velocity-Angle) Flux Contours
 

d3a
 

Contour maps of KI laboratory flux distributions, d2 dv'.
 

superimposed upon the "nominal" Newton diagrams at three E's.
 

Each distribution normalized to 10 in the peak region. The
 

dashed contours represent interpolations of the data into regions
 

where the K intensity was too large to obtain reliable reactive
 

product data. The angles labelled are those at which velocity
 

analyses for KI were taken; the length of the line at each angle
 

indicates approximately the velocity range of the data at that
 

angle. E' is the thermodynamic limit for KI product from a
 max
 

collision with "nominal" incident energy. The cross-hatched ellipse
 

specifies the "half-range" of centroids; the perimeter of the ellipse
 

is the half-intensity contour for the centroid distribution. Enlarge

ments of the three separate laboratory contour maps are given in
 

Figures D-1,2,3.
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c) A dashed circle (origin at the nominal centroid) which
 

indicates the laboratory velocity limits corresponding
 

to the (nominal) maximum possible translational product
 

energy E max' 

Table IV-2 illustrates the calculations involved in determining
 

E max" 

The total energy (see Fig. I-1) available to the KI + I
 

products is
 

Etotal = E + Eint (12) + AD 

This energy is distributed between internal energy (E int) and
 

translational energy (E ) of the products 

I I
 

Etotal = int + E 

If all the energy is released as relative translation (i.e.,
 

E int =0), the KI reactive product would be found on the dotted
 

circle E of Fig. IV-27, with a c.m. velocity 

wmaxKl = max where = The 
mKi +MI (/11 mIK 

collision exothermicity Q, defined by Q = (E'-) translation, is
 

the difference in relative translational energy of the reactants and
 

products. The c.m. velocities corresponding to Q = 0 (E = E ) are
 

also indicated in Table TV-2 (again for the energies corresponding
 

to the average velocities in the two beams).
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Table IV-2 Nominal Reaction Conditions
 

(Energies in kcal/mole;
 

velocities in m/sec)
 

v (12) 172 

Erot (I2) 0.68 

Evi b (12) 0.42 

Eint (12) 1.10
 

35.543a
D O (12) 


43b
76

D (KI)
o 

AD 40.5
 

vK 657 794 930 

VreI 679 812 946
 

f 1.87 2.67 3.62
 

E iotal 43.5 44.3 45.2
 

W KI,4LAX 975 984 994
 

W'KIQO 202 242 281
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v 

d3
 

The 	laboratory flux contour maps are proportional to
 
'
 d2Qdv
 

the differential scattering cross section into a laboratory (solid
 

angle-velocity) volume element; the quantity of fundamental interest
d3
 

is the equivalent expression in the c.m. system, Various
 
d2dw'
 

approaches to extracting the differential c.m. cross sections are
 

described in detail in Appendix B. The results for K + 12 are
 

presented here.
 

2. 	"Nominal" Inversion
 

The simple nominal inversion involves a Jacobian trans

formation to the c.m. using a single "nominal" c.m. location defined
 

by use of a "most probable" vector triangle. This specifies (w, 8)
 

for every (v , 2 ) (as illustrated in Fig. I-lb), giving (- = 
d3&'2 

W t ( 2 ). Although beam velocity distributions are neglected, 
' d 2dv
 

the c.m. differential cross sectionsobtained (Fig. IV-28) are reasonably
 

good as a first approximation.
 

The results in Fig. IV-28 are also useful in determining whether
 

the assumption of ideal effusive flow conditions for the 12 beam
 

is justifiable. There is necessarily an axial symmetry in the c.m.
 

scattering around the "nominal collision axis"; supplementary calcu

lations have shown that use of the average velocity for both beams
 

defines a relative velocity around which there is approximate axial
 

symmetry even when including the effects of beam distributions;
 

the axis so defined is thus the proper "nominal collision axis". The
 

vector diagrams of Fig. IV-28 are drawn using the average beam 

velocities (v1 2 ( T Jassuming a M-B secondary beam; the 
7 M2 
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Fig. IV-28 "Nominal Inversion" c.m. Contours
 

Polar c.m. contour maps do ) of KI flux obtained by 
d dw' 

a nominal inversion" from the lab. data at each E. Included are the 

laboratory velocity vector (Newton) diagrams used for the inversion; 

w' and v' are shown for a typical point. Each distribution normalized 

to 10 in peak region. Dashed contours are interpolations as in Figure 

IV-27. Indicated angles and velocities are relative to the c.m. co

ordinate system. 
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symmetry evident around 00 c.m. confirms the assumption of effusive 

flow for the 12 beam. In other work40 42 cartesian flux maps 

((,)- d3 ) have been used in presenting data; the transformation 
d2 v
 

from laboratory to cartesian data removes the depend6nce on laboratory
 

framework (as do the nominal inversion contours), but without making
 

42 
any assumptions as to the c.m. location 40e , . Hence the same test
 
58
 

of symmetry can be made in the cartesian presentation, with the
 

added convenience that the "proper" nominal collision axis can be
 

located graphically rather than by assumption followed by verification
 

as in the nominal inversion. A difficulty arises with the cartesian
 

presentation in cases where the scattering intensity peaks rather far
 

12 -- - puts
from centroid; the cartesian plot (equivalent to 1 d3 ) puts 
w d wdwl 

strong emphasis (I,2) on scattering near centroid where the intensity 
w (1 dr dc '
 

'2 ),2 peaks at a velocity where t,w
is changing very rapidly 


in the c.m. (and in the laboratory). Since this is a region of relatively
 

unreliable data,difficulties arise in checking the zero degree
 

symmetry condition; in these instances (e.g., K + 12) nominal inversions,
 
n 

which properly emphasize the relatively intense data, prove to be
 

more helpful. 

3. Cam. + Lab. Computatons. 

The c.m. - lab. inversion scheme44 involves guessing 

a c.m. function, averaging over the beam velocity distributions to 

produce a map of the associated laboratory distribution, comparing 

with the data, and adjusting the c.m. function to obtain a better fit. 
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The c.m. map of Fig. IV-29 is an uncoupled (factorized) 

2dw LO(a) Pf (w)) angle-velocity distribution function; thisor x 
d2wdw
function was, however, not obtained by the "guess and adjust" method
 

of the c.m. + lab. inversion technique, but was extracted from the full 

polynomial inversion methods illustrated below. It serves to illustrate
 

the c.m. 4 lab. transformation method (in the uncoupled approximation).
 

Fig. IV-29 also shows the laboratory scattering contours produced
 

by this uncoupled c.m. function (after averaging over the beam distri

butions at E = 3.62 kcal/mole; see program KICM in Appendix C) along
 

with the corresponding experimental data contours (this calculation was
 

only done for the 3.62 kcal/mole data). The lack of laboratory
 

scattering data beyond @= 800 implies an almost complete lack of
 

knowledge of the c.m. results beyond e- 900 (except at low velocities);
 

this is why the ca.m. angular distribution and contour map in Fig. IV-29
 

have dashed regions at high angles.
 

The 0 - 1800 peak is a purely mathematical consequence of the
 

expansion functions used in describing the angular distribution at
 

angles below 900 ; this in no way implies the existence of a "backward"
 

rise in the angular distribution since there are no data relavent to
 

°
 8 > 90 . The computed laboratory contours (Fig. IV-29) seem to be a 

reasonably good fit to the data. However, results (below) with a 

general coupled c.m. function will be seen to be superior. 

4. Lab. c.m. Inversion
 

The general coupled two-dimensional (velocity-angle)
 

Legendre basis function expansion method is described in Appendix B
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Fig. IV-29 Uncoupled c.m. Distribution Function
 

Upper: An uncoupled (P(G,w') = Pf(w') PWj)) c.m. distribution 

function used as an example In the cam. - lab. averaging program (Program 

KICM, Appendix C). This function is also the starting guess 

I (Gw') = F (w')G (9) used in the iterative lab. com. inversion 

(Program I2LEG, Appendix C). The c.m. contour map is normalized to 10 

in the peak region. Inserts show the uncoupled c.m. velocity, Pf(w'), 

and angle, P (9), functions. Dashed contour lines are for portions 

of c.m. map outside range of experimental data (see below). 
d3a
 

Lower: Comparison of experimental lab. data u u. (Solid
 
d2dv'
 

contours, long dashed interpolations through K beam region) at
 

E= 3.62 keal/mole with computed distributions (dashed contours,
 

short dashed interpolations through K beam region) obtained by use
 

of the uncoupled c.m. map (upper) in averaging program KIC,. Both
 

distributions normalized to 10 at peak. Angles indicated are limits
 

of range of experimental data.
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(see Eqn.B2). In the best set of Lab. - c.m. inversion results 

(example: Program 12LEG in Appendix C) the uncoupled c.m. function
 

shown in Fig. IV-29 was used as a starting guess, F (w') G0 (0),
 

which was then altered by 30 term Legendre expansions to produce three
 

coupled c.m. functions compatible with the three different laboratory
 

data sets. The three different c.m. differential cross sections,

d3 

d mdw are shown in Fig. tV-30 each one labelled with the E ofd 2 dw,
 

the experimental data from which the c.m. function was obtained.
 

These c.m. polar flux distrbutions are considered the best estimates
 

obtained for the shapes of the c.m. differential cross sections at the
 

three different E.
 

Several aspects of the results are now discussed:
 

a) The 00 - 1800 line is the relative velocity vector
 

and there must be perfect axial symmetry around this
 

line. Laboratory data "on both sides" of this line
 

have been averaged in the computations producing the
 

c.m. distribution. The full distribution would show
 

an identical reflection of the contours through this.
 

00 - 180 line; an example showing the redundant
 

reflected contours can be seen in a c.m. contour map
 

on page 174.
 

b) Although the polynomial expansion gives values for the
 

c.m. function beyond the reach of any experimental
 

data, this extrapolated function is an artifact
 

having only mathematical significance. The extra

polated c.m. data have no constraints imposed since
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Fig. IV-30 KI Polar c.m. Contour Maps 

Best KI c.m. differential cross section functions, --d3 diondw'
 

obtained from the three different laboratory data contour maps.
 

Each was obtained by data inversion from lab. to c.m. using the
 

iterative Program 12LEG (Appendix C). All three normalized to 10
 

in peak region. The vectors W12 and wK are the nominal c.m.
 

values; the dashed energy circles BEmax are the thermodynamic
 

limits for nominal collision conditions at each E. Enlargements
 

of the three separate c.m. contour maps are given in Figures D-4,5,6.
 

Expansion coefficients are given in Appendix E.
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there are no data to match; hence the extrapolation blows
 

up wildly (and.quite-differently for each set of trial 

functions) outside the regions of experimental data. 

For this reason the c.m. flux maps give little valid 

information beyond e -l20O at 2.67 keal/mole and r 900 

at the two other energies; therefore the contours are 

not shown beyond these angles. 

c) It should also be noted that the large intensity, forward
 

0 = 00
scattered K beam interfered with data near the 


region (see dashed portions of contours on data maps,
 

Fig. IV-27); the data matched by the computer did not
 

include any data in this uncertain region. In con

sequence, the contours in the 00 - 100 region in the
 

c.m. represent an extrapolation similar to the one at
 

high angles. This yields some uncertainity in the
 

conrour maps near the 00 line.
 

d) 	Velocity and energy scales are included for convenience
 

in estimating product excitation; the E circles
max
 

are the same nominal ones shown in Fig. IV-27. 

Comparison of the c.m. functions at the three different incident
 

energies shows more similarities24 than differences associated with
 

variation of the relative kinetic energy:
 

i) The general overall shapes of the three functions are
 

quite similar with the possible exception of the zero
 

degree region at high velocities (this region contains
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a mild extrapolation (see (c) above) of the contours
 

due to the large K intensities interfering with any
 

direct KI product intensity measurement; hence the

effect may not be real).
 

ii) All three functions peak strongly "forward" in angle,
 

yet still have a significant tail at e = 900 (the
 

large angle data at 2.67 kcal/mole suggest a possible
 

smaller backward peak in the c.m. distribution).
 

iii) The velocity distributions indicate low product
 

translational energies for each experiment; this implies
 

large internal excitation of the products. Product c.m.
 

energy (rather than velocity) distributions, needed for
 

quantitative determinations of energy partitioning,
 

will be shown later.
 

iv) The double-humped contours at large angles (found at
 

each E) are extremely provocative; these show up even
 

more prominently in (w') velocity distributions (cuts
 

through these contour maps at various c.m. angles).
 

v) There exists a significant coupling of the c.m.
 

velocity-angle distribution functions; this also is
 

demonstrated more clearly in the velocity cuts.
 

Figs. IV-31,32,33 show the three calculated laboratory flux
 

contour maps (based on the three best c.m. functions of Fig. IV-30)
 

superimposed'on the corresponding sets of laboratory data. The most
 

satisfactory fits are at the two higher energies (where the data are
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Figs. IV-31,32,33 Computed Fits to Laboratory KI Contours.
 

Best fits produced to the three sets of laboratory flux contour
 
d3
 

maps, 2' 
 using the three c.m. differential cross section functions
,
d2 dv'


of Fig. IV-30. At each energy the lab. contours are solid lines (long
 

dashed interpolations through 0 line); the computed contours are
 

dashed (with short dashed interpolations through 00). Lab. contours
 

normalized to 10 at peak; computed contours normalized for best least
 

squares fit to lab. data. Angles indicated are limits of range of
 

experimental data.
 

Fig. IV-31 E = 1.87 kcal/mole 

Fig. IV-32 2.67 

Fig. IV-33 3.62 
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considered superior). The computed maps appear generally "smoother'
 

than the data contours, but are otherwise good fits.
 

The laboratory vel6city-angle co-ordinates at which the computations
 

attempted to match the experimental intensities are shown in cuts
 

through the laboratory data maps in Figs. IV-34,35,36. The (smoothed)
 

data to be matched are the points (all properly normalized at a given
 

E);the best computer fits to these points are represented by the
 

(computer-generated) velocity analysis cuts. The agreement also
 

appears satisfactory in this representation for all three experiments;
 

yet a slight inability to match the data points of highest intensity
 

(at all three energies) appears more clearly in these "cuts" than
 

in the data contour maps of Figs. IV-31,32,33.
 

5. 	Out-of-Plane Contributions
 

Returning to the best c.m. contour maps (Fig. IV-30)
 
3
 

one observes that the quantity plotted is c The
 

necessity of azimuthal symmetry (around the relative collision axis)
 

allows one to account for the out-of-plane contributions to the
 

reactive scattering by integrating over cP
 

211' 

d2( 
 d3a sin ed= 2 sin e d (5)

d=dw 0 d2 mdw d2dw
 

In Fig. IV-37 are shown the sin e - weighted c.m. flux 
d2 r
 

contours, dodw of Eq. (5). This presentation, in accounting for
 

all 	of the out-of-plane intensity, weights each angle according to
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Figs. IV-34,35,36 Computed Fits to Laboratory Velocity Analyses
 

Best fits produced to the laboratory velocity analysis flux
 

data (i.e., cuts through contour maps) using the three c.m. dis

tribution functions of Fig. IV-30. The symbols indicate the set of
 

smoothed data points at which the computations attempted a best
 

least squares fit to the data. The resultant best computed fits to
 

the velocity analyses are represented by the (point-wise connected)
 

solid lines. Linear scales on all curves.
 

Fig. IV-34 E = 1.87 kcal/mole 

Fig. IV-35 2.67 

Fig. IV-36 3.62 
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Fig. IV-37 KI c.m. Contour Maps, Weighted by sin 9.
 

Best KI c.m. differential cross section functions
 

d~w obtained from the distributions shown in Fig. IV-30.d2 dw,'
 

These distributions account for out-of-plane scattering contributions
 

and show the relative contributions to the total reactive cross
 

section at every (G,w') co-ordinate. Each contour map normalized
 

to 10 in the peak region. The vectors wi and wK are the nominal
 

d~dw' sin d 


c.m. values; the dashed circles E' are the thermodynamic limits
 
max
 

for nominal collision conditions at each E.
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its relative contribution to the total reactive cross section. 
d2cs 

Again the similarities among the d contour maps at the 

three different energies are more striking than the differences. 

The sin a factor removes the perhaps undue emphasis normally placed 

on the low angle region; the worries about extrapolation to 0 = 00 

are 	conveniently removed in this presentation.
 

6. 	Total Reactive Angular Distributions (c.m.)
 

Fig. IV-38 also emphasizes the effect of the out-of-plane 

contributions; it gives the total c.m. angular distributions obtained 

by integrating over w'. The top portion of the figure shows the 

conventional differential reactive cross section dd2oG(O i d3 ao d')d2w-dw'
 
d2 -Jd 2 Cw 

forward peaked, with all three curves (at the three different energies)
 

°
 normalized to'unity at 0 = 0 . The bottom, sin 0-weighted curves 
d2
da~ 	 (6 

of -i(')d ( =- dw') account for the out-of-plane scattering;
 

each curve is set equal to unity at its peak. The dashed extension
 

of the 2.67 kcal/mole distribution is an estimate based on the
 
16 d2c (0)
 

conclusion of Birely et al16 that the c.m. angular distribution 2
 

d2to
 
is 	approximately flat at c.m. angles beyond 1200.
 

7. 	Velocity and Energy Distributions (c.m.)
 

Another way of viewing the c.m. velocity-angle contour
 

maps is by taking cuts through the maps at different c.m. angles, as
 

shown in Fig. IV-39. At each angle the cut is weighted by sin 0;
 

hence the curves are equivalent to slices through the c.m. function
 

d2a
da -
d~dw T , and the intensities are proportional to relative contributions 
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Fig. IV-38 Computed c.m. KI Angular Distributions 

Upper: Angular distributions of reactive KI product 

d2a() obtained by integration over the best c.m. 

velocity distributions (e.g. Fig. IV-39). Different 

symbols for each of the three i. All three normalized 

to unity at 00. 

Lower: Weighted c.m. angular distributions of reactive KI 

product x sinG ) . These distributionsprdutdO d2 

account for out-of-plane scattering contributions 

intensity at any angle is directly proportional in this 

representation to its relative contribution to the total 

reaction cross section. Each curve normalized to unity 

at its peak. The E = 2.67 kcal/mole distribution has 

been extrapolated to'1800 based approximately on the 

large angle c.m. reactive KI results of Birely et al. 16 
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Fig. IV-39 KI c.m. Recoil Angle-Velocity Distributions
 

Slices at various (designated) c.m. angles 9 through the
d2 

dedw' c.m. contour maps of Figure IV-37. At each E, the nominal 

velocities corresponding to Q = 0 (E' = E)and Q = QMAX (E' = E'max) 

are indicated. Each set of curves is normalized to unity at its peak 

(which may be slightly less than the peak of the entire distribution 

at the given E). 
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to the total reaction cross section. In this presentation the pre

viously-mentioned double peaked structure shows up clearly at large
 

c.m. angles for all three E. The modest, but definite, velocity

angle coupling in each contour map is clear from the change in the
 

curve shapes with angle. As before the line Q = 0 is the c.m.
 

velocity at which E trans trans. ; the Q = QMAX line is set at
 

the same velocity that corresponds to E as labelled elsewhere.
 max
 

The resolved "structure" at velocities beyond w = 800 m/sec is
 

believed to be an artifact of the expansion method caused by using
 

only a small number of basis functions (6 velocity functions and 5
 

angle functions). Intensity found beyond the thermodynamic limit
 

(Q = QmAX) (a reflection of a small amount of "forbidden" KI flux)
 

may perhaps be background not completely eliminated.
 

One more transformation is necessary before the energy partitioning
 

between translational and internal modes can be examined quantitatively.
 

Recoil velocity was a convenient independent variable for the laboratory
 

There are indications in the computed fits to the data (Figs. IV-34,35,36)
 

that there is slightly too much we~ht given to the high-velocity
 

hump: at a number of angles the computational fits have higher
 

intensities in the pertinent regions than the experimental data.
 

A larger number of terms in the Polynomial expansion would probably
 

remove this slight bias. Improved computations are in progress.
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contour maps because the data were taken as a function of velocity; 

it also proved to be helpful in the c.m. differential cross section
 

functions, especially in demonstrating the double-peaked velocity
 

cuts at large angles. Yet recoil velocity (w') distributions are
 

somewhat peculiar to beam experiments; recoil energy (E') is a more
 

general independent variable; most results on reaction product
 
65 66
 

internal state distributions are more conveniently reported as a
 

function of energy.
 

The transformation from velocity to energy distributions
 

involves more than just a change in the scale on the abscissa axis.
 

The ordinate scale is affected also; this is a consequence of the
 

non-linear relationship between differential elements in the two
 

frameworks:
 

=1 i2• "hn w 2 oc ,
"" 4 -

T i m2 22E vr 2 'i Kr1 WRI 

,, mlm 

where i = 

Thus
 

dE at wdw ; (6) 

but
 

d LT dE' d d ' , (7) 
dd&dEedw' 
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which combines with (6) to give
 

dwt
d22 d2 1 d2 
d-k) OC w ddw' (8)
dOdE' dOdw' 


Transformation to a differential cross section as a function of
 

energy thus requires that a Jacobian factor (1/w') be applied to
 
2
 

the ordinate intensities. This implies that dSdw' unduly
 
2_d 
 25,44


d d E '
 emphasizes intensity at high c.m. velocities relative to
 

The transformed c.m. cuts, dE CC sine, ara
 
dedE ' c s n d2wdE '
 

shown in Fig. IV-40. The main feature to be,noted is the tendency
 

for all of the distributions to peak at 1 Z E' Z 2 kcal/mole
 

(i.e., Q < 0), corresponding to a very high internal energy (41-44 kcal/mole)
 

in the products. Each distribution, though, has a long tail that
 

spans the entire range of possible translational energy (ideal limits
 

are Q = QMAX lines on Fig. IV-40). The angle-energy coupling is
 

evident in each of the three distributions, especially as an angular
 

variation in the energy breadth of the differential cross section.
 

The secondary humps of Fig. IV-39 are reduced in this presentation
 

(Fig. IV-40) to such an extent that they are quite hard to resolve
 

from the tails of the main peak.
 

Spectroscopic results of chemiluminescence experiments yield
 

distributions of internal states 6 5 but no angular dependence of
 

these distributions; the present translational energy distributions,
 

once integrated over angle, give results that could be compared to 

chemiluminescence product state distributions 6 6 . Fig. IVL41 presents
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Fig. IV-40 KI + I c.m. Recoil Angle-Energy Distributions
 

Cuts at various specified c.m. angles 9 through the c.m.
 
2
 

differential cross sections d2a sin e Obtained

d)dE' 

.r 

d wdE'
 

from Figure IV-39 by use of the Jacobian tr nsformation
 

1 " - ' d-a w d2dw , and E' = I ,w here + 
dOdE' w'dd / In 1I  / mK~ +Th1 

The Q = 0 and Q MAX energies correspond to the similarly labelled 

velocities in Fig. IV-39. Each set of curves is normalized to unity 

at its peak (which may be slightly less than the peak of the entire 

distribution at the given E). 
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Fig. IV-41 KI + I c.m. Recoil Energy Distributions
 

Distributions of c.m. translational recoil energy d, 

do lin d2o 
the reactive products, where the integration dE = o ddE e 

was only done over the forward hemisphere (i.e., elim = 900). The 

three curves are labelled with their respective incident relative 

energies, B. The Q = 0 and Q = QMAX energies are indicated 

(as in Fig. IV-40). Each distribution is normalized to unity at its 

peak. 

do for
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t ei (each normalized to unity at irs peak) 
he2t e dn a 

where the integration J dadE de could be properly integrated0 

only over the forward hemisphere. The limit 0 = 900 was the largest 

angle at which results were available for all three E; hence, this 

cut-off angle is the limiting angle at which a valid comparison of 

the product translational energy distributions at the three different 

incident energies can be made. The three distributions are overall 

quite similar with perhaps a slight shift to higher E' at the higher E. 

As in Fig. IV-40, the distributions peak at slight negative values 

of Q (i.e. E' <E) yet have very broad tails extending to slightly 

beyond E' . The qorresponding internal energy distributions aremax 

directly obtained by use of E int = Etotal- ' , where Etotal 

indicated by the Qmax line for each incident energy. 

8. Speculation on Structure in the c.m. Velocity Distributions
 

The existence of two separate groups of internal product
 

states separated by some 20 kcal/mole is an interesting observation on
 

which to speculate. There are at least three explanations that might
 

be considered.
 

a) The product iodine atom has a P1 /2 electronic
 

energy level 21.73 kcal/mole above the (2 3/2) ground state. Hence
 

the K + 12 reaction could be partitioned
 

A 0
K +12 - (1+1( 2P3/ 2) = 40.5 kcal/mole i)
 

K tI* ( 1 ADo
 
SKI + I /2) 0 = 18.8 kcal/mole (ii) 
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Reaction (ii) would limit the sum of E' and E int,KI to 24.7, 25.5, 2f-,
 

kcal/mole (see Table IV-2) for E = 1.87, 2.67, 3.62 kcal/mole. This
 

model would associate the peaks at low E' (Figs. iV-39,40) with (ii)
 

having a limit of 24.7-26.4 keal/mole for E'. The secondary peak would
 

be from reaction (i); this would include all intensity beyond the energy
 

limit for I production; it could also conceivably extend to low E'
 

yielding a very broad distribution of internal energies associated with
 

reaction (i). One could even hypothesize that the product KI associated
 

production yields a relatively narrow hump at low E' resting
with I 


on a broad shoulder associated with the 2P3/2 state. This could make
 

reaction (i) the predominant one even at low E' values.
 

This latter assumption would be consistent with the results of 

Moulton and Herschbach30 on reactive scattering of K by Br2 and IC 

where there was a large amount of product (KBr or KCZ) excited with 

enough internal energy (41 kcai/molc) to allow the cndoLhermLc (by 

.41 kcal/mole) secondary reaction 

KX + Na NaX + K 

to proceed, followed by fluorescence of the electronically excited K
 

Their results do not, of course, rule out the production of some X
 

in the primary reaction.
 
Sca31 

The diffusion flame results of Roth and Schay , however, are 

strongly suggestive of a very small contribution from I . They 

estimate that approximately 58% of the product KI from the K + 12 

reaction has enough internal energy to excite K (2S) - K (2 P) in 
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a subsequent collision. The required internal energy is 37.10 kcal/mole
 

(assuming no use is made of the available relative collision energy).
 

Using Fig. IV-41 the fraction ( 7.2 do E' / dE' of 1(

0 dE' dE' 

produced (at E = 2.67 kcal/mole) with relative translational energy
 

less than 7.2 kcal/mole is to 0.50; this implies that ^ 50% of the
 

reactive collisions yield product excitation of greater than 37.1 kcal/mole.
 

If a significant fraction of these reactive encounters produced I
 

the results would be in definite contradiction to the conclusions of
 

Roth and Sdhay31 . There is, of course, some uncertainty in this
 

deduction due to lack of knowledge of the backscattering product
 

energy distributions; yet the overall large angle contribution to the
 

KI intensity (i.e., that not experimentally accessible) is small
 

and would have to be very sharply peaked at low E' values to cause
 

any change in the above conclusion.
 

Other strongly exothermic reactions studied by Polanyi and
 
65e,67.
 

co-workers gave little, if any, excited halogen atom 
production
 

I 

Reaction AD 0 (kcal/mole) 

H + Br2 + H~r + Br (2P3/2) > 90% -41 

+ HBr + Br 2P1 / 2 ) < 10% -30.5 

CJ + HI + HCZ+ I > 99% -31.7 

C + < 1% -10.010 I 

H + HI H2 + I > 98% -32.8 

-12 + I * < 2% -ii.1 
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Yet Cadman and Polanyi67 foundvery tentatively:
 

0 + HI OH + I Z 20% -31 

+OH + I ' 80% -9 

(with the possibility of other mechanisms being responsible for the
 

intense I emission that was observed).
 

b) Another possible "two state" explanation would involve
 

the formation of a bound excited electronic state of KI. A recent
 

paper of Berg and Skewes reports observation of an excited electronic
 

state of NaT, bound by at least 22 kcal/mole relative to the ground
 

state dissociation limit. Unfortunately KI is not thought to have
 

any strongly bound excited states6 9 ,70 and a state bound by greater
 

than 35 kcal/mole (relative to K (2S) + I (2 P3/2)) is necessary to
 

explain its accessibility by this reaction. Hence this mechanism also
 

seems to be an unlikely explanation.
 

c) A third explanation for translational structure in the
 

product KI recoil energy distribution involves some type of Franck

Condon-factor controlled "bunching" of transition probabilities to a
 

certain band of vibrational-rotational states in the ground electronic
 

state of KI. Provided that the "two state" structural feature in
 

do * 
-, is not just an artifact of the data analysis then this may be
 

the most reasonable explanation at present.
 

9. C.m. Contours Assumed Independent of Y
 

Although the three c.m. differential cross sections at the
 

three different E show minor differences, the similarities are more
 

obvious, suggesting that there is little or no change in the c.m.
 

• See Footnote, page 161.
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contour map over the small range ofrelative energy studied
 

(1.87 < E < 3.62 keal/mole). This conclusion appears reasonable in
 

light of the small percentage differences in total energy available
 

caused by a variation in E from 1.87 to 3.62 keal/mole (see Table IV-2)
 

and the fact that there is no activation "barrier" to reaction.
 

Under the assumption that the c,m. map does not change shape as
 

the incident energy varies over the range considered, one can obtain 

a best average c.m. differential cross section for the three experiments. 

A computed c.m. function has been produced (20 term Legendre expansion) 

which gives the best compromise fits to the shapes of all three ex

perimental contour maps. It is shown in Fig. IV-42 with a reflection 

through the e = 00 line (the "collision axis") to emphasize the "forward" 

peaking,of the distribution. The shape is quite similar to the three 

Iseparate contour maps for the three different E; all important features 

of the distribution are as before, including the hint of significant
 

"backard" c.m. scattering. Fig. IV-43 once again emphasizes the
 

effect of out-of-plane scattering, which causes the angular range
 

0 m 40-50 0 to be the largest contributor to the total reactive cross
 

section
 

This single "best average" c.m. function yields the computed
 

laboratory scattering maps shown (for the three different E) in
 

Fig. IV-44. In compromising the c.m. function to try to fit the entire
 

body of data, one is more restricted in the fits one can obtain to the
 

daea at each of the three energies; hence, the compromised c.m. functlon 

cannot fit the data as well as the three-individual c.m. distributions
 

(of Fig. IV-30). Yet the fair Success of, the data-matching suggests
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Fig. IV-42 KI c.m. Polar Flux Contour Map (Assumed Energy Independent)
 

Plot of polar (velocity-angle) II product e.m. contour map
 

d3s produced from all the data at the three E, with the
 
d2jdw'
 

assumption that the shape of the c.m. differential reactive cross
 

section is independent of E. Normalized to 10 in peak region. Note
 

that there is (enforced) symmetry about the 00 -180O line; the bottom
 

portion of the contour map is therefore redundant.
 

Expansion coefficients for this contour map are given in Appendix E.
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Fig. IV-43 KI c.m. Flux Contour Map Weighted by sing.
 
2
 

KI c.m. differential cross section function d dw' (accounting
 
d~o
 

for out-of-plane scattering) corresponding to the contours of 2
d2ojdw'
 

in Fig. IV-42. Contours correspond to the assumption that the shape
 

of the differential cross section is independent of E over the
 

range considered. Normalized to 10 in the peak region.
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Fig. IV-44 Computed Fits to Laboratory KI Contours (Single c.m. -Map)
 

Fits to the three sets of laboratory flux contour maps,

d~o
 
d2dv' , from the one c.m. function (assumed to have a shape
 
independent of 
B) of Figs. IV-42,43.
 

At each energy the lab. contours are solid lines (long dashed
 

interpolations through 00); the computed lab. distributions are the
 

dashed contours (with short dashed interpolations through, 0). Lab.
 

contours at each energy are normalized to 10 in the peak region;
 

computed contours are normalized for best least squares fit to all
 

of the data. Angles indicated on each contour map are the limits
 

of the experimental data.
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that there may be some success in treating the cross section as being
 
24*
 

independent of incident relative energy
 

10. 	 Total Reactive Cross Section, aR
 

An estimate of the total reactive cross section was
 

made (section IV-E) from the sharp cut-off in the angular distribution
 

of the non-reactive scattering (optical model method); at 2.67 kcal/mole,
 
02 -1/3 

; 125-140A , with an energy dependence Y . Other moreaR 


direct methods of estimation based on reactive product intensities in
 

crossed beam experiments, have been devised by Bire1y et al. 16 . Their
 

Method A compares the measured reactive K! intensities to the low-angle
 

intensity of non-reactively scattered K. The absolute value of this
 

K intensity can be calculated assuming classical low-angle elastic
 

scattering behavior (see Eqn. (2) Section IV E) and thus the reactive
 
o2
 

product intensities deduced; their result for K + 12 was oR = 220 A.
 

Since the data used in their analysis consisted only of total
 

angular distributions of KI , a number of assumptions had to be made
 

concerning the transformation to the angular and energy distributions
 

* 	 The above assumption, however, when used in a calculation of the 

energy dependence of the magnitude of the total reactive cross 

section (Sec.11, below), gives a result in disagreement with the 

energy dependence suggested by the non-reactive scattering analysis
 

(Sec. IV-E).
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of reactive product in the c.m. Their "fixed-velocity approximation"
 

neglects high-velocity product contributions and would therefore
 

underestimate out-of-plane contributions.
 

The present results allow an improvement upon Method A based
 

on a better knowledge of the c.m. distribution (an obvious weakness,
 

the necessity to extrapolate in the region 1200 < 0 < 1800 , is shared
 

by the analysis of Ref. 16). The resultant total reactive cross
 

02
 
section (at 2.67 kcal/mole) is 290 A , somewhat larger than that of
 

o2
 
Ref. 16 (as anticipated). Unfortunately, the cross section 290 A
 

is more than twice the estimate based on the optical analysis of the
 

non-reactive K scattering (Sec. IV E).
 

Method A is assumed to give an upper limit (as suggested by
 

Birely et al.1 6) to the cross section due to the possibility of
 

reactive attenuation of the elastic K intensities even at low angles.
 

34
 
Anderson points out, in addition, the importance of knowing the exact
 

form of the potential function in calculations of this kind; he evaluates
 

the influence of higher inverse power attractive terms in the long range
 

potential between alkali atoms and halogen molecules and shows the
 

significant alterations in the non-reactive angular distributions that
 

would be caused by these terms. Hence, the scaling of reactive intensities
 

to the low angle non-reactive scattering data has large uncertainties
 

associated with a lack of knowledge of the potential involved.
 

The rate constants from the Polanyi dilute flame'results8 for Na
 
o2
 

reactions can be used to estimate oR z 100-150 A for Na + X2 A
. 


beam study of the reactive product angular distributions for Na + Br2
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o2 
and IC by Birely et al.19 gave values of aR (100 and 90 A 

respectively, using Method A) in reasonable agreement with the diffusion 

flame data. 

An increase in UR for the sequence Na - K Rb Cs is 

expected from the electron jump model. The crossing point, R., 

of the potential curves for M-X2 and M+ -X2- is the radius at 

which the electron jump occurs. In the simplest model3 2 , R is the 

j 2 C 
radius at which the coulomb attraction, - of the ionic curve 

c 
equals the difference between the alkali atom ionization potential (IP)
 

and the halogen vertical electron affinity (EA):
 

2
 
-t = IP (M) -EA (X2) 

c 

A smaller ionization potential (e.g., Cs) would yield a larger R

C 

71
 
and thus-a-larger GR* Results in Terschbach's laboratory confirm 

the expected increase in reactivity in the sequence Na + K + Rb - Cs. 

Yet the (Method A) estimates of aR (Z 220 A for K + 12)
 

by Birely et al. 16 are approximately 30% larger than the values deduced
 

by Greene et al.II from an optical analysis of the non-reactive
 
02 

scattering. An even smaller estimate of aR ( 100 A ) for K + 12 

14was made by Minturn et al. 

Comparing the various values of aR deduced for K + 12 , it 

is not difficult to accept the existence of a factor of 2 uncertainty 71 

,
in the absolute values of O obtained by flame experiments 

optical analysis of non-reactive scattering11 , and reactive product 

" estimation 13 23
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A study of the time decay of Cs atom concentration in a vapor
 

of 12 allowed Brodhead et al.38 to estimate a total reactive cross

o2 

section of 180 + 25 A (at a nominal average energy, E = 2.4 kcal/mole) 

for 	 Cs + 12; this is somewhat lower than the estimate made by Birely
 

16
et al. 6 . The estimated 15% accuracy of the value for 0R suggests
 

that the method of Brodhead et al.8 is a better one for obtaining total 

reactive cross sections; an extension of the experiments to other alkali

halogen systems will be a significant test of the systematic variations 

in reactivity expected from the electron jump model. The system K i 12 

should have a smaller aR than Cs + 12 due to the higher ionization
 

potential of the K atom.
 

With a larger "weight" given to the Brodhead et al. data than to
 

the beam results, a best estimate of the K + I2 total reactive cross
 

section (at E=2.67 kcal/mole) would be (in the author's judgement):
 

02
 

aR = 170 + 50 A
 

11. 	 Energy Dependence of OR
 

The energy dependence of the total reactive cross
 

section can be estimated from the data on variation with incident
 

energy of the laboratory KI distributions (section IV C4). The
 

relative normalizations of the three best c.m. differential cross
 

section functions (Fig. IV-30) are adjusted until they yield ratios 

of scattered laboratory KI flux at (G v') which are in agreement 

with the experimental results; adjustment of the beam intensities to 
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equal values of nI n2 Vr is necessary to insure that the results
 

are directly proportional to OR (E):
 

(Tv'E) ' o nl vV V v,2 d3 (E) (9)lab ' 1 2 r w2 d2wdw'
 

where nl, n2 are the primary and secondary beam densities in the
 

scattering zone; vr is the relative velocity; and A V is the
 

scattering volume. Equation (9) assumes mono-energetic beams (and
 

hence a single vr); in the calculations, use was made of the more
 

general form (integration over the beam velocity distributions and
 

over the volume element (@ , v')), which is given by Warnock and 

Bernstein44 (their Eqn. (8)). 

With the three e.m. differential cross section functions
 
d3
 
d or properly scaled, it is possible to obtain the forward
 

d2oWdw-'
 
hemisphere total reactive cross section ratios by comparing the integrals
 

/ MtA___J) Ma 271 sinG ded~dw' 
0 0 0 
 d2 /w
 

Lack of knowledge of the shape of the backward scattering region
 

necessitates stopping the integration at an angle m = 90 . The max
 

energy dependence determined in this way is only for a "partial
 

total reactive cross section" (from Fig. IV-38 the forward hemisphere
 

contribution should be some 58% of the total).
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The results are shown in Fig. IV-45(a). The energy dependence
 

effect is anything but dramatic over the small range of E studied.
 

A small negative energy dependence might be construed. The error
 

E-1/3 
limits unfortunately do not exclude either (i) an energy
 

dependence consistent with the present analysis (Sec. IV E) of the
 

non-reactive data of Greene et al. 1, or (ii) a nearly energy

independent total reactive cross section. A small negative energy
 

dependence (aR.4 E-a, with a < 1/3) is consistent with the non

reactive scattering analysis (Sec. IV E); i.e., the reactive results
 

offer no contradiction. The best estimate of "a" from the reactive
 

scattering data is a = 0.25 + 0.1.
 

The c.m. angular distributions vs. 0 (Fig. IV-38) allow an

dO 

estimation of the fraction of aR from angles beyond e= 900; this 

fraction (at E = 2.67 kcal/mole) is 0.42. Changes with incident 

energy of the forward-backward partitioning of the total reactive cross 

section are possible; this could result in an energy dependence of R 

which is in disagreement with the forward hemisphere energy dependence 

of Fig. IV-45(a). 

Another (less valid) attempt at determining the energy dependence 

involves using the single compromise c.m. contour map which best
 

accounted for all the data at different j (Fig. IV-42) and repeating
 

the calculation done above. The advantage inherent in this approach
 

is that it is possible to extrapolate the results to energies outside
 

of the range of the experimental flux contour maps since the shape
 

of the c.m. function is (assumed to be) independent of energy. The
 

results are shown in Fig. IV-45(b); the error bars are comparable in
 

size to those of Fig. IV-45(a). As is seen, if one assumes no
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Fig. 	IV-45 Energy Dependence of Total Reactive Cross Section
 

Log-log plot of partial total reactive cross section,
 

U (9 = 0 to 900), as a function of the relative collision energy.

r
 

(a): 	 Based on three best c.m. differential cross section 

functions of Figs. IV-30,37; uses the best'line through 

the energy dependent normalization data of Fig. IV-18. 

Arbitrarily normalized to unity at E= 2.67 kcal/mole. 

A line of slope /3 , corresponding to an E-1/3 

energy dependence, is shown for comparison. Error bars 

are approximate 90% confidence limits for the three 

points. 

(b):, 	Based on the assumption of energy independence of shape
 

of c.m. differential cross section function, using c.m.
 

contours of Figs. IV-42,43. Points correspond to data
 

points of Fig. IV-18; the triangles are the best data;
 

the squares were preliminary results and are of lowest
 

quality. Arbitrarily normalized to unity at E = 2.67 kcal/mole.
 

Experimental uncertainties are comparable to those shown
 

in (a).
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dependence upon E of the shape of the c.m. cross section, one also
 

obtains little or no energy dependence for the magnitude of the total
 

reaction cross section.
 

-a
 
The best estimate of energy dependence aR = E a = 0.25 + 0.1 

agrees with the approximate functionality found by Brus37 for a quenched 

fluorescence study of the reaction 

Na (2P) + 12 > Na (2S) + 21 (2P3/ 2 ) 

22
 

with aR varying from 190 to 140 A in the range 4.6 < < 19.6 kcal/mole.
 

Plotting log a vs. log E for the Brus data yields a = 0.21.
 

A recent comprehensive analysis of the magnitudes of reactive
 

34
 
cross sections for the alkali-halogen systems was done by Anderson
 

He considered the influence of other factors in the long-range attraction
 

of M + X2 and developed a more complete optical model. The criterion
 

for reaction was the rather standard one of overcoming the centrifugal
 

barrier. He found a negative energy dependence (a 0.27) and reasonable
 
02
 

sizes % at E =
Z150 A 2.67 kcal/mole) for the reaction cross sections
 

for K + Br2 and K + ICZ ; but the "non-reactive data" used in the
 

analysis included a significant amount of spurious residual alkali halide
 

intensity at large angles (see Chapter V). Hence the results may need
 

to be re-examined; in any case they cannot be considered quantitative.
 

12. Summary of K + 12 Reactive Scattering Results
 

The total reaction cross section is large
 

(GR = 170 + 50 R2 at E = 2.67 kcal/mole) and has a very small (negative)
 

dependence on relative translational energy (Fig. IV-45). The
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d2
 
(Fig. IV-38) peaks
differential c.m. reaction cross section d2w Fg V-8 ek
 

at 0 = 00 (forward scattering), but still has a significant value at
 

large c.m. angles with the possibility of a smaller backward peak.
 

The energy partitioning strongly favors high internal excitation of
 

.the product KI (with little electronically excited I product);
 

the most probable value of ' is V 1.5 keal/mole (corresponding to
 

; 43 kcal/mole of KI excitation energy). The recoil energy
 

distribution (Fig. IV-41) has a brpad high energy tail; thus, a small
 

fraction of the product molecules has low internal excitation energies.
 

There is significant coupling (Fig. IV-39) between the product angular
 

and recoil energy distributions, the most important manifestation being
 

a poorly resolved double-peaked structure (Fig. IV-40) in the trans

lational recoil distributions (best resolution at 0 > 600). The
 

dependence of the shape of d3C upon 
d2mdw' 

large over the energy range studied. 

E (Fig. IV-30) is not very 

The present results for the K + 12 system fit in well with 

the general-conclusions deduced from reactive product angular
 

distributions for the whole family of alkali-halogen reactions 2a,13-19
 

They are also in qualitative agreement with the predictions of
 

several Monte Carlo trajectory calculations based on various assumed
 

39.1 
 nsicth"bs"ptnil
potential forms 9 . This is not surprising since the "best" potentials 

were not determined from ab initio:calculations; rather, the comparative 

merits of the various potentials examined were deduced solely from 

their relative abilities to reproduce the general aspects of the available 

experimental data. The extra experimental details now available (in 

the form of 'the various detailed cross section functions) will necessarily 

provide a stiffer test of future potential surface calculations. 
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V. 	Selective Detector for Internal Excitation of Alkali Halides in
 

Molecular Beams
 

A reproduction of the note "Selective Detector for Internal
 

Excitation of Alkali Halides in Molecular Beams," Keith T. Gillen
 

and R. B. Bernstein, WIS-TCI-377X, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,
 

Wisconsin, 1970 follows.
 

All references in this section are numbered independently
 

of the rest of this thesis; the references are found on pages 6, 7,
 

and 13 of this section.
 



Selective Detector for Internal Excitation of
 

Alkali Halides in Molecular Beams
 

by
 

Keith T. Gillen and R. B. Bernstein
 

Chemistry Department and Theoretical Chemistry Institute
 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
 

The sensitivity, or ionization efficiency, f, of a low
 

work-function ("desensitized") Pt/W (92/8%) surface ionization
 

detector for alkali halide (IMX) beams increases strongly with
 

the internal energy, Eexc, of the MX. For excited KI (formed
 

in crossed beam chemical reaction), f exptyE /kT] with y = 1/4.
 

Work supported by National Science Foundation Grant GB-16665.
 



Introduction
 

The suitability of a 92% Pt/8%W alloy as a differential 

surface ionization (SI) detector for alkali/alkali halide beams 

was established by Datz and Taylor [1] and employed in a multitude 

of crossed beam scattering experiments involving reactions of alkali
 

atoms with halogen-containing molecules [2]. The present note reports
 

a new application of such a SI beam detector- as a discriminator
 

for extent of internal excitation of alkali halide molecules.
 

The possibility of a variation in the rate of an overall tungsten 

surface reaction LiC2(v) W(1400KL + + C1 + e- with the alkali 

halide vibrational state v (v = 0,1,2,3) was suggested by Klemperer 

and Herschbach [3] on the basis of their analysis of some molecular
 

beam resonance experiments of Marple and Trischka [4]. Unfortunately,
 

subsequent careful measurements by Moran and Trischka [5] negated
 

the earlier experimental results and no measurable (i.e., ±"1%)
 

discrimination in SI efficiency with vibrational state could be
 

found. It was recognized [6] however, that sufficiently highly
 

excited states (e.g., 
v >> 3) of alkali halides might well be selectively
 

ionized under favorable SI conditions. Such conditions were found,
 

somewhat by chance, in this laboratory in the course of a detailed
 

study of the velocity analysis of the reactive scattering of K by 12.
 

The present experiments involved the chemically excited KI
 

molecules, with known internal (excitation) energies in the range
 

1-2 eV. A Pr/W (92/8) SI filament was employed in the low work

function or "desensitized" mode [7], such that it had a very low
 

-I
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sensitivity to a thermal KI beam. The ionization efficiency of
 

the detector was found to depend exponentially upon Eexc, the
 

excitation energy of the KI. This effect is not expected to be
 

limited to this particular alkali halide; indeed, qualitative
 

confirmation of the enhancement in sensitivity of such a SI
 

detector for other excited alkali halides is available from a
 

number of sources.
 

Experimental
 

The present data were obtained in the course of a crossed
 

beam study [8] of the reaction of a velocity-selected K beam with
 

a thermal 12 beam at 900 incidence. The product KI and K scattered at
 

various laboratory angles passed through a velocity analyzer to the
 

SI detector. This consisted of a Pt/W (92/8) ribbon 0.7 mm wide,
 

0.025 mm thick, ca. 1 cm in length, DC heated (by ca. 1 amp) to
 

operate at ca. 13300K. Under these conditions (the desensitized
 

mode), the ionization efficiency for a thermal KI beam was in the
 

range 0.1 - 0.4%, based on comparative measurements with the filament
 

in the sensitized (oxidized) mode at ca. 1370 0K, where it is
 

essentially 100% efficient.
 

With the knowledge of the translational velocity of the
 

chemi-excited KI and conventional conservation considerations
 

commonly applied [9] to crossed-beam velocity analysis experiments,
 

the average internal excitation energy of the KI molecules striking
 

the detector could be calculated:
 

Eexc (KI) = Etr + Ein t (12) -AD0 - Etr 
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where Etr and Etr are, respectively, the incident and final (c.m.)
 

relative translational (kinetic) energies. Er is, typically, 0.12 eV;
 

Ein (I2) 0.05 eV, and ADO = -1.80 eV assuming the other reaction product,
 

I, to be in its ground %2 ) state. The velocity analysis results [8]
 

combined with the results of a diffusion flame study by Roth and Schay [10]
 

of the K + 12 reaction indicate that there is little, if any, excited
 

I(2Pi/2) product [8].
 

Fig. 1 shows the logarithm of the ionization efficiency f vs.
 

the internal excitation E of the KI. Each connected set of points
exoC 

represents data at the same laboratory angle 0 but different laboratory
 

velocities v . Provided there is negligible translational energy effect,
 

different points at the same calculated E (arising from different
 ae
 

e and v') should yield the same f. Within the estimated + 20% 

uncertainties in the points this appears to be the case. Also shown on 

the graph at low E are the results for a thermal KI beam,exe 

which accord well with a linear extrapolation from the main body of
 

data for the excited KI.
 

Interpretation
 

The process of surface ionization of alkali halides has received con

siderable study [11] but is not yet thoroughly understood. Adopting either
 

of the thermodynamic or the kinetic models commonly invoked to explain the
 

large body of SI experimental data for alkali halides, it can readily
 

be shown that the dependence of the ionization efficiency upon the excess
 

(excitation) energy of the MX should be of the form f = fo exp[E exc/kT],
 

where f is the efficiency of the detector for ground state MX
 

(f0<<l), T is the surface temperature, and y is a fraction
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characterizing the effectiveness of the internal excitation (whether
 

vibrational or electronic) to the reduction in the free energy barrier
 

for dissociative ionization. For the present detector and chemi

excited KI, the slope of Fig. 1 yields y = 0.25 + 0.05.
 

Concluding Remarks
 

The slope of the line in Fig. 1 (i.e., the value of y
 

obtained) implies that an increase of as little as 0.02 eV (the
 

spacing between adjacent low-lying vibrational levels of KI [12])
 

would produce a 5% increase in the fraction f. The question arises as to
 

the failure of the experiments of Ref. [5] to observe vibrationally
 

selective detection for the various LiX molecules. This may
 

be due to either of two distinct differences in their work. They
 

used a tungsten filament for ionization, and the mechanism of
 

ionization may vary considerably with filament material. Also,
 

their low efficiency experiments were done at higher temperatures
 

than those corresponding to the maximum ionization efficiency; the
 

high temperature decrease in sensitivity is undoubtedly caused
 

by a different mechanism than that which lowers efficiency in the
 

low temperature region.
 

There exist a number of observations which confirm that this
 

qualitative behavior is somewhat general. The f values on
 

desensitized Pt/W are usually low for all alkali halides, but
 

there is a considerable span which correlates well with MX ionization
 

potentials [13]. The CsX molecules are most efficiently ionized;
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f usualy increases from C9, to Br to I. Datz and Minturn [141 

reported a value of f = 0.08 for a CsBr beam on desensitized Pt/W; 

(this increased detection sensitivity over KI suggests that CsBr
 

might be better from the viewpoint of detection of excitation). An
 

analysis [8] of literature data and experiments from this laboratory
 

on the wide-angle (supposedly non-reactive) scattering of alkalis by 

several halogen-containing molecules (using desensitized Pt/W detectors) 

has provided evidence for interference due to selective (enhanced) 

detection of internally excited EX product (for X = 02, Br, and I). 

In order to make use of this type of selective detector for use
 

as an internal energy monitor (i.e., for estimating average internal
 

excitation of chemi-excited alkali halides, MX) one must evaluate
 

(calibrate) y for the alkali halide in question; then the set of 

reactions X + XY + MX + Y (for all Y) may be studied. 

The implications of the present findings alter the interpretation
 

of the M + X2 scattering data obtained with Pt/W "differential"
 

detectors (see Appendix).
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Legend for Fig. 1
 

Dependence of the logarithm of f, the apparent fraction
 

of KI ionized, (in the unsensitized mode) on Eexc, the
 

(average) internal excitation (in eV) of the KI. Each set of
 

connected points is derived from data at specified relative
 

kinetic energy and laboratory angle but different laboratory
 

velocities (corresponding to different c.m. recoil energies and
 

thus different E for the KI). Open symbols denote less
 
exr
 

reliable data.
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APPENDIX
 

Relevance to Interpretation of Alkali-Halogen Scattering Experiments
 

The magnitude of the residual detection sensitivity (of the
 

nominally unsensitized Pt/W alloy) for highly excited alkali halide
 

(MX) molecules vitiates the common assumption that the Pt/W alloy
 

is an ideal differential detector. Greene e. al. [15] use a pure Pt
 

filament (essentially non-detecting to alkali halides) in -measuring
 

angular distributions of non-reactively scattered alkali atoms. For
 

a number of alkali + halogen reactions their measured intensity
 

distributions drop off much faster at.large angles than the distributions
 

(for the same systems) reported by other workers using "unsensitized"
 

PtiW detectors.
 

In the K + 12 system [8] measurements of the residual sensitivity 

of the Pr/W filament to excited KIt made it possible to correct the 

observed "intensities" to obtain an angular distribution of scattered 

K whLch was in reasonable accord with that of Ref. [15]. The 

importance of this correction may be judged by noting that at the 

largest angle where the correction could be made ( 49.50), the
 

residual KI signal represented some 90% of the total intensity
 

(K + KI).
 

The K + Br2 system provides another example. Minturn et al. [16]
 

and Birely er al, [17] (both using Pr/W detectors) reported significantly
 

greater wide-angle non-reactive scattering than that observed by
 

Greene er al [15], presumably due to residual sensitivity to Krio 

Minturn et al. [16] attempted to subtract out the residual KBr 
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contribution to their angular distributions, but used the much smaller
 

residual detection efficiency as measured for a thermal KBr beam,
 

thereby accounting for only a small fraction of the residual KBrt
 

contribution to the apparent non-reactive scattering.
 

The reaction of K with. HBr (DBr) produces KBr with a
 

maximum excitation of only 0.25 ev (less than 15% of.that for the
 

K + Br2 reaction); hence the residual detection should be much
 

lower than that for KBrt from K + Br2 Indeed, the uncorrected
. 

Pt/W results [18] for the non-reactive angular distributions were 

found to agree quite satisfactorily with the data of Airey et al.[19] 

obtained with a Pt detector. 

Kwei and Herschbach [20] have reported angular distributions 

of alkalis scattered by IC! and IBr with distinctly higher wide

angle scattering for Cs than for K or Rb. Residual sensitivity 

may have contributed significantly to the unsensitized angular distri

butions for all three alkalis; but thermochemically the CsXt product 

has more internal energy available and, even at the same excitation 

energy, it should have a higher detection efficiency than the other 

alkali halides. 

Product MX molecules scattered into regions of negative 

laboratory angle 0 usually have relatively larger translational 

energy and correspondingly less internal excitation; this implies 

that the residual sensitivities to MXt will be much smaller at 

negative (P . Also, the total MX found at negative angles is 

lower. There are numerous examples [17,20] of angular distributions 

measured with an unsensitized Pt/W detector where the c.m. angular 
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intensity distribution deduced from the negative 0 "branch" is
 

somewhat lower than that from the positive branch. It may be that
 

data from the negative angles more closely approximate the true non

reactive angular distribution.
 

Any observed residual detection will not directly mirror the
 

MX (angular)distribution since molecules whose velocities lie closest
 

to cenuroid are those with the highest internal excitation (and residual
 

detection sensitivity increases exponentially with internal energy).
 

For the K + 12 experiments [8], the average residual sensitivity to
 

KI at a number of laboratory angles ( O> o) has been measured; the
 

results are given in Table I. The effect shows a (broad) maximum near
 

the angle of the centroid, as anticipated. It is possible that these
 

"weighted-average" observed residual sensitivities might be used as a
 

rough indicator of the degree of product excitation as a function of .
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Table I 	 Dependence of Residual (nsensitized Mode') KI Sensitivity 

on the Laboratory Scattering Angle, 0 , for the K + 12 

Experiments. 

E(kcal/mole) 1.87 2.67 3.62
 

Centroid Angle (degrees) 60 55 50
 

9 lab (degrees) f, fraction ionized Ci 0.02) 

10.0 0.07 

20.0 0.07 

25,0 0.08 

30.0 'v 0.07 0.09 0.11 

35.0 0.10 

IO.0 0.10 0.11 

49.5 0.12 

60M0 0.09 "'0.12 

70.0 <0.10 <0.06 

80.0 <0.08 <0.08 <0.06 

101.0 	 <0.07 <0.05 <0.05
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Appendix A
 

Velocity Selector Calibrations and K Beam Characterization
 

The equations of Hostettler and Bernstein 6 for a velocity
 

selector transmission function B(v) assumed no misalignment of the
 

selector axis with respect to the beam axis. A generalization of their
 

calculations to include the effect of a small misalignment angle 

is presented here. The notation is that of Ref. 46. . The 

generalized extensions of equations (10 a,b) of Ref. 46 are: 

B~vr~tf+4 	 for \/IV>rn,14-/g' 

(A-1)
 

and
 

for V >V' 

where 
L-IOo 

(L+4)<4.+ 0- - ;&] 

_ 	 ( L-~o( AX _ __ 

(L-d)c+40r 	 pr J 
-	 Lwr = 

V -	 "++Lo( CL 

dc4
r+LC . 

V 	~~VW-~r b 

Z 	 angle to selector axis (Radians); and o > 0 "adds" to 

helix angle, with all other quantities defined as 

before46 (see also table I-1). 
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These equations (Al) are the basis for the computer simulations of the
 

various velocity selector and velocity analyzer calibration experiments.
 

Note that the width of the selector transmission function,
 

(Vmax - vin), is directly proportional to v which implies that 

the total selector transmission increases directly proportional to the 

54
rotation speed . Hence in analyzing a beam velocity distribution 

with a selector, the throughput intensity values must each be divided
 

by the corresponding velocities to obtain the actual distribution
 

incident upon the selector. An ideal case illustration is given in
 

Table A-i for a thermal effusive (Maxell-Boltzmann) beam passing
 

through a selector, then an analyzer.
 

1) Calibrating the analyzer and selector
 

Appendix A of Chapter Ill-B describes a calibration of the
 

velocity analyzer with a low temperature effusive (M-B) K beam.
 

The constant, kA , that relates the analyzer rotation speed, A'
 

to the velocity transmitted, v0 (v = kA*MA) , is adjusted until 

the curve of experimental flux transmission (divided by rotation speed;
 

see above) best matches the ideal M-B flux distribution. A com

parison of kA with the value, IA = L/ , expected for zero 

misalignment angle gives:
 

* r Lc]-i
 

k = kA, i +-


Aso c( L !FA 
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Table A-i Relations of Velocity Distributions,
 

14-B beam; not normalized.
 

Position DeFlux
 

In oven v2exp-(v2/c2)
 

Beam entering selector v2exp-(v 2/e 2) v3exp-(v2 /)
 

2 )Beam transmitted through selector' v3exp-(v2/e 2 ) v 4xp-(v2/ 

to analyzer
 

Beam finally transmitted through v4exp-(v2/ 2 ) vep(V2/c 2)
 

analyzer
 

2kT 1/2
 

m
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For the alignment of the velocity analyzer used in the K + 12
 

experiments, OcA = + 0.180 + 0.050.
 

The cc determined is from the center line of the detected 

beam to the selector axis.
 

For a velocity analyzer with a very narrow velocity bandpass
 

and for narrow collimating slits and a thin detector, the experimental
 

flux curve should be expected to match very well with the theoretical 

M-B form. This will prove to be the case for the velocity analyzer
 

but not the velocity selector. Generally, the experimental flux
 

transmission curve can be modified by a number of effects, separately,
 

or in combination:
 

A) If the transmission function width (vmax - vmin)/v
 

is not small compared to the velocity width of the beam scanned, then
 

there will be a broadening of the transmitted flux curve due to the
 

folding in of the transmission function at each v
 
0 

B) Any angular divergence in the beam leads to a broadening
 

of the transmitted flux curve due to the dependence of B(v) on the
 

angle relative to the selector axis. (See Eqn. Al). Centered at
 

the misalignment angle c/ , the detected beam has an angular
 

divergence that can be estimated from the geometry of the detector
 

and the collimating slits (See Fig. IV-i).
 

C) A selector with a broad transmission width (e.g., the
 

present K beam selector) can have a bias towards high velocities
 

in its transmission function (see "ideal" selector transmission function
 

in Fig. 17 of Chapter II-B). This will give a shift in the
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transmitted flux curve relative to the incident beam distribution; 

the shift is caused by the extra weighting of the transmitted flux
 

from the high velocity portion of the transmission function.
 

D) The transmission function varies slightly from the bottom
 

of the selector tooth to the top. Equation (Al) shows this effect
 

through changes in as well as r. This effect can
 

alter the breadth of the transmitted scan, especially if the slit
 

height is not small compared to r.
 

To correct for the above effects in the various beam calibration
 

experiments, a computer program (see Appendix C, Program DC) was
 

written that folded selector transmission functions into beam
 

distributions, integrating over both the angular distribution of the
 

detected beam and the height of the beam from the bottom to the top
 

of the selector slot. The calculated transmitted flux curves (broadened
 

and shifted relative to the actual beam being characterized) could
 

then be compared to the experimental scans.
 

For the case of the velocity analyzer with the effusive beam
 

the calculated curve of flux vs. velocity was essentially identical
 

to the M-B beam distribution. Fig. 16 of Chapter III-B shows a
 

match of an experimental scan to the M-B distribution; no adjustment
 

for the above-mentioned (A-D) effects is necessary. The velocity
 

selector, however, has a wider and less symmetric transmission function
 

yielding a velocity shift of approximately 1% in the computed
 

transmission curve relative to the ideal M-B distribution (shown in
 

Fig. A-l). The experimental points must be matched to the computed
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Fig. A-I Velocity Selector Calibration. 

Calibration of the velocity selector with a thermal Maxwell-

Boltzmann (M-B) K beam of known velocity distribution. The dashed 

plot (v =/13) the -B flux 
curve represents on a reduced 

distribution incident upon the selector. The solid curve is a
 

calculation of the ideal distribution into the selector (transmitted
 

flux distribution divided by v to account for the velocity

dependent selector bandpass: Avav); the shift is due to a
 

significant bias in the shape of the selector transmission function.
 

The comparable experimental points are shown superimposed and are
 

in excellent agreement with the calculated (solid) curve. All curves
 

normalized to unity at peak.
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curve rather than the 1-B; an example is shown in Fig. A-i. A compa.±son 

,of k with the expected (O(=0) value yields the selector misalignments 

angle (( 1 + 0.500 + 0.050 for the K + 12 experiments). The value
 

of d, found may be put back into the computer simulation program to
 

generate a better (iterated) computed flux curve for matching to the
 

data; in the present example, iteration did not change the results.
 

There are two checks of these calibrations that have been used.
 

First, a pin can be inserted at the center of rotation of the
 

goniometer lid. Using a cathetometer to establish a line between
 

this pin and the detector filament, one can lower the analyzer vertically
 

approximately 1 cm; and using marker "shims" between the teeth on the
 

front disk And on the back disk, one can optically determine the helix
 

angle relative to the defined beam analysis axis. This gives a geometrical
 

estimate of the analyzer constant, kA , with somewhat less precision
 

than the beam characterization method.
 

The other calibration check measures the self-consistency of the
 

two constants k and k ; the,analyzer is used to scan the selector
 

transmission function with the goniometer set at 0.0 degrees.
 

A computational simulation is then used for comparison. This type
 

of consistency calibration check can then be done at other goniometer
 

angles (and therefore different angles through the selector) to verify
 

the change in selector constant RS as a function of the angle through
 

the selector. Accounting for the fact that a goniometer rotation of
 

a specified angle corresponds to a smaller rotation (factor of 0.75)
 

in the angle relative to the selector axis (see below) experimental
 

measurements of the change in selector constant (12 ± 1% / degree)
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agree well with the computed value (11.8%/degree: Prob. 7,8,9
 

in Program DC).
 

An example of an analyzer calibration of selector transmission
 

is shown in Fig. A-2; the computational simulation (dashed curve (a))
 

uses the general formula of Equation (A-i) and supplants the earlier
 

less complete calculational simulation of this type of calibration
 

(e.g., Fig. 17 in Chapter lII-B). Note that the new computation
 

(Problem 7 in Program DC; dashed curve (a) in Fig. A-2) is somewhat
 

more sharply peaked than the experimental data. The broadening of the
 

experimental curve is due to an effect noted earlier; the first disk
 

of the velocity selector has been eroded and thinned considerably,
 

its slots widened significantly due to attack by the large amount of
 

potassium deposited on this disk. Program DC has been run with
 

corrections which approximately account for the "dissolving disk."
 

Two curves of Fig. A-2 are computations which account for the thinned
 

selector teeth curve (c) (solid line) corresponds to 20% larger
t" 


slots; curve (b) (dot-dash) uses N 15% larger slots than the 

ideal (dashed curve) calculation. The curve with 20% wider slots 

appears to represent well the actual situation for the selector 

transmission; measured slot widths concur approximately with this
 

estimate. This cross-check between the selector and analyzer agreed
 

(to better than + 1%) with the two separate calibrations employing
 

effusive M-B beams.
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Fig. A-2 Analyzer Scan of Selector Transmission
 

A relative calibration of the velocity selector by the velocity
 

analyzer. The points represent an experimental analyzer scan of the
 

K beam flux vs. velocity transmission of the selector. The three
 

curves are computational simulations of the experiment with full
 

averaging over slit height and detector acceptance angle. Curve (a)
 

is for the ideal selector with no alteration of the slot widths in the
 

first selector disk. Curves (b) and (c) simulate 15% and 20% wider
 

slots in the first selector disk due to cumulative erosion by alkali.
 

Curve (c) appears to account well for the widened distribution. All
 

distributions are arbitrarily normalized to unity at the peak.
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2) Velocity Distribution of the Laval K Beam.
 

The velocity distribution of the Laval K beam incident upon
 

the selector can be estimated by a characterization of the velocity
 

distribution using the selector as the scanning device. The distri

bution so characterized will, of course, be broader than the actual
 

distribution incident upon the selector and will be shifted to slightly
 

lower velocities, both effects due to folding in the selector transmission
 

function (these effects are also seen in the selector calibration with
 

a M-B beam). Fig. A-3 shows an assumed flux distribution (solid line)
 

for a Laval K beam incident upon the selector; the dashed curve is
 

a computer simulation (Problems 5 and 6 in Program DC) of the experi

mental data that tould correspond to the assumed curve. Superimposed
 

on these curves are the points from two-typical experimental selector
 

characterizations of the Laval K beam; the agreement with the
 

dashed curve is good and suggests that the originally assumed solid
 

curve is a good representation of the Laval K beam under the con

ditions of the experiments shown. No comparisons to theoretical Laval
 

forms 72 were made; but the density distribution agreed remarkably
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well with a distribution reported by Gordon et al. using similar
 

Laval oven slits. It must be noted, however, that the observed Laval
 

distribution was found to be very sensitive to oven conditions; this
 

is reflected in day-to-day variations in the experimental characterization
 

curves that can sometimes be larger even than the differences between
 

the solid and the dashed curves. Hence, although the computer corrections
 

are valid as a systematic correction, there are still random variations
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Fig. A-3 Laval K Beam Flux Distribution
 

An assumed Laval K beam flux distribution (based on data, not 

on any theoretical form) incident upon the velocity selector (solid curve), 

compared to a computer simulation (dashed) of selector transmission/v, which
 

introduces a shift due to the bias in the shape of the selector trans

mission function. The points represent two experimental selector 

characterizations of the Laval distribution (T(slit) = 705 + 50K, 

T(oven) = 625 + 5°K). The good agreement of the points with the 

dashed computed curve indicates that the (solid) assumed Laval K 

beam flux distribution is a reasonably good one. All curves arbitrarily
 

normalized to unity at peak.
 

The energy marks (E) show the average 'K beam velocities
 

associated with the three relative collision energies used in the
 

K + 12 experiments. Note that the velocity dependent selector trans

mission (Avcv) enhances the throughput beam intensity for the higher
 

energy experiments relative to those at lower energies.
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of about the same magnitude in the Laval beam. Fortunately in the
 

scattering experiments the velocity selector set at a specified rotation
 

speed defines a much narrower beam velocity distribution and the
 

variations in the velocity distribution of the incident Laval beam
 

become relatively unimportant.
 

3) Profile of K Beam Entering Scattering Center.
 

In the previous calibrations, the angular spread considered
 

was determined by the geometry of the detector system (widths of
 

analyzer entrance slit and detector and distance between them); the
 

K beam entering the S.C. has a much larger angular spread determined
 

by slit sizes and distances for the K beam geometry. The angular
 

distribution can be determined by an angular profile of the K beam;
 

a typical angular profile of, a velocity-selected K beam is shown in
 

Fig. A-4. Notice that the goniometer angle measured differs from the
 

true angle to the selector axis; there is a shift of 0.50 due to
 

- 25.3misalignment,, but in addition there is a scale change (factor of 


This effect can be seen in the lower portion of Fig. A4. Potassium
 

emitted (a) at an angle c< to the center of the beam (defined as 00) 

will not be detected when the goniometer is rotated (b) by an angle - 0< 

it will, however, be detected at a goniometer rotation angle of - 1.34 0< 

as can be seen in c). 

The full-width-at-half-maximum (17M)of the beam measures 1.40 

beam angle); this compares well with a calculated value of 1.30 using 

the ideal geopetry of Fig. IV-l, Chapter IV. The tails of the distri

bution are, however, much broader than expected; this is probably due 
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Fig. A-4 Angular Profile of K Beam
 

Upper: 	 The experimental angular profile of the K beam flux
 

distribution through the selector (at vK = 794 m/sec)
 

is plotted vs. goniometer rotation angle @ The
 

curve passing through the data points is normalized
 

to unity at its peak. The upper scale indicates the
 
°
 

with c( + 0.50
 
angle relative to the selector axis, &,', 


=at 6 = 0.00 (misalignment angle 0.50). 

Lower: 	Representation of the difference in scale between and o<'. 

(a) Rotation angle = 0.0. Consider "beam" emitted at 

an angle oC to the defining axis. S.C. = scattering
 

center; DET. = detector.
 

(b) Rotation angle = -oC. Beam will not strike 

detector. 

(c) Rotation angle = ; ( x (1 + 8.6/25.3) necessary
 

to detect the beam at an angle C .
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to a larger, more diffuse emission region (perhaps a cloud effect)
 

than that associated with the ideal geometry.
 

Problem 10 of Program DC is a computational estimation of the
 

K beam density vs. velocity distribution that enters the S.C.. The
 

computation includes all the corrections (A-D) previously mentioned
 

and also includes an internal iteration which adjusts for the fact
 

that the experimental angular distribution is for a velocity selected
 

beam and hence is not a true angular distribution of emitted potassium.
 

The narrowest (dashed) curve in Fig. A-5 is the density transmission
 

curve associated with the ideal selector slot width. The "dissolving
 

disk" curves of 15% (dot dash) and 20% (solid) wider slots correspond
 

to the similar curves of Fig. A-2. Having seen in Fig. A-2 that 

the solid curve best matches the analyzer scan of selector transmission, 

one then concludes that the solid curve of Fig. A-5 is the best
 

estimate of the selector transmission into the S.C.
 

The K beam density transmission produced has been adjusted so
 

that it corresponds to the transmission associated with a beam of
 

uniform flux vs. velocity incident upon the velocity selector. The
 

density transmission produced by a Laval K beam can be found
 

(for any given nominal velocity) by multiplying the Laval flux distri

bution curve by the (solid) K beam density transmission curve of
 

Fig. A-5; the only assumption involved here is that there is negligible
 

change in the shape of the Laval flux vs. velocity curve over the
 

angular range (t 30) of the transmitted beam.
 

When the velocity selector is set at a speed significantly
 

removed from the peak of the Laval flux curve, there may be a noticeable
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Fig. A-5 Estimation of K Beam Density in Scattering Zone
 

Curve (c) depicts the best estimate of the K beam density 

distribution in the scattering zone associated with a uniform flux 

vs. velocity input to the selector. Deviations from uniform flux vs. 

velocity input in the Laval K beam can be accounted for by multiplying 

this curve by the proper Laval input distribution curve (e.g. Fig. A-3). 

The curve is plotted vs. reduced velocity (v = 1.00 at = 0.00 

density peak); the shift to low velocities arises because the angular 

distribution is asymmetric with respect to 0.00 (Figure A-4). Curves 

(a), (b), and (c) have the same assumptions associated with the three 

curves of Fig. A-2; curve (c) is thought to be the best representation
 

of the "dissolving disk syndrome". (cf. Fig. A-2 legend). All curves
 

normalized to unity at peak.
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warping of the beam transmission into the S.C. relative to the solid
 

curve of Fig. A-5. This effect must be accounted for in determining
 

the average laboratory K velocity (and, therefore, also the average
 

c.m. energy E) associated with each reactive scattering experiment
 

(Chapter IV).
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Appendix B
 

Computational Inversion Methods
 

In the absence of a Maxwell demon riding with every c.m., one
 

must find alternative methods for extracting the differential c.m.
 
3 

cross section (e.g. d 
d 2 d' 

when the laboratory scattering intensities 

(e.g., dkav' are known. All of the computational methods for 

inversion of scattering data from lab. to c.m. discussed below attempt,
 

to solve this problem; there are advantages and disadvantages in each.
 

It is assumed that
 

(a) 	the c.m. cross section is independent of the azimuthal
 

angle.
 

(b) 	both beam8 are well collimated, at 900 incidence, and
 

confined to the "detector plane".
 

Assumption a) is valid in the absence of aligning fields; assumption
 

b) has beenverified by observing that relaxation of this restriction
 

in the computations does not significantly alter the results for
 

the range of experimentally accessible incident angles.
4 4
 

1) "Nominal Inversion"
 

If one assumes that the two beams are monoenergetic, uses the
 

average velocity for each beam, thereby determining a single "nominal"
 

c.m. velocity, then one can immediately invert the laboratory distri

bution to the c.m. framework:
 

d2 d 3) 	 2 i h a


S5-)(d2n) where -3a 

http:angles.44
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of transformation from lab. to c.m5,44.This is the simplest inversL:
 

technique and works quite well when the range of vector velocities of
 

the c.m. (determined by the velocity spreads in both beams) is smail
 

compared to the velocity spread in the experimental reactive product
 

data (especially at product vector velocities far removed from the
 

locus of centroids). Unfortunately, even for the quite favorable K + 12
 

case, the velocity spread in the two beams is still large enough to
 

cause a serious broadening of the laboratory KI distribution relative
 

to that which would be produced by monoenergetic crossed beams. The
 

"nominal inversion" thus gives a good first approximation to the RI
 

c.m. distribution; but improvements that account for the beam distri

butions are definitely needed.
 

2) C.m. + Lab. Computations. 

The first approach to accounting for the beam distributions
 

involves assuming (i.e. guessing) a c.m. differential cross section
 

functionality and then integrating over the beam distributions to
 

produce the associated lab. distribution. Comparing the results with
 

the experimental lab. distribution, one then alters the assumed c.m.
 

function to try for a better fit to the data. This is then repeated
 

many times with the hope of eventually reproducing the data.
 

Two different methods of integration have been used at Wisconsin.
 

The first method,27  a "counting" method based on weighting a set of
 

points in velocity space according to the chosen c.m. distribution
 

function, has been replaced by a direct integration method.44
 

(Another direct integration method bas been developed by Entemann25 ,73).
 

http:method.44
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Computer Program KICJ4 (Appendix C) encompasses the essence
 

the integration method described by Warnock and Bernstein44 (with some
 

modifications and embellishments). The integration over the beam
 

distributions is accomplished by summing the contributions (properly
 

weighted by the density distributions in the beams) from a set of
 

velocity vector (Newton) diagrams. The choice of velocities v] and
 

v2 is based on a method of Zaremba7 4 which specifies an efficient
 

way of evaluating a two-dimensional integral by computing the integrand
 

at a set of properly spaced points.
 

There are three major limitations to this inversion technique:
 

(a) 	In previous calculations of this sort, the angular
 

and energy dependencies of the c.m. cross section
 

function were assumed independent (i.e. factorizable):
 

d 3a(w)
s 	 oc P(G) x ,d2 dwI 	 Pw (w') 

The method, in theory, allows the use of a general coupled
 

functional form if it proves necessary; in practice, it
 

is hard to parameterize one's visualization of the
 

way in which a coupled function should be altered to
 

achieve an improvement in the fit to the experiments.
 

A "best uncoupled" fit to the data can eventually be
 

obtained with this method; but coupling of the angle and
 

velocity distributions (and nature is surely coupled!)
 

usually complicates the problem beyond easy solution.
 

(b) 	The second limitation.is the fact that one must admit to
 

http:limitation.is
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a certain personal prejudice in the choice of functional
 

form (perhaps based simply on ease of computation-uncoupled
 

functions, for example); hence, the proper c.m. cross
 

section function may escape notice simply due to a lack of
 

imagination during the search.
 

(c) 	Finally, even though a number of assumed functions can
 

be tried at one time, there is still a practical limit
 

on the total number of functions that can be examined;
 

time, patience, or money is eventually exhausted.
 

3) 	Linear Additivity
 

The third difficulty in the inversion method above can be
 

removed by noting that the scattering produced by a given c.m.
 

function can be added to the scattering from another function to give
 

the resultant scattering from the sum of the two functions. In
 

general, a set of c.m. functions can be added linearly to produce
 

another function whose laboratory scattering intensities are just
 

the equivalent linear sum of the intensities for the individual
 

functions. In this way a large number of functions can be built
 

up from a basis set of functions by a systematic variation of the
 

coefficients in the linear sum. If this idea were taken no further,
 

it would handle limitation (c) above, but neither (a) nor (b); the
 

extension to a general inversion technique is described below.
 

76 

4) 	Lab - c.m. Inversion.
 

The disadvantages of the above methods are linked to the basic
 

approach to the inversion problem; instead of using the lab. data to
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produce the c.m. function directly, one works backiard from an
 

assumed c.m. cross section in an attempt to reproduce the experimental
 

data. This is done because it is much easier to integrate over the
 

beam distributions than to deconvolute these same distributions.
 

The more direct "inversion" from lab. to c.m. can be seen in a
 

simple extension of the linear additivity approach already noted. A
 

basis set of cam. functions, fk(9,w') is chosen and the laboratory
 

scattering map associated with each is computed in the normal way.
 

The best linear combination of these basis functions
 

S(G,w) __ibk fe(9,w) (El) 

cm k kC 

is found, not by a systematic variation of the coefficients in the
 

sum, but by a general fitting routine which finds the expansion
 

coefficients, bk., which give the best (least-squares) fit to the
 

experimental data. At n laboratory velocity-angle positions
 

(n > k), the calculated laboratory intensities, In, are given by the sum 

n k nk' 
k=l
 

kth  
where Ink is the intensity at point n from the c.m.
 

distribution function. In these n equations, the coefficients
 

b k are determined which give a minimum in the quantity
 

S(I n -I£) 2
2 

n n 
n 
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th
n
 
where In is the experimental laboratory flux intensity 

at the 

data point. The set of bk's found is then the set of expansion 

coefficients in Eqn. (Bl). Least squares fitting programs are
 

readily available; subroutine GAUSHAUS of the University of Wisconsin
 

Computing Center is an example (see Appendix C); most X-ray crystallographers
 

have similar packages.
 

If the basis set is a general expansion set in w and G , then
 

any c.m. functional form can be obtained as a linear combination of the
 

basis functions. This easily allows coupled c.m. functions without
 

the problems associated with visualization, since the computer does
 

the iteration to the best functional form. In practice for improved
 

efficiency, an initial guess of the c.m. distribution is factored out
 

of Eqn. (B1)-


ICM (,w') = I ° (9,w) bk fk(9),w') 

k=l
 

the results are basically independent of the initial guess, as long
 

as it is not a completely unreasonable function.
 

The first basis set used (for an unpublished re-analysis of the
 

41
 
results of Chapter III for K + HBr and K + DBr) was an uncoupled
 

histogram function with typically 4 velocity and 5 angular intervals;
 

the results were not encouraging, with many regions showing apparent
 

negative c.m. cross section contributions (clearly unphysical). In an
 

attempt to remove discontinuities from the functions, a Legendre basis
 

set was tried next; the results also showed comparable regions of
 

negative intensity and the fits to the data were not very good. Due
 

to kinematic difficulties in the K.+ HBr system (see Chapter III)
 

and uncertainties as to the secondary beam velocity distribution, the
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computations were abandoned without ever trying any coupled c.n.
 

functions. P. Siska has recently and independently
 

developed a similar inversion program and has used coupled ca.m.
 

functions to analyze the K + HBr, DBr data with somewhat greater
 

success 57; unfortunately his results also had regions of negative
 

c.m. intensity, suggesting that perhaps a still more accurate deter

mination of the lab. scattering distribution might be needed for a
 

good inversion.
 

For the K + 12 system, however, kinematic considerations are
 

far better; and less accurate lab. data are still adequate for
 

obtaining a good inversion to the c.m. A coupled two-dimensional
 

Legendre expansion was used:
 

k m 
I (9,w ) F (wSxG (G) I I b.. P.(Y) P.(X) , (B2)

i=0 
j=0
 

where F x)Go(9 ) is an initial uncoupled starting guess,
 

Y = 2 X , (w' in m/sec), 
1100
 

and X = 2 X 0/w - 1, (9 in Radians), 

with typically 30 coupled basis functions (6 velocity, 5 angle). 

Computer program 12LEG (Appendix C) illustrates this calculation 

!.for the experimental data at E = 3.62 kcal/mole. 
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5) 	Extensions
 

There are a couple of ways of improving these calculations that
 

should be mentioned. The most obvious extension is an increase in the
 

number of basis functions used in the expansion. Unfortunately, when
 

more Legendre terms are added to the expansion, the coefficients of
 

all the previous terms change; this is due to a lack of orthonormality
 

in 	the basis functions (F (W)xG (0) included.) and makes it hard 

to determine when a solution is "settling down". The best choice of
 

basis functions, S.(x) and Ti(y), for the expansion
 

I(,Wf - Fo(w Go () bi Si (x)Ti(y)
i j
 

is the "associated set" which satisfies the following orthonormality
 

relations:
 

fS(x) S.4x) Go(x) dx = 

T iCy) Tk(Y) F0 (y) dy = Sik" 

This is, in practice, difficult to satisfy except for very simple forms 

for F and G . When these orthogonality criteria are not met, 

any set of reasonably well-behaved basis functions is no better than 

any other. . The Legendre expansion then has no particular merit over, 

* 	 Many stimulating discussions with R. A. LaBudde were very helpful 

in the development of this section. 
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for 	example, a power series solution in terms of xir'. Such
 

a power series was tried in one computation; the c.m. map deduced, the
 

laboratory distribution it produced, and the least squares fit of that
 

distribution to the experimental data were all virtually identical
 

to the results using the Legendre expansion with the same number of
 

terms. The power series saves a little computer time and is easier
 

to handle; hence, if no attempt is made to simplify Fo00 and
 

G0(8) so that an "associated basis set" can be used, it Seems
 

worthwhile to choose the simplest expansion set possible.
 

6) Narrowing Inversion
 

Another, less satisfactory, approach to the inversion problem
 

involves an iterative "narrowing" of the c.m. function. The first
 

step is a "nominal inversion" (see (1) above) of the lab. map to
 

produce a c.m. trial function. This c.m. function is then used to
 

produce a laboratory distribution by a full averaging over the beam
 

distributions (see (2) above). The lab. distribution produced is, of
 

course, broader than the original one, due to the beam distribution
 

averaging. Comparing the two lab. distributions (e.g. by subtracting)
 

yields a difference function, which can be used as the lab. distribution
 

for 	another cycle; hopefully, one would converge to the proper c.m.
 

function (in this case, as a sum of the various terms) after a few
 

* 	 This approach has been used by D. J. McDonald, Harvard Univ.
 

(Private communication).
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iterations. A couple of peculiar difficulties arose with this method:
 

a) 	First, with only a partial data map, a fully defined
 

cam. map requires interpolation between data points and
 

extrapolation to regions without data (note that the
 

c.m. 	- lab. integration, due to the motion of the c.m., 

uses a larger set of c.m. points than defined by the
 

nominal inversion).
 

b) 	Second, every iteration necessitates a full averaging
 

over the beam distributions; if a number of iterations
 

are necessary, this can be very time consuming.
 

Program T2LEG does the beam integration only once (all
 

basis functions at the same time); the iteration scheme
 

simply-"Juggles" coefficients in a series of linear
 

equations.
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Appendix C
 

Computer Programs
 

) DC 

Program DC contains computational simulations of the
 

various characterization experiments of the selctor and analyzer,
 

along with an estimation of the K beam distribution entering the
 

scattering zone. The computations are based on the apparatus
 

geometry and the general formulas of Appendix A and include integrations
 

over resolution angles and slit heights. All integration subprograms
 

in this (not subsequent) program are primitive trapezoidal rule
 

summations. A comparison of the results of problems 1, 3, 5 (no
 

angle, slit height averaging) with those of problems 2, 4, 6 (full
 

averaging) shows that angle and slit height averaging were unnecessary
 

in these three computations (selector characterization with M-B K
 

beam, analyzer characterization with M-B beam, and selector characteri

zation of Laval K beam, respectively). Problems 7-9 (selector

analyzer cross characterization at three different angles through Lho
 

selector) require full averaging. This is also necessary in determining
 

the K beam distribution entering the scattering zone (problem 10).
 

In the results described in Appendix A, a computational correction for
 

the "dissolving" disk of the selector has also been'made; the Fortran 63
 

program illustrated here does not contain this correction. This program
 

problems 1-10 incl.) took 3.5 minutes of computer time on a CDC 3600
 

computer.
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PROGRAM DC 
COMMOI/TT/ANGD(49)tANGC(49)vBOLTZ(300) 
DIMENSION SIG(50hSRA(90hVNOM(50)gVLAV(50YANAL9)YSEL90,50) 
DIMENION SRAB(90) 

C VLAV IS THE LAVAL K BEAM FLUX DISTRIBUTION INCIDENT UPON THE SEL. 
C RANGE IS90 TO 450 RPS (VELOCITY=3.14*RPS) 

DATA(,(VLAV(I)9I=9945)=oOO5oOIteO5SoO25.O5,oO9,.15 9 22,.1B,. 4 1 
1 o53po66t 779.879 959,9913,'c99vo95.919'.85' 789.71..63,.550.46, 
2 .389.329.26.Z11,17. 14to.12.l,.O9..O8;O07) 

C PROBLEM 192--SEL VS M-B BEAM 
C PROBLEM 3t4-- ANAL VS M-B BEAM 
C PROBLEM t6-- SEL VS LAVAL K BEAM 
C 19395 ARE WITH NO HTGsANGLE AVERAG. 
C 2,496 HAVE 5 VALUES HToq .5 DEG. ANGULAR WIDTH 
C 798,9 -- SEL VS ANALoHT.PANGLE AVERAGED-
C 7 AT 0.0 DEGo 8 AT +95(4/3) DEGo 9 AT -a5(4/3) 
C PROBLEM 10 -- SEL FLUXPDENSITY TRANSMISSION VS VELOCITY AT LAVAL PEAK 
C ACON*RPS=, NOMINAL VELOCITY TRANSMITTED BY THE ANALYZERCALONG CENTER 
C OF BEAM)' SELCON*RPS= NOMINAL K BEAM VELOCITY AT THE GIVEN ANGLE 
C SELCONUI94 AT o05 DEG E.Q. SELCON =3.15 AT ZERO DEGREES 

ACON.,62 $ SELCON=3.15 
PI=3.11415926536 $ EX=EXPF(15) $ RAD=O01745329252 

C THE FOLLOWING CONSTANTS ARE EASILY UNDERSTOOD IN TERMS OF THETR NAMES 
C NOTE THAT SMALL PERTURBATIONS OF SPELLING IN CONSTANTS ARE EASILY 
C IDENTIFIABLE-- S ASSOCIATED WITH SELECTORsA WITH ANALYZER 
C DIMENSIONS IN METERS/SEC ANGLES IN RADIANS
 

APHI=1695 $ SPHI=o0564 $ ABETA=oO628 $ SBETA=oO5427
 
RMIN=072 $ RAVE=.076 $ RMAX=080 $ NTEETH=278
 
SPACE.O00813 $ D=,001628 $ ALENGTH=.1 $ SLENGTH=.03
 
SPACArSPACE
 

C 	 BUILDUP-OF MAXWELL BOLTZMANN FLUX DISTRIBUTION
 
96 DO iiJ=l9300 $ U=J**O $ BOLTZ(J)=U**3*EXPF(-1,5*U**2)*EX
 
11 PRINT' 6000OU9BOLTZ(J)
 

6000 FORMgY(FIOo2,FlO,4)
 
C SETTING UP PROBLEM 1
 

NPRO1O $ ANG=.5*RAD $ SL=o20 S DS=.o05 $ LL=36 $ NL=20 $ NH=30
 
HFW=0. $ MM=1 $ JJ=l $ XL=SLENGTH $ BETA=SBETA $ PHI=SPHI
 
CON=SfLCON
 

17 DO 12L=1950
 
12 SIG(W)=O. $ NPROB=NPROB+1 $ AINT=2o/(MM+I)
 

CALL ,kTIME(MIN9KSEC9KK) $ PRINT 5555%MINvKSEC
 
5555 FORMAt5XI5.5H MINI5o5H SEC)
 

C SUMMING ALONG THE RADIAL DIRECTION
 
DO 20J=lJJ $ R=RAVE+(RMAX-RMIN)*(24J-JJ-I)/(2.*JJ)
 
TOOTH*2o*PI/NTEETH*R-SPAtE $ ETA=SPACE/(SPACE+TOOTH)
 
ALPHALANG+HFW*RAD $ THETA=-HFW $ H=AINT*HFW*RAD
 

C SUMMING OVER ANGLE I
 
DO 19 M=1*MM $ ALPHA=ALPHA-H $ THETA=THETA+AINT*HFW
 

•GAMMAP=SPACE/((XL+D)*ALPHA+PHI*R) $ AL=ETA+ETA/GAMMAP
 
GAMMADP=SPACE/((XL-D)*ALPHA+PHI*R) $ AH=ETA-ETA/GAMMADP
 
DELTA-D*ALPHA/(PHI*R+XL*ALPHA)
 

C SCANNING THE BEAM DISTRIBUTION BY CHANGING ROTATION SPEED
 
DO 1O!L=lLL S VNOM(L)=SL+DS*L 5 RPS=VNOM(L)/CON $ OMEGA=2*PI*RPS
 
VZSTAR=XL*OMEGA*R/(PHI*gRXL*ALPHA)
 
VMIN=VZSTAR*(Io+BETA)/(C1GAMMAP)/(1+DELTA) $ DELB=VZS;TAR-VMIN
 
VMAX4JZSTAR*(l.-BETA)/(1-GAMMADP)/(l-DELTA) $ DELT=VMAX-VZSTAR
 
BL=-EiTA*(1+BETA)*VZSTAR/GAMMAP/ I+DELTA)
 
BH=Et'A*(1-BETA)*VZSTAR/GAMMADP/(1-DELTA)
 
IF(NfROB.GT96) 18g9
 

http:FORMAt5XI5.5H
http:SLENGTH=.03
http:SELCON=3.15
http:14to.12.l,.O9
http:959,9913,'c99vo95.919'.85
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C 

.9 TEML=O $ TEMH=O, $ DO 13 I=lNL $ V=VMIN+I/(NL+I)*DELB
 
13 TEML=TEML+(AL+BL/V)*BEAM(V)
 

TEML=TEML+(AL+BL/VZSTAR)*BEAMVZSTAR) *5 $ TEML=TEML*DELB/(NL+)
 
DO 14 =19NH $ V=VZSTAR+I/(NH+I)*DELT
 

14 TEMH=TEMH+(AH+BH/V)*BEAMCV)
 
TEMH=T'MH+(AH+BH/VZSTAR)*BEAM(VZSTAR)*°5 $ TEMH=T'EMH*DELT/(NH+1)
 
GO TO k0
 

18 DO 21 1,t NV $ V=VZERO+I/100. $ IF(NPROB.GT.9) 27.26
 
C COMPUTING,THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SELECTOR TRANSMISSION
 
C INCIDENT UPON THE ANALYZER IN THE CROSS-COMPARISON EXPERIMENT
 

26 IF(V.LToVMIN) 2122
 
22 IF(V. TVZSTAR) 23f24
 
23 YSEL(I1)=YSEL(I)+(AL+BL/V)*EEAM(V)*AR(THETAoHFW) $ GO TO 21
 
24 IF(V.LtoVMAX) 25,21 1
 
25 YSEL(Il $YSEL(I)+(AH+BH/V}*BEAM{V)*AR(THETAgHFW}
5 GO TO 21
 

C SELECTOR ,RANSMISSION COMPUTED AS. A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY AND ANGLE--

C THIS MAKES POSSIBLE A LATER ADJUSTMENT OF THE BEAM ANGULAR PROFILE
 
C TO ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT THAT THE ACTUAL PROFILE TAKEN EXPERIMENTALLY
 

C WAS DONE FOR A VELOCITY-SELECTED BEAM AND 'THEREFORE WAS NOT A TRUE
 
C 	ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE K BEAM
 

27 IVF(V.LT.VMIN) 21928
 
28 IF(V.LT.VZSTAR) 29,30
 
29 YSEL(1b M)=YSEL(IM)+(AL+BL/V)*BEAM(V)*EXPANG(THETA) $ GO TO 21
 
30 IF(VoLTVMAX) 31921
 
31 YSEL(I M)=YSELCI1M)+(AH+BH/V)*BEAM(V)-*EXPANG(THETA) $ GO TO 21
 
21 CONTI4JE $ GO TO 19
 
10 SIG(L)=SIG(L)+AR(THETAHFJ)*(TEMH+TEML)
 
19 CONTINUE
 
20 CONTINUE
 

IF(NPI9B.GT.6) 32,33
 
C SRA IS THg FLUX THROUGH THE'SELECTOR DIVIDED BY VELOCITY7 -IT SHOULD
 
C BE COMPARED TO THE INCIDENT M-B BEAMCLAVAL BEAM IN PROB* 5,6)
 

33 DO 16 1L=1oLL
 
16 PRA(L&SIG(L)/VNOM(L)
 

C SEARCH FINDS THE LARGEST ELEMENT OF AN ARRAY FOR LATER NORMALIZATION
 
PRINT OOOO.NPROB S PRINT 7001 $ CALL SEARCHtOSIGqLL*JKqAPEX)
 
CALL SiEARCHOoSRAtLLoJK#TOP) $ DO 15 L=lLL $ SRA(L)=SRA(L)/TOP
 
SIG(L),=SIG(L)/APEX $ W=BEAM(SL+L*DS)
 
PUNCH 6002tVNOM(L)q5IG(L)qSRA(L)*W
 

15 PRINT 6002VNOM(L)oSIG(L)'tSRA(L),W
 
7001 FORMATC(5X,4HVNOM6X,4HFLUX,6XvHS/RA,5X,4HBEAM)
 
6002 FORMA'(F1Oo2s4F10.-4) I
 
7000 FORMA 'hH11OX96HNPROB=9IS)
 

C 	 PROBLEMS12 TO 6 ARE SET UP HERE
 
GO TO(.51,52,51,54v51v56)qNPROB
 

51 MM=9 ,HFW=.25 $ JJ=5 $ GO TO 17
 
52 MM=1 I HFW=O, $ JJ=l $ NL 6 10 $ NH:15 $ XL=ALENGTH $ ANG=0 18*RAD
 

BETA= ETA $ PHI=APHI $ CON=ACON $ GO TO 17
 
C LAVAL K 8tAM DISTRIB. IS SUBSTITUTED FOR THE M-B CURVE HRE(REDUCED
 
C VARIABLESi -- FOR PROBLEMS 5,96
 

54 00 571!I1=935
 
57 BOLTZ(Ih=O. $ DO 58 1=369180 $ J=U=I/4. $ V=(U-J)*4. $ W=4c-V
 

JP =J+ 1
 
58 BOLTZ(I)=o25*(W*VLAV(J)+V*VLAVI(JP)) $ PRINT 7002
 

7002 FORMATI(1H1%16HLAVAL FLUX INPUT)
 
DO 59-J=l,180 $ U=J/100.
 

59 PRINT :6000,UBOLTZ(J)
 
95 MM=1 HFW=O. S JJ=1 $ NL=20 $ NH=30 $ XL=SLENGTH $ ANG=.5*RAD
 

BETA=SBETA $ PHI=SPHI $ CpN=SE;LCON $ 5L=t45 $ DS=o05 $ .L=19
 
GO 	TO hT
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56 	ANGS=*15*RAD $ ANGA=,18*RAD $ APPANG=OO
 
710 HFW=.45 $ MM=9 $ JJ=5 $ SL=.99 $ 0S=Ol $ LL=1 $ NL=2Q $ NH30
 
93 ANG=AKGS $ NV=46 $ VZERO=79 $ DO 60 I=1,90 $,YSEL(I)=,O,
 
60 YANALU-)=O- $ GO To 17
 
32 IF(NPOBoGT.9) 34935
 

C CARDS 351!THROUGH 120 ARE SIMILAR TO AN EARLIER SECTION OF THIS
 
C PROGRAMoCARDS 17 TO 20. THE2DIFFERENCE IS THAT AVERAGING OVER THE
 
C SLIT HEIGfTqANGLEoAND VELOCITY ARE DONE HERE FOR BOTH THE SELECTOR AND
 
C 	ANALYZER IIN COMBINATION,
 

35 	SL=VZEIRO $ DS=.01 $ LL=NV $ NL=1O $ NH=15
 
XS=SLENGTH $ XA=ALENGTH $ AINT=2o/(MM+1)
 
DO 120 J=1,JJ $ R=RAVE+(RMAX-RMIN)*(2*J-JJ-1)/(2*JJ)
 
TOOTHz2*PI/NTEETH*R-SPACE'$ ETA=SPACE/(SPACE+TOOTH)
 
RP=2*RAVE-R $ TOOTHP=2o*PI/NTEETH*RP-SPACA
 
ETAP=SPACA/(SPACA+TOOTHP)
 
ALPHAS=ANGS+HFW*RAD $ THETA=-HFW
 
ALPHAA'ANGA-HFW*RAD $ H=AINT*HFW*RAD
 
DO 119'M=1MM $ ALPHAS=ALPHAS-H $ ALPHAA=ALPHAA+H
 
THETA='THETA+AINT*HFW
 
GPS=SP'ACE/C(XS+D)*ALPHAS+PHI*R) $ ALS=ETA+ETA/GPS
 
GPA=SP{CA/(CXA+D)*ALPHAA+A PHI*RP) $ ALA=ETAP+ETAP/GPA"
 
GDPSzS'PACE/C(XS-D)*ALPHAS+PHi*R) $ AHS=ETA-ETA/GDPS
 
GDPAZ' PACA/C(XA-D)*ALPHAA+APHI*RP) $ AHA=ETAP-ETAP/GDPA
 
DELS=DALPHAS/(PHI*R+XS*ALPHAS)
 
DELA=D*ALPHAA/(APHI*RP+XA*ALPHAA)
 
OMEGAd 2*PI/SELCON
 
VZSTARS=XS*OMEGAS*R/(PHI*R+XS*ALPHAS)
 
VMINS=VZSTARS*c1+SBETA)/ 1+GPS)/(1+DELS)

VMAXS=VZSTARS*(-SBETA)/C1-GDPS)/(1-DELS)
 

BLS:-ETA*(1+SBETA )VZSTARS/GPS/(I+DELS)
 
BHS=ETA*(I-SBETA)*VZSTARS/GDPS/(l1.-DELS)
 
DO 110, L=1LL $ VNOM(L)=SL+DS*L $ RPS=VNOM(L)/ACON

OMEGAA72*PI*RPS $ VZSTARAtXA*OMEGAA*RP/CAPHI*RP±XA*ALPHAA)
 
VMINA=VZSTARA*(1.+ABETA)/(1+GPA)/(l+DELA) $ DELB=VZSTARA-VMINA
 
VMAXA=VZ-STARA*(1-ABETA)/(i-GDPA)/(i1-DELA) $ DELT=VMAXA-VZSTARA
 
BLA=-EJAP*(I°+ABETA)*VZSTARA/GPA/(I+DELA)
 
BHA=E'VP*(1-ABETA)*VZSTARA/GDPA/(1-DELA) $ TEML=0 $ TEMH=O.
 
DO 113 I=1 NL $ V=VMINA+I/(NL+a)*DELB $ IFCV.LT.VMINS) 113P213
 

213 IF(VoLI.VZSTARS) 313,413 "
 
313 TEML=1IML+(ALA+BLA/V)*(AL +BLS/V)*BEAM(V) $ GO TO 113'
 
413 IF(V.LUt.VMAXS) 5139113 '
 
513 TEML=IML+(ALA+BLA/V)*(AHS+BHS/V)*BEAM(V)
 
113 CONTINUE $ DO 114 I=INH $ V=VZSTARA+I/(NH+I)*DELT
 

IF(V*,T.VMINS) 114o214
 
214 IF(VbLtOVZSTARS) 3149414
 
314 TEMH=TbMH+(AHA+BHA/V)*(ALS+BLS/V)*BEAMCV) $ GO To 114
 
414 IF(VoLToVMAXS) 514,114
 
514 TEMHWTEMH+(AHA+BHAIV)*(AHSoBHS/V)*BEAM(V)
 
114 CONT I N E
 

IF(VZS'TARALTVMINS) 1159215
 
215 IFCVZS-TARA.LT.VZSTARS) 3159415
 
315 TEML=T,EML+(ALA+BLA/VZSTARA)*(ALS+BLS/VZSTARA)*BEAM(VZSTARA)*-S
 

TEMH=TtMH+(AHA+BHA/VZSTARA)*(ALS+BLS/VZSTARA)*BEAM(VZSTARA)*.5
 
GO TO 115
 

415 IFCVZSTARAoLTVMAXS) 515,115

515 TEML=TLEML+CALABLA/VZSTARA)*(AHS+BHS/VZSTARA)*BEAM(VZSTARA)*B5
 

TEMH=T MH+(AHA+BHA/VZSTARA)*(AHS+BHS/VZSTARA)*BEAM(VZSTARA)*O5
 
15 TEML=TtML*DELB/CNL+I) $ TEMH=TEMH*DELT/(NH+1)
 
110 YANAL(IL)=YANAL(L)+AR'(THETAoHFW)*(TEMH+TEML)
 
119 CONTIN.E
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120 CONTINUE 


C SRAB IS THE DISTRIBUTION ASSOCIATED WITH A UNIFORM FLUX INPUT TO THE
 
C SELECTOR
 

DO 639 L=1,LL
 
SRAB(L)=YANAL(L)/VNOM(L)/BEAM(VNOM(L))
 

630 SRA(L)=YANAL(L)/VNOM(L) 9 PRINT 70009NPROB $ PRINT 800OAPPANG
 
8000 FORMATC2X911HSEL VS ANALP1OX,5HTLABqF50 2)
 

PRINT' 8001 $ CALL SEARCH(OYSELLLqJKAPEX)
 
8001 	FORMAT(5X,4HVRED95X95HAFLUX,6S4HS/RAp3Xp7HSELFLUX,5X95HS/RA8)
 

CALL SEARCH4O.SRABLLvJKpTOP)
 
CALL 5EARCHiO9YANAL*LLqJK9 ZEN) $ CALL SEARCH(OSRALL9JKsPEAK)
 
DO 63 L=1*LL $ YSEL(L)=YSEL(L)/APEX $ YANAL(L)=YANAL(L)/ZEN
 
SRACL)=SRA(L)/PEAK $ SRAB(L)=SRAB(L)/TOP
 
PUNCH'60029VNOM(L)YANAL(L),SRA(L)YSEL(L)hSRAB(L)
 

631 PRINT 1 6002,VNOM(L)LYANAL(L)SRA(L)YSEL(L)hSRAB(L)
 
98 JK=NPOB-6 $ GO TO (70097019702vJK
 

C PROBLEM 8 IS AT AN ANGLE 0.5 DEGREES CHANGED FROM PROBLEM 7
 
C 0.5 DEGREES RELATIVE TO THE SELECTOR AXIS IS 4/3*0*5 DEGREES ON THE
 
C ROTATINGLID (GONIOMETER)
 
C APPARATUSGEOMETRY IS SUCH THAT GONIOMETER ROTATION OF 1. DEGREE IS
 
C EQUIVALENT TO 1.*3/4 DEGREES ANGLE RELATIVE TO THE SELECTOR AXIS
 

700 ANGS=Oo s APPANG.5*4/3, $ GO TO 710
 
C PROB. 9 IS 0.5 DEG. THE OTHER WAY
 

701 ANGS1I,*RAD $ APPANG=-.5*4/3. $ GO TO 710
 
702 ANG=. *RAD $ RAD=RAD*.75 $ HFW=2.5 $ MM=49 S JJ=5 $ SL=*99
 

C START OF PROB.1O
 
DS=O01 $ LL=1 $ NV=84 $ VZERO=°74
 
DO 703 1=1,4500
 

703 YSEL(I)=Oo $ GO TO 17
 
C DETERMINING THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION PRODUCED BY THE INTEGRATION
 

34 DO 400 I=1wNV
 
400 ANGC()=Oo $ DO 401 I=INV $ DO 401 M=E1MM
 
401 ANGC(M)=ANGC(M)+YSEL(IM) $ CALL SEARCH(O.ANGCtMMtJK.TOP)
 

PRINT19001
 
DO 402 M=19MM $ ANGC(M)=A NGC(M)/TOP
 
THETA-(M-1)/1O.-HFW+2*HFW/(MM+1)
 

402 PRINT,9000,THETAANGD(M)tANGCCM)
 
9000 FORMAT(F1Oo2,2F1O.3)
 
9001 FORMAVC1H1,4X,5HTHETA,6Xs4HANGD,6Xl4HANGC)
 

C AN ITERATION THAT CORRECTS FOR THE BIAS IN THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
 
'C CAUSED BY THE VELOCITY SELECTOR
 

DO 403 I=1tNV $ DO 403 M=4,MM
 
403 YSEL( tM)=YSEL(IM)*ANGD(M)/ANGC(M)
 

DO 404 I=1,NV $ DO 404 M=.2oMM
 
404 YSEL(I',)=YSEL(I,1)+YSEL(IM),
 

DO 706 I=1,NV
 
XX:VZqRO+I/100. $ SRA(I)=YSEL(I)/XX
 

706 SRAB(I)=SRACI)/BEAM(XX 5 PRINT 7000gNPROB $ PRINT 8002
 
8002 FORMAT(8XIHVT7X4HFLUX,6X,4HDENSgSX9S5HS/RAB)
 

CALL $EARCH(OSRAwNVJKPEAK) $ CALL SEARCH(OtYSELgNVJKAPEX)
 
.CALL 4EARCHCOqSRABqNVJKvTOP)
 
DO 705 I=INV $ YSEL(I)=YSEL(I)/APEX 5 SRA(I)=SRA(I)/PEAK
 
SRAB(k)=SRAB(I)/TOP
 
U=VZERO+I/100.
 
PUNCH 6002oUYSEL(I}*SRA(I)qSRAB(1)
 

705 PRINT 6002.UYSEL(I),SRACI)SRAB(1)
 
73 END
 

FUNCTION BEAM(V)
 
C M-8 FOR FIRST 4 PROBLEMS9 THEN CHANGED TO AGREE WITH LAVAL K BEAM
 

COMMON/TT/ANGD(49)tANGC(4,9)sB0LTZ(300)
 
U=100.*V $ I=U $ P=U-I
 

http:RAD=RAD*.75


BEAM=dOLTZ(I)*(1.-P)+BOLTZ(1+f*P Z41
 
RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCTION AR(THETANHFW)
 

C IDEALIZED ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIlON SEEN BY THE FILAMENT DETECTOR
 
AB=ABSFTHETA) $ IF(AB.LE,.28*HFW) 1,2
 

1 AR=1., $ RETURN
 
2 AR=1°:(AB-28HFW)*10O/7I2/HFW
 

RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCT11ON EXPANG(THETA)
 

C EXPERIMENTAL ANGLE SCAN AROUND ZERO DEGREES WITH SELECTOR AT
 
C LAVAL PEAK VELOCITY
 

COMMOt/TT/ANGD(49),ANGC(49),BOLTZ(300)
 
DATA{UANGD(I)9N1=149)=oO08paO0129.O13 0 022,o04,,06OO8.ll
 

1 15,y29o26P.33o*439,579 .68.o779 86t.93. 979o99,1O 1pa015,1oO1,
 
2 1.9.98.95*.91,e85,.79 .73.o65s.55..479.38.e32o.27o23,o2.17,
 
3 *15,.13voI11eloQ8,oO7o06. 05,04)
 
I=(THETA+Z.4)*1Oo ,+ $ EZPANG=ANGD(I)
 
RETURN
 
END
 

SCOPE
 
'LOAD
 
'RUNTI=1O.PR=5O0OOPL=1OOOoPU=1OOO
 

http:1.9.98.95*.91,e85,.79
http:022,o04,,06OO8.ll
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2) KICM 

This is an improved version of the program of Warnock and
 

Bernstein44 which takes an assumed center-of-mass distribution
 

(usually uncoupled angular and energy functions) and with proper
 

averaging over the beam distributions transforms to a laboratory
 

distribution. The example below contains only one assumed function
 

and uses less than 2 minutes of computer time on a CDC 3600 computer;
 

in practice, usually 7-10 different functions are tried simultaneously
 

and the time is less than 3 minutes if the plotting section is removed
 

(as is nornally the case). The Zaremba numerical integration method
74
 

has been elucidated by T. T. Warnock.
75
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PROGRAM KICM
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/ViNOMvV2NOM
 
COMMON/LINTERP/WCM(22)
 

C CM INTENSiITY VS. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION (POINT§ SPACED EVERY 50 M/SEC)
 
C WHICH WILL BE USED AS A GUESS TO THE ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION--THE PROGRAM
 
C WILL LINEARLY INTERPOLATE ONTHESE FUNCTION VALUES
 
C THE ANGULAR DISTRIB, USED IN THIS ATTEMPT(NOTE- UNCOUPLED) IS
 
C DEFINED ,IN SUBROUTINE XSECT
 

DATA((WCM(I),I=l22)=oO69o27,.53,.769.87.87Po813.75PT1IP.67062v
 
1 *56,o49t,4,o29,.199o11,07*,03. 01.O00590)
 

ON VLAV(50)
DIMEN 
C LAVAL K aEAM FLUX DISTRIB. FbR USE IN PROPER WEIGHTING OF BEAM DIST6 

DATAC('VLAV(1),I=1345)=*O5,tO99olo22,o31t.41,,53,o66o77So87 
1 .95;, ,o99, 95o 91' 85;o78to71g,63, 55t.46v.38..329.26;e21. 
2 .17, 214,,12,,1,.09,.08,Q07)
 
DIMENSION VEL(24),ANG(17)?TEM(IO)'TOT(17910),SIG(24oTl7*O)
 
DIMENS-ION GTOT(10)
 
DIMENSION ITAG(6)
 
DIMENS:ION BNORM(10)
 
QOMMON/RETURNS/NUM VALUES(10);LABLEC6910)
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCM,VCMSQsXIALPHAVRQMAXEWP
 
COMMON,/STERN/THLVPEPCEPETAOVPSQPWPSQ
 
COMMON/BEEF/VVl ,VV29 SQM1.SQM23 RMMTMSQ UC
 
DIMENSION V2(144)V1(144)kWT(144)
 
DIMEN$ION ISY(100)
 

C ARRAY USEb IN PLOTTING
 
DATA((,ISY(I)oI=1O0)= 2H01,2HO2,2H03,2HO4,2H05,2H06s2HO72H08
 
1,2HO9%2HlO,2Hl1l2H12,2H13,2H14,2H!5,2H16,2H17,2H18,2H19,2H2092H21,
 
22H22,2H23,2H2492H25,2H26o2H27,2H2892H29i2H3092H319ZH3292H33 2H34,2
 
3H3592362H3792H38,2H3992H40,2H412H422H43;2H44s2H45,'2H46;2H47;2H
 
448; 2H49,2H50,2H51,2H52,2H53,2H54,2H55,2H56,2H57,2H58,,2H59;2H60,2H
 
561,2H4gi2H63'2H64;2H65o2H66'2H67s2H68,2H69,2H70,2H71 24-72 2H73;2H7
 
64,2HT'9,2H76o2H77;2H78;2H7?;2H802H81;2H822H832H842H85 2H86t2H87
 
7,2H88 I2H89,2H90.2H91,2H92 2H93,2H94,2H95,2H96,2H97,2H989 2H9992HO0)
 
DATA(QMAX=41.5)
 
TYPE REAL MIM2vM1P9M2P
 

C NUM=1 IMPiLIES ONLY ONE CM FUNCTIONAL FORM TRIED HERE8 THIS IS
 
C INEFFICIENT IN PRACTICE9BUT MAKES FOR EASIER ILLUSTRATION
 
C TEN ANGLES; 24 VELOCITIES USED FOR LAB. INTENSITY CALCULATIONS
 

NUM=1-$ NG=10 $ NV=24 $ SEL=300o
 
C SEL = SELECTOR ROTATION SPEED IN RPS
 

V1NOMj'3*15*SEL
 
M1=39<102 $ M2=253.81 $ M1P=166.O0 $ M2P=126990 $ V2NOM=152.O
 
SOM1=M1**2 $ SOM2=M2**2 $ RMM=M2/M1 $ TMSQ=(MI+M2)**2
 
UC=Ml*M2/(Ml+M2)*1.1950286807E-7
 
EPC=M/M2P*(M1P+M2P)*11950286807E-7
 
WMAS=SQRTF{M2*M1*M2P/M1P/TMSQ )
 

C ZAREMBA 4PACING USES A FIBONACCI NUMBER OF POINTS--I1,,2,3,5vSlg3,21;
 
C 34,55,899144,oo METHOD SPACES POINTS ALONG VlV2 FOR NUMER. INTEGRa
 

NTR=54 $ R=I./55. $ S=34*/55° $ X=Y=0.O $ XVS=.790*VINPM 
C 55 DIFFkENT NEWTON DIAGRAMS USED IN INTEGRATING OVER THE BEAMS 

XR=.6*V1NOM $ YR=3.*V2NOA 
C WEIGHTING THE VARIOUS NEWTON'DIAGRAMS. 

DO 1 L,=19NTR $ V1(I)=XVS+XR*X $ V2(1)=4o+YR*Y
 
WT(I)=:PRV1CV1(I))*PRV2(V2(I)) $ Y=Y+S $ IF(Y.GT1o.) Y=Y-1.
 
U=V(I)/3.15/1O. $ LL=U $1P=U-LL
 

C T IS THE EFFECT DUE TO THE LAVAL DIST.
 
T=VLAV(LL)*(1.-P)+VLAV(LLt1)*P $ WT(I)=WT(I)*T
 

1 X=X+R,
 

http:M1P=166.O0
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DO 2 I=1924 244
 
2 VEL(I )=50o*(I+l) $ DO 3 1=3024
 
3 ANG(14)=O.*(I-2) $ ANG(2=-5.0 $ ANG(1)=-5aO
 
ANG(U1)=101o $ ANG(7)=49 5
 
DO 4,1=1w170
 

4 TOT(;I)=Oo0 $ DO 5 1=194080
 
5 SIG(I,=0.
 

C DEFINING,THE SIZE OF A LABORATORY SCATTERING BIN FOR EVENTUAL TWO-

C DIMENSIONAL ZAREMBA INTEGRATION OVER THE BIN
 
C THIS INTEGRATION IS NOT ALWAYS NECESSARYCIF KINEMATICS ARE FAVORABLE.
 
C AS IN K+12)-- THE INTEGRATION HAS BEEN REMOVED IN THE COMPARABLE
 
C SECTION (INSIDE THE DO LOOPjENDING AT CARD 100) OF PROGRAM IZLEG
 

DV=0o $ DVSQ=100. $ DT=2,*aO745329252 $ DTSQ=DT*DT
 
VHF=5. $ THF=1.
 
DO 6 I=1910
 

6 GTOT(I)=OO
 
C MAIN INTEGRATION LOOP
 

120 DO 100 I=N NTR $ VV1=Vl(I) $ VV2=V2(I) $ CALL BEFORE
 
WMX=SQRTF{(QMAX+E)/E)*VR*WMAS
 
DO 100 J=19 NG $ TLAB=(ANG(J)-THF)*.01745329252
 
THL=ANG(J)*9.01745329252 $ DO 100 K=1.NV S VLAB=VELIK'rVHF
 
VP=VELAK) $ CALL AFTER $,D=SQRTF(DVSQ+VELK)**2*DTSQ,
 

'
 IF(W0,.GEoWMX+e5*D) 10060 

C 	FOR A BIN CLOSE TO CENTROID NEED MORE INTEGRATION POINT
 

60 IF(WP'LT.1O0.) 63.64
 
63 MP=4,S X=R=1./5o $ Y=S=3./5o $ GO TO 70
 
64 MP=2 $ X=R=1o/3o S Y=5=2/3°
 
70-THL=TLAB+.5*X*DT $ VP=VLAB+,5*Y*DV $ CALL AFTER $ CALL XSECT
 

DO 71 N=1NUM
 
71 	TEM(N)=VALUES(N) $ Y=.5*X+Y $ X=1.5*X $ DO 73 M=1iMP
 

THL=TLAB+X*DT $ VP=VLAB+Y*DV $ CALL AFTER $ CALL XSECT
 
DO 72 N=1NUM
 

72 TEM(N)=VALUES(N)+TEM(N) $ Y=Y+S $ IF(YoGTclo) Y=Y- 0 ,
 
73 X=X+R $ DO 74 N=1.NUM
 
74 SIG(KgJ,N)=R*TEM(N)*WT(I)+SIGCKJN)
 

-100 CONTI'NUE
 
C SUMMING , NORMALIZATION, PRINTING OF VARIOUS ARRAYS FOLLOWS
 

Do 200 N=1,NUM $ DO 200 J=1NG S DO 200 K=19NV
 
200 	TOT (J:N)=TOT(J.N)+SIG(K,V.N)
 

DO 203 N=19NUM
 
DO 29'3 J=ING
 

203 	GTOT(N)=GTOT(N)+TOT(J9N)'
 
DO 3O N=19NUM $ CALL SEARCH(OTOT(19 N)vNGQLA)
 
CALL ;EARCH(OSIG(1§1,N),408,LBNORM(N)) $ PRINT 7OO0BNORMCN2
 

7000 FORMA-(E20.2)
 

DO 300 J=19NG
 
TOT(JtN)=TOT(J,N)/A $ DO1300 K=19NV
 

300 SIG(KqJpN)=SIG(KJN)/BNORM(N)
 
DO 502 N=1.NUM
 
PRINT- 5000,(LABLE(IN)hI=16),(ANG(J)hJ=.NG)
 

.PRINT 5001%(TOT(JN)bJ=1qNG)
 
DO 5Q0 K=INV
 

500 PRINT' 5003,VEL(K)9(SIG(KJ.N),J=ING)
 
502 PRINT 5004sGTOT(N)
 

5000 FORMAW(1H1,4OX,6A8,//1OX, 7F7.1)
 
5001 FORMATF(/q9X.I7F70 3)
 
5003 FORM4T(2X9 F5*Oo3X l7F70 4
 
5004 FORMAT(23HOTOTAL FLUX RECEIVED= PE12.2)
 

C PLOTTING OF THE SCATTERING MAP GENERATED FROM THE ASSUMED CM FUNCTION
 
V1=ViNOM $ V2=V2NOM $ VCMX=V1*M1/(M1+M2) $ VCMY=V2*M2/(M1+M2)
 
X1=Vi/200.+2. $ Y1=V2/200. +2. $ XCM=VCMX/200.+2*
 

http:5000,(LABLE(IN)hI=16),(ANG(J)hJ=.NG


YCM=VCMY/200*+2o $ CALL PLOT(15.9 0.r-3) 245
 
DO 805 N:1sNUM
 

810 	CALL PLOT(20 ,2.'3) S CALL PLOT(X192o,2) $'CALL PLOT(2-9YI2)
 
CALL PLOT(2o92o*2) $ CALL SYMBOL(XCMpYCMpo04,29,0,-)
 
DO 80"6 J=ING $ A=ANG{J)**O1745329252 $ PX=COSF(A) $ PY=SINF(A)
 
DO 806 K=19NV $ X=VEL(K)*PX/200* +2.-.05 I
 
Y=VElK)*PY/200.+2s.-035
 
M=100;* SIG(KJvN)+.5 $'IF(M.EQ.O) 807,806
 

807 M=100
806 CALL SYMBOL(XtYs.O7ISY(M)Oq2)
 

DO 811 L=196
 
811 	ITAG(L)=LABLE(LtN)
 

CALL SYMBOL(Oat9.7,,289ITAGOo 48)
 
CALL NUMBER(o.78.59.56*SEL.OeO4HF5.1)
 
CALL PLOT(15Oo,-3)
 

805 	CONTINUE
 
END
 
SUBROUTINF XSECT
 

C COMPUTES THE SCATTERING INrENSITY IN THE LAB.9 USING THE ASSUMED CM
 
C FUNCTIONS
 

COMMON/LINTERP/ICM(22)
 
DATA
 
I CLABLE(1w1)=48H BEST UNCOUPLED CoNM DISTRIBe FROM ILEG
 
*(EE=2.7182818284)9(PI=3o1415926535)
 
COMMON/RETURNS/NUP VALUES({10)LABLEC6S10)
 
COMMON/STERN/THLVP9 EPCEPgTHETAVPSQgWPSQ
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCM PVCMSQXI9ALPHAVReQMAX E9WP
 
-TYPE REAL JACK
 
FXtEP/(E+QMAX) $ IF(FX.GTo1.O) GO TO 99
 
Y=2&*WP/I10o0-1.
 
IF(THETAoGT.PI) THETA=2c*PI-THETA $ X=24THETA/PI-1,
 
I=WP/50. $ IFAI.EQO) 12
 

C QUADRATIC WP DEPENDENCE FROM 0 TO 50 M/SEC TO AVOID JACOBIAN BLOWUP
 
I JACK=VR*VPSQ*WCM(1)/50o*42*(o25-.2*X+,7S*X*X) $ GO TO 3
 

C JACK=JACOBIAN(CM TO LAB)* RELATIVE VELOCITY*ASSUMED ANGULAR DISTRIB,*
 
C ASSUMED"ENERGY DISTRIB.(LINEAR INTERP.)
 

2 P=WP/50o-I $ JACK=VR*VPSQ/WPSQ*(WCM(I)*(1,-P)+WCMCI+1)*P)* 
1 (C25-.2*X+,75*X*X) 

3 VALUES(1)=JACK 
14 RETURN 

C NUM=1 IMPLIES ONLY VALUES(U) IS USED IN MAIN PROGRAM 
99 VALUES(1=VALUES(2)=VALUES(3)=VALUES(4):VALUES(5)=VALUES(6)SVALUES
*(7):iALUES(8J:VALUESC9)=VALUES(1O)=O, $ RETURN
 
END
 
FUNCTION PRV1(V)
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/V1NOM,V2NOM
 

C BEST K BEAM DENSITY TRANSMISSION FUNCTION FOR UNIFORM FLUX VS VELOCITY
 
C INPUT TO SELECTOR o039 SEL. SLITS NPROB=1O 11/19/69
 
C REDUCED VELOCITY 0.78 TO 1.41I
 

DIMENSION WT(64) I
 
DATA((WT(1)=164)*Ol1' 9o021,o037,.0 6 9 0 949o138,o1929. 2 56, 

1 o327,-4049o485)&5689e6499,7279o7999v862 9l49,954 9829a9& 
2 ig.994s.9789*954 .923 '.886, 8449.7999,751,w701,.651,e6s,5519 
3 .5Q3,.458,.415,.375,.338.306,.272,.243,.216o.192,.17 015, 
4 .133,.1169.102-089.078,,O68,O059,e052,.O0459oO39,034,oO3t 
5 *O26o.023, .02,017,.015 .0139.011) 
I=R=V/VINOM*1O0. $ IF(IoGE.78.AND.I.LE.140) GO TO i $ PRV1N=OO 
RETURN 

1 P=R-Ik $ PRV=WT(I-77)*(1.O0-p)+WT(I-76)*P 
RETURN 
END 

http:IF(THETAoGT.PI
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FUNCTION PRV2(V) 


C MAXWELL-OLTZMANN DENSITY DIST. ASSUMED FOR SECONDARY BEAM
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/V1NOM V2NOM
 
PRV2=(V/V2NOM)**2/EXPF((V/V2NOM)*,*2)
 
RETURN
 
LND
 
SUBROUTINE BEFORE
 

C COMPUTES VARIOUS QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH A GIVEN NEWTON DIAGRAM
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCMvVCMSQ XI ALPHAVRQMAXvEtWP
 
COMMON/BEEF/V1.V2 SQM1 SQM29RMMTt4SQ.UC
 
V1SQ=V1**2 $ V2SQ=V2**2 $ VRSQ=VISQ+V25Q $ VR=SQRTFCVRSQ)
 
ERASER=V2/Vl $ XI=ATANF(ERASER) $ ALPHA=ATANF(ERASER*RMM)
 
VCMSQ=(SQMI*V1SQ+SQM2*V2SQ)/TMSQ $ VCM=SQRTF(VCMSQ)
 
E=UC*VRSQ
 
RETURN
 
END I
 
SUBROUTINE AFTER
 

C COMPUTES CM VELOCITY AND ANGLE ASSOCIATED WITH A PARTICULAR LAB
 
C VELOCITY AND ANGLE AND A PARTICULAR NEWTON DIAGRAM
 

COMMON/STERN/THL VPEPCgEPBETAgVPSQWPSQ
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCMvVCMSQpXI ,ALPHAVR OMAX*EWP
 

C SINCE THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED SO OFTEN9 IT IS MORE EFFICIENT TO WRITE
 
C IT IN MACHINE LANGUAGEo THIS IS DONE IN PROGRAM ILEG
 

DATACPI=3,1415926536)v(HALFPI=19570796326)
 
VPSQ=VP**2
 
GAMMA=ALPHA-THL
 
WPSQ=-COSF(GAMMA)*VPi2.0VCM+VCMSQ+VPSQ


I
WP=SQRTF(WPSQ) 

CZETA (WPSQ+VPSQ-VCMSQ)/(Z,*WP*VP)
 
ZETA=HALFPI
 
IF(CZETAoLTol,O) ZETAv.ACOSF(CZETA)
 
IF(GAMMA.GTOOO)ZETA-ZETA
 
ETA=ABSFCZETA+XI+THL)
 
EP=EPC*WPSQ
 
RETURN
 
END
 

SCOPE
 
"LOAD
 
IRUNtTI=6OPR=2OOOODU=7#PLrdOOOPU=5000
 

http:SQM29RMMTt4SQ.UC
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3) 	 12LEG 

Program 12LEG is the general lab + ca.m. program which 

uses a least squares fitting routine to obtain a coupled (velocity

angle) c.m. distribution by determining, for a general set of
 

expansion functions, those coefficients which give the best match
 

to the experimental data (lab. contour map). *In the program which
 

follows, the basis set is a 30 term two-dimensional coupled Legendre 

expansion in w and 9, each term of which is multiplied by an un

coupled angle-velocity function which was chosen to be a reasonable 

starting guess to the c.m. distribution (see Eqn. (Bl), Appendix B). 

The 30 coefficients modify the starting guess (Fo()G (9)) in such 

a way as to obtain a a.m. function that when transformed to the 

laboratory frame of reference with proper averaging over the beam dis

tributions, gives the best least squares fit to the experimental data. 

The Fortran program below used 4.5 minutes of CDC 3600 computer time; 

more than half of this time was for compiling and assembling, and 

for 	plotting of the results.
 



I 
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(BANK,(0)9/100/
 
'FTNoLqX
 

PROGRAM 12LEG
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/VINOMqV2OM
 
DIMENSION VLAV(45)V2(55}RV1(B5)pWT(55)
 
COMMON/RETURNS/NHISTqG(5'6)
 
COMMON/MIST/EXA(250)}EXI(250),EXV(250)
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCM9 VCMSQXI ALPHAoVROMAXEDWP
 
COMMO /STERN/THLVPEPC.EP9 ETAVPSQWPSO
 
COMMd /BEEF/VVI1VV2GQM1iSQM2oRMMTMSQPUC
 
COMMN /LINTERP/WCM(22)
 
COMM(N/THREE/SIG(250 5p6}
 
COMM(9/SLICE/NOB
 
COMMON/EAT/ISY(102)
 
DIMEM'SION PSIGN(3O)9PDIFF(30)vABORT(9950)
 
COMMdN/PIC/TH(303gNP
 
EXTERNAL LEGDEP
 
EQUIVALENCE(SIGABORT
'COMMON/1OO/SLEG(250*596)'NAgNEDEX(250)A
 

DATA(,ISY(1h=,lO}= 2HO192HO292HO32HO452HO52H06 2H07,2HO8
 
192HO992HIO92Hl192HI22H13,2H49,2HI52HI6 ,2H17 2H182H1992H202H21.
 
22H22,2H23,2H24,2H25o2H26 .2H27,2H28 2H29s2H302H312H32s2H33.2H34.2
 
3H35 itH3692H37.2H38 2H39t2H40p2H41,2H42D2H43,2H449ZH45,2H46.2H47,2H
 
4481 ZH49.2HiO2H512H52.2H53,H542H552H562H57,2H58,2H592H6o2H
 
56192H62.2H632H642H65,2H66,2H67,2H68 2H69v2H70 2H71.2H72.2H73,2H7
 
64.2H75,2176s2H77,2H78,2H79,2HBOt2H1.2H822H832H842H852H862H87
 
7v2H88.2H89p2H9O2H9s2H92P2H93p2H94.2H952H96,2H9792H98,2H99 2HOO)
 
DATAjISY(10a=2HNE)
 
DATA('ISY(102)=2HPO)
 
DATA,,QMAXn41.5)
 

C VLAV IS ThE BEST ESTIMATE OF'THE K BEAM FLUX DISTo INCIDENT UPON THE
 
C SELECTORARANGES FROM ROT0 SPEED=130 TO 450 RPS (VELo=3,14*RoT* SPEED)
 

DATA{(VLAV(I),I=13,45)=05o 0O9,.15,,22,,31,lo 66,o77o,87i
04,53,o
1 .95.,99.1. 7o99,o95sP91..85,a78,,71,.63,oa559 46' .38. 32,,26,oZI, 
2 *17t,.14, 1299lso99o08,.07) 

C WCMjIS THE FUNCTION CHOSEN Tb REPRESENTt AS A FIRST GUESS THE
 
C VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE C.M.
 
C, DATA EVERY 50 M/SEC LINEAR INTERPOLATION USED IN SUBROUTINE XSECT
DATA|!(WCM{I} I=I ,22)=906, 27o,53, 769.87t,87oe8l 759,*719*671,625
 

TYPE HREAL MI9M2oM1P9M2P
 
C 5X6 LEGENDRE ON ANGLEqENERGY 30 COEFFICIENTS
 

NA=5 $ NE=6 $ NHIST=NP=30
 
-Q EXPERIMENTAL DATA--SEL ROT,SPEEDANGLEVELOCITYZNTENSITY
 

6 DO 516 J=1#250 $ READ 1Q0OgSELEXA(J)pEXV(J)tEXI(J)
 
IF(EXA(J)*GTo90O.)2p4
 

4 IF(E6FP60) 120,516
 
516 CONTNUE
 

1009 FORMAT3F6*IF6*3)
 
2 NBIN-NOB=J-1
 

PRINt 3O069SELNOB
 
3006 FORMAT(2X 4HSEL= F5.0tOX HNOB= IS)
 

CALL KTIME(MINpKSECPKK)
 
,PRINT 5555.MINoKSEC
 

5555,FORMAT(1HOoI5.SH MINOI *5H SEC)
 
DO 500 J=INBIN 4
 

500 PRINT 1009s5ELoEXA(J),EXV(J)9EXI(J')
 
V1NOM=30 14*SEL I
 
M139.10Z 5 M2-2530 81 $ M1Pt166* 5 M2P=I26o9 $ V2NOM=I152O
 

http:5555,FORMAT(1HOoI5.SH
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SQM1=M1**2 $ SQMZ=M2**2 $:RMM=M2/M1 $ TMSQ=(MI+M2)**2 249
 
UC=Mi*2/(M1+M2)*1.1950286807E-7
 
EPC=M1P/M2P*(M1P+M2P)*.lo1950286807E_7
 

C ZAREMBA SPACING USES A FIBONACCI NUMBER OF POINTS--1I1l2p3v5v8v13o21,
 
C 34,55,89o144.... METHOD SPAC S POINTS ALONG VlV2 FOR NUMER, INTEGRo
 

NTR=55 $ R=la/55o $ 5=34e/55, $ X=Y=O.
 
XVS=4,9*VINOM $ XR=62*VINOM $ YR=3o*V2NOM
 

7 5 00
 DO 5 I=l
 
5 SIG(I Oo
 

DENS=FLUX=O.
 
42 DO 1 i'=l1NTR $ V1(I)=XVS+NR*X $ V2(I)=4*+YR*Y
 

C WT(Y) ISTHE WEIGHTING ON THE BEAM DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE INTEGRATION
 
C PRV1N(V) IS THE DENSITY WEIGHT OF THE K BEAM ASSUMING A UNIFORM FLUX
 
C VS. VELOCITY INCIDENT UPON THE SELECTOR. T ACCOUNTS FOR THE DEVIA-

C TIONS FROM THIS IDEAL INPUT THAT ARE DUE TO THE LAVAL K BEAM DISTRIBo
 

WT(I)=PRV1N(V1(1))*PRV2(V?(I)) $ Y=Y+S $ IF(YoGT.1,) Y=Y-.
 
U=V1(I)/3,14/1O. $ LL=U $ P=U-LL
 
T=VLAV(LL)*(1,-P)+VLAV(LL+I)*P $ WTCI)=WT(I)*T
 
W=PRV1N(VI(I)*T $ DENS=DENS+W $ FLUX=FLUX+W*V1(I)
 

I X=X+R
 
VRAT=FLUX/DENS/VNOM $ PRINT 30009DENSPFLUXgVRAT
 

3000 FORMAT(2X,5HDENS=vE153,3X5HFLUX=E15o33Xo5HVRAT=FO.3)
 
C THE MAIN INTEGRATION FOLLOWS* IT IS A SUM OF THE RESULTS FOR THE NTR
 
C VELOCITY VECTOR TRIANGLES9EACH WEIGHTED PROPERLY BY WT(I)o
 

DO ioO. I=1NTR $ VVI=V1(I) $ VV2=V2(I) $ CALL BEFORE
 
C COMPUTATIQNS ARE MADE FOR SCATTERING INTENSITY AT THE NBIN,DATA POINTS,
 

DO 109; J=19NBIN $ THL=EXA(J)*01745329252 $ VP=EXV(J)
 
CALL AFTER $ CALL XSECT $ DO 76 N=1'NE S DO 76 K=19NA
 

76 SIG(J KvN)=G(KvN)*WT(I)+SIG(JKgN)
 
100 CONTINUE
 

CALL KTIME(MINqKSECtKK)
 
PRINT 55559MINKSEC
 

C POLYL BUILDS UP THE LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS FROM THE POWER SERIES FUNCTIONS
 
C OF XSECTO
 

CALL tOLYL
 
CALL KTIME(MINKSECKK)
 
PRINT.5555PMIN.KSEC
 
DO 436 J=1,NOB $ Do 436 K=IPNA $ DO 436 M1.NE
 

436 SLEG(JvKvM)=SLEG(JvKM)*5oOE-4
 
C PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO GAUSHAUS FOLLOW
 

DO 85 1=1930 $ PSIGN(I)=O.
 
85 PDIFFC7P=.O1 $ EPS1=EPS2=1,E-3
 

MIT=2 32
 
441 TH(1) 40 $ DO 439 J=2930
 
439 TH(J)}1O1 $ NPROB=
 

C GAUSHAUS 4S A LEAST SQUARES FITTING PROGRAM WHICH FINDS THE SET OF
 
C PARAMETERS FOR THE LEGENDREEXPANSION WHICH GIVES THE BEST FIT TO
 
C THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA RESULTS
 

CALL GAUSHAUS(NPROBLEGDEPNBINEXI NPvTHtPDIFFsPSIGN.EPS1,EPS2
 
1MIT,.Oit1O°gABORT)
 

C SEARCH FINDS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF AN ARRAY FOR NORMALIZATION PURPOSES.
 
53 CALL SEARCH(OgTHPNPLLC)
 

DO 440tN=19NP
 
440 TH(N)=JH(N)/C
 

PRINT 2006,(TH(N)PN=lNP)
 
PUNCH 2006,CTH(N)qN=1,NP)
 

2006 FORMATI(IOFS.5))
 
DO 437'J:19NBIN
 

C DEX IS THE,FIT TO THE DATA USING THE SET OF PARAMETERS GENERATED BY
 
C SUBROUTINE GAUSHAUS
 

PUNCH 6034,EXA(J).EXV(J),EXI(J)hDEX(J)
 

http:PDIFFC7P=.O1


437 PRINT 6034,EXA(J),EXVCJ)&'EXI(Jt9DEX(J 	 250
 
6034 	FORMAT(2F1Oo2F1O.2)2
 

GALL KTIME(MINKSEC9KK)
 
PRINT 5555,MINKSEC
 

C VIEW PRINT'S AND PLOTS OUT THE CeMo MAP
 
CALL VIEW
 
CALL KTIME(MINtKSECgKK)
 
PRINT-55559MINKSEC
 

C PLOTTING DEX (THE FIT TO THE LAB. DATA)
 
20 	CALL PLOT(2av2.v3) $ CALL PLOT(1Oo vZ.2) $ CALL PLOT(Zaq2*92)
 

CALL PLOT(2o.8.Z2) $ DO 806 L=ENOB
 
A=EXA L)*aO1745329252 I
 
PX=COSF(A) $ PY=SINF(A) S X=EXV(L)*PX/200*+2-,05
 
Y=EXVt!L)*PY/200o+2.-.O35 S MtOO,*DEX(L)+,5

IF(M&T.100) M=102 $ IF(M.LToO) M-101 $ IF(MoEQO) M 1O0
 

806 CALL SYMBOL(X*Yq.O7vISY(M)h0ov2)
 
CALL PLOT(15..O.,-3)
 

120 END
 
SUBROUTINE XSECT
 

C COMPUTES THE LABo SCATTERING INTENSITY FOR THE NA*NE BUILD-UP FUNCTIOIh;
 
DATA
 

*(EE=27182818284)o(PI=31415926535)
 
COMMON/RETURNS/NHISTG(5v6)

COMMON/STERN/THLPVPEPCgE'PTHETAVPSQhWPSO
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCMVCMSQXI DALPHAVRQMAX#EWP
 
COMMON/LINTERP/WCM(22)
 
COMMON/100/SLEG(250,5,6)NAgNEgDEX(250)
 
TYPE REAL JACK
 
FX:EP/(E+QMAX) $ IF(FX.GTi.,O) GO TO 99
 
Y=z.*WP/00.-I

IF(THETA.GTsPI) THETA=2-$PI-THETA $ X=2,*THETA/PI-1,
 
I=WP/909 $ IF(I.EQO) I.2
 

C QUADRATIa WP DEPENDENCE FROM 0 TO 50 M/SEC TO AVOID JACOBIAN BLOWUP
 
1 JACK=VR*VPSQ*WCM(1)/50**2*(,25-o2*X+*75*X*X) S GO TO 3
 

C LAB INTENITY EQUALS JACK*PRV2(V2)*PRVI(V1)-THESE DENSITY WEIGHTS
 
C ARE IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
 
C JACK CONTAINS VR*JACOBIAN*INITIAL-UNCOUPLED GUESS OF CM CROSS SECTION
 
C JACOBIAN(tSM6 TO LAB-) IS VPSQ/WPSQ. VR IS RELATIVE VELOCITY
 

2 P=WP/50,-I $ JACK=VR*VPSQ/WPSQ*(WCM(1)*(1,-P)+WCM(I+1)*P)*
 
1 (25-2*X+*75*X*X)
 

3 G(1914=JACK 5 GC5)XG11 G(3,lh=X*G(291)
 
G(491)=X*G(391) $ G(5,1)=X*GC4,1)
 
DO IO"K=1,NA $ DO 10 N=2iNE
 

10 G(KN)=Y*G(KvN-1) $ RETURN
 
99 DO III=1%NHIST
 
11 G(I)=Oo S RETURN
 

END
 
SUBROWTINE POLYL
 

C POLYL BUILDS UP THE LEGENDRE'FUNCTIONS FROM POWER SERIES 12-D) IN
 
C ANGLE ANP VELOCITY
 

,COMMON/MIST/EXA(250),EXI(250),EXV(250)
 
COMMON/THREE/SIG(250,956)
 
COMMON/SLICE/NOB

COMMO'N/10/SLEG(25O,5,6)hNAAgNEDEX(250)
 
DIMENSION A(1O,5)qL(IO,5),NA(1O)B(4i5)
 
DATA( NA(J) J=ItiO)=I,1.2 2s.39394949595)
 
A(11)=A(21)tl, $ A(31)=Io5 $ A(392)=-.5 S A(4.1)=2.5
 
A(4i2)=-l15 $ A(5o)=44375 $ A(512)=-3a75 $ A(5o3)=375
 
A(6,1 =7.875 $ A(6,2)=-8,75 $ A(693)=1.875 
L(l1l=O $ L(2,1)=l $ L(3.1)=2 $ LC3,2)=0 $ L(491)=3 $ L(412)=l 
L(591)4 S L(5,2)vz2 S LC5.3)0O 
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L(691)=5 $ L(692)=3 $ L(6.3)=1
 
NX=5 $ NY=6 , 251
 
DO 91,M=19NY $ DO 91 K=1*NX $ DO 91 J=1iNOB
 

91 SLEG(JKgM}=OO $ DO 90 M=19NY $ DO 90 K=h9NX
 
MM-M-I $ KK=K- $ PRINT 20009KKMM
 

2000 FORMAT(2HOP,12 8H (X) * PqI2v4H (Y))
 
NAY=NA(M) $ NAX-NA(K) $ DO 90 I=1sNAY $ DO 90 II=IsNAX
 
KZ=L(KII)+1 $ MZ=LCMsI)+1
 
DO 96 J=1NOB
 

96 SLEG(iK9M)=SLEGJK9gM)+(KgII)*A(MI)*SIG(JKZMZ)
 
APtA(KII)*A(Mpl) $ JX=L(,KglI) $ JY=L(M.I)
 

90 PRINT'2001*APvJXJY
 
2001 	FORMA(F12.694H X**hI1,4H Y**pI1)
 

RETURN
 
END ,
 
FUNCTION PRVIN(V)
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/VINOMvV2NOM
 

C BEST K BEAM DENSITY TRANSMISSION FUNCTION FOR UNIFORM FLUX VS VELOCITY
 
C INPUT To SELECTOR .039 SEL. SLIT NPROB=109 11/19/69
v 
C REDUCED VELOCITY 0.78 TO 1o41' 

DIMENSION WT(64) 
DATAQWT(IhgI=19 64.=*O1.. O21l9 O37.O6eO949o138t.192e256 
1 .327.oz04.485..568*o649..7279.799g 862gc914..954w.981 .9969 
2 19o9949o978,9549 923o886,,844go799, 751'.701.651 ,6fo551o 
3 .503o458t.415o375,33S,.306o272,,243t,216,,1929 179.15
 
4 .133,.1169e1O2s.0899 .078 voO68.O059. .52OBQe4S,.O3%e034,e03,
 
5 .026.o023..02,-017.0159.0139.011)
 
-I=R=V/VINOM*1O0o $ IF(I.4EoS1ANDCI.LE.140) GO TO I 5 PRVIN=O.O
 
RETURN
 

1 P=R-IJ$ PRVIN=WT(I-77)*CI1O-P)+WT(I-76)*P
 
RETU I
 

END
 
FUNCTION PRV2(V)
 

C MAXWELL-BOLTZMANN DENSITY FUNCTION WEIGHTS FOR SECONDARY BEAM,
 
COMMON/VELSLECT/V1NOM V2NOM
 
PRV2=A(V/V2NOM)**2/EXPF((V/V2NOM)**2)
 
RETURN
 
END
 
SUBROPTINE BEFORE
 

C COMPUTESISOME OF THE IMPORTANT CONSTANTS FOR A GIVEN VECTOR TRIANGLE*
 
COMMON/BETWEEN/VCMVCMSQXIgALPHA.VRPOMAXPEtWP
 
COMMO/BEEF/VltV29SOMISQM29RMMsTMSQUC
 
V1SQ=V1**2 $ V2SQ=V2**2 $ VRSQ=V1SQ+V2SQ $ VR=SQRTF(VRSQ)
 
ERASER=V2/Vl $ XI=ATANF(ERASER) $ ALPHA=ATANF(ERASER*RMM)
 
VCMSQ=(SQM1*VSQ+QM2*V2SQ)/TMSQ $ VCM=SORTF(VCMSQ)
 
E=UC9VRSQ
 
RETURN
 
END
 
SUBROUTINE LEGDEP(NPROBTHFITNBINgNP)
 

C SUBROUTINE CALLED BY GAUSHAUS SUPPLYING TO GAUSHAUS THE LABORATORY
 
C SCATTERING INTENSITIES FOR AIGIVEN SET OF TRIAL PARAMETERS DURING THE
 
C COURSE OF A CALCULATION
 

DIMENSION TH(30)bFIT(250)
 
COMMO'N/100/SLEG(2509 5,6) NAvNEPDEX(250)
 
'DO 50 J=1.NBIN
 

50 FIT(J,)=OO $ DO 51 Kml.NA 9 DO-51 M=XeNE
 
L=NAO(M-i)+K
 
DO 58 J=19NBIN
 

58 FIT(I)=FIT(J)+TH(L)*SLEGJKM)
 
51 CONTINUE
 

DO 55 J=19 NBIN
 



55 DEX(J:4=FIT(J)
 
RETURN
 

252
END I 
SUBROUTINE VIEW 

C COMPUTES THE CeMo SCATTERING'IINTENSITIES FOR THE FINAL SET OF 
C PARAMETERS DETERMINED BY GAUSHAUS 

COMMO/EAT/ISY(102) t
 

DIMENSION SUM(15)9SUMSIN(15)
 
COMMQ /PIC/TH(30)PNP
 
COMMON/100/SLEG(2509596),NAANEDEX(250)
 
COMMON/LINTERP/WCM(22)
 
DIMENSION A(10,5)oL(1095l*CUT(19%23)hNA(10)
 
DATAI(NA(J),J=llO)=ll2,293,3,4,4,59 5)
 

-A(1Zif)=A(2q1)=l* $ A(391)=1-5 $ A(3v2)=-o5 $ A(491)=2p5
 
A(4 2)=-1.5 $ A(5s1)=4o375 $ A(592)=-3.75 $ A(53)=.375
 
A(6,1=70875 $ A(6v2)=-8t75 $ A(6,3)=1-875
 
L(191)=O $ L(291)=l $ L(391)=2 $-L(3v2)=0 $ L(4*1)=3 $ L(42)=1
 
L(51)=4 $ L(592)=2 $ L(593)=0
 
L(6s1)=5 $ L(692)=3 $ L(63)=1

JW:I
 

DO 2 Ul19 $ DO 2 N=1923
 
2 CUT(JsN)=0aO
 
DO I M=INE S NAY=NA(M) DO I K=1*NAA $ NAX=NA(KI
 
MM=NA *(M-1)+K $ DO 1 I=INAY $ DO I II=1,NAX
 
JX=L(,K-lI} $ JY=L(HI) '.DO 1 J=1919 $ X=(J-l)/9-l 0
 
DO 1 W-1923 $ Y=l*(N-1*i=o-l ,
 
IF(JXIEQO) 596
 

5"UX=I- GO TO 7
 
6 UX=X*JX
 
7 IF(JY.EQoO) 8,9
 
8 UY=1 $ GO TO 10
 
9 UY=Y*-JY
 

10 	CUT(JN)=CUT(JN)+A(KII)*A(MgI)*TH(MM)*UX*UY
 
1 CONTinUE
 

3002 FORMA(6HITHETA)
 
3000 FORMiT(IOE12o3)
 
3001 FORMAT(6X@9EI23)
 

DO i1,J=119 $ X=(J-1Oo)/9* $ DO 11 N=lDZ3 $ U=50*(N-1)
 
IF(U.EQ.O.) 15916
 

15 CUT(JN)=O* $ GO TO 11
 
16 CUT(JN)=CUT(JN)*WCM(N-i)*( 25-.2*X+o75*X*X)
 
11 CONTINUE
 

C PRINTSPUNCHESAND PLOTS THEY.C.M. INTENSITIES 
PRINTS3002 
DO 12fN=1 923 $ PRINT 3000,(CUT(JvN}hJ=1#1O) 

12 PRINT 3001,(CUT(JN),J=1I*19) 
C LARGE ANGLE RESULTS(INVALIDqBEYOND REACH OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA) ARE 
C ZEROED TO AVOID RUINING NORMALIZATION 

DO 17'N=1923 $ DO 17 J=16,19 
I
17 CUT(4iN)=O 


CALL SEARCH(0PCUT9437,LLjAA) $ DO 20 N=1*23 $ DO 20 J=1919
 
20 	CUT(JN)=CUT(JoN)/AA $ PRINT 3002
 

DO 22N=1s23 $ U=50.*(N-1)
 
PRIN 3003 *U (CUT(J N)J=1,19)
 

3003 FORM,T(3XvF5.O4X,19F6.3f
 
PUNCH 3004,U,(CUT(JN)DJ~l,1O)
 

21 PUNC i3OO4,U(CUT(JN)J11,1'9)
 
3004 FORMAT(2XoF5aevlOF6.3) ,
 

42 2ALL,
dLOT(C0*A-3) $ CALI. PLOT(12 0 392)
 
CALL ,SYMBOL(6,93.,,0492990,.-1)
 
DO 	 274 J=1919 $ A=CJ-1)*9.**.01745329252 5 PX=COSF(A) $PY=SINF(A) 
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DO 27 N=2,23 $ X=(N-I)*PX/4,+6.-.05 253 
Y=(N-1:)*PY/4o+3o-,035 $ M100**CUT(JoN)+0 5 
IF(MGT.100) M=102 $ IF(MLLT.O) M=101 $ IF(MEQ.0) M=100 

27 CALL $YMBOL(XY.O7ISY(M)q0.92) 
CALL PLOT(15°,v0,-3) 
IFCJW.tEQ.1) 40941 

40 JW=2 I 
C GENERATING CM MAP*SINFv= TO INTEGRATION OVER AZIMUTHAL ANGLE
 

DO 30 J=1915 $ SUM(J)=0. $ DO 30 N=1923
 
30 SUM(J)CSUM(J)+CUT(JN) $ tALL SEARCH(0tSUM9159LLPT) $ DO 31 J 1t15
 
31 SUM(Jt=SUM(J)/T $ PRINT 3b08q(SUM(J),J=l15)
 

3008 FORMAP(2Xv3HSUM7Xl9F6.3)
 
DO 261J=1915 $ A=SINFC10 (J-1)*o01745329252)
 
SUMSINCJ)=A*SUMCJ)
 

DO 26 N=1923
 
26 CUT(J,)=CUT(JgN)*A
 

CALL SEARCH(OSUMSIN,15.LLU) $ DO 32 J=1,15
 
32 SUMSIN(J)=SUMSIN(J)/U $ PRINT 3009s(SUMSIN(J)%J=115)
 

3009 FORMAT(2X,6HSUMSIN,4X,19F6°3)
 
CALL SgARCHc0,CUTv4379 LLT) $ DO 24 M:1.437
 

24 CUT(M)j=CUT(M)/T i
 
PRINTi3007tT $ DO 28 N=1r23 $ U=50*(N-1)
 

28 PRINT 3OO3,UqCUT(JN}*J=I1,3)
 
3007 FORMAThlHlsE20O3)
 

GO TO 42
 
41 RETURNI
 

END
 
IDENT AFTER
 

C COMPUTES 'THE CM ANGLE AND VELOCITY ASSOCIATED WITH A GIVEN LABORATORY
 
C VELOCITY AND ANGLE OF KI AND A GIVEN NEWTON DIAGRAM
 
C A FORTRAN VERSION OF THIS SYBROUTINE IS GIVEN IN PROGRAM KICM
 

ENTRY AFTER 
EXIT. XMIx (*)*P($)Q8QDiCT, 
DICT* OCTf 0 

BCd. iPAFTER 
STERN BLOCK 

COMMON THLgVPEPCoEPoETAVPSQgWPSQ 
BETWEEN BLOCK 

COMMON VCMoVCMSQXIgALPHAVRQMAXPEoWP 
AFTER UBJP (*) 

XMIfr (*)*-1($)Q8QDICT 
XMIJt (*)*-2,(*)DICTo 
LDA t VP 
FMUi VP 
STA; VPSQ 
LDA' ALPHA 
FSB!- THL 
STk, GAMMA 
BR kJ ($)COSF,,* 
SLI *+l 
O0 DICT0 
FMUpCM VP 
"FMIf VCM 
AD l I 

FAD' VCMSQ 
FADt VPSQ 
STAi WPSQ 
BRT4) ($ISQRTF,,* 
SLJ! *+I 
00 I DICT0 
STA WP 
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FMU VP
 

254
ST1, ZETA 

LDA WPSQ
 
FAD VPSQ
 
FS VCMSQ
 
FD ZETA
 
FMU GUARD
 
BRTJ ($)ACOSFvo*

SLij *+ i
 

OOW DICT,
 
S4K GAMMA
 
ROpp- PZA9A
 
FAp xI
 
FAD THL
 
STA9MG ETA
 
LDA EPC
 
FMU WPSQ
 
STA EP
 
SL9 EXIT.
 

GUARD 0T 2000777777770000
 
ZETA B ,S 1
 
GAMMA BS5 1
 

EXj ACOSF.COSFpSQRTFvQ8QDICT*
 
END
 
SCOPE
 

'LOAD-

ORUNtTI20OPR=20OO0,PL=10O0PU2000
 
C SEL EXA ExV EXI
 
300.0 -15.Ito 150.0 0.011
 
300oq -15.jO 20000 0.144
 
300.0 -15iO 250.0 0.245
 
300.Q -15.0 300.0 0.288
 
300.0 -15'0 350.0 0.317
 
300.0 -15O 400.0 0.343
 
300.0 -15.0 450.0 0.357 i
 
300.0 -150 500.0 0.354
 
300.0 -15 0 550.0 0.335
 
300.0 -1510 600.0 0o311
 
300.0 -15 0 650o0 0.286
 
300.0 -15W0 700.0 0°256
 
300.0 -15*0 750.0 0.222
 
300.0 -1540 800.0 0.186
 
300.0 -15.0 850.0 0.135
 
300.0 -15.0 900.0 0.087
 
300.0 -15.0 950.0 0.053
 
300.0 -15O1000.0 0.033
 
300.0 -540 150.0 0.064
 
300.0 -50 200.0 0.158
 
300.0 -5 0 250.0 0,.268'
 
300.0 -5 0 300.0 0.364
 
300.0 -5jO 350.0 0.428
 
300,0 -5 0 400.0 0.469
 
300.0 -5 0 450.0 0.497
 
30090 -5g0 500.0 0.508
 
300.0 -5.0 550.0 0.486


C 00"
 

C MUCH OF THE DATA HAS BEEN REMOVED HERE(TYPICALLY APPROX 200 DATA PTS.)
 
300.0 999 9
 



255 

4) GAUSHAUS 

Below is the essential portion of the GAUSHAUS least

squares regression (fitting) package of the University of Wisconsin 

Computing Center. 



--C FROM TIE UNIV. OF WISCONSIN COMPUTING CENTER 256
 
SUBRQUTINE GAUSHS59(NPRB0gFOFgNBOYNQTHgDIFZ#SIGNS,.EP1SEP2S
 
1MITPLAMvFNU, QvPEqPHIoTBFtRDA.DIDELZ)
 
DIMENSION TH(NQ), DIFZ(NQ)v SIGNS(NQ), Y(NBO)
 
DIMENSION Q(NQ), P(NQ) E(NQ)9 PHI(NQ), TB(NQ)
 
DIMENSION F(NBO)9 R(NBO)
 
DIMENSION A(NQNQ), D(NQNQ}g DELZ(NBOiNQ)
 
NP=NQ $ NPROB=NPRBO $ NOB=NBO S EPS1=EP1S $ EPS2=EP2S
 
PRINt 1000, NPROB, NOBt NP
 
PRIN7 1001
 
CALL.'GAUSHS6O(1,NPTH.TEMPSTEMP)
 
PRINT' 1002
 
CALL GAUSHS60(1.NPDIFZvTEMPTEMP)
 
IF(NP *LT. I *OR. NP vGT. 50 oOR. NOB .LT. NP' )99,15 

15 IF( MIT .LT* 1 *OR. MIT *GT. 999 oOR. FNU .LTo 1 )99.16 
•16 DO 19 1=1.NP 

TEMP=DIFZ(I) 
IF(TEMP)17p99,18 

17 TEMP=-TEMP 
18 IF(TE)MP AGE. 1 .OR. TH(I) .EQ. 0 399919 
19 CONTINUE 

GA=FLAM 
NIT -1 
ASSIGN 225 TO IRAN 
ASSIGN 265 TO JORDAN 
'ASSIGN 180 TO KUWAIT 
IF( EPSI *LT. 0 ) 5,10 

5 -EPS1J 0 
10 IFC EPS2 *GT. 0 )30,40 
40 IF( EPS1 GT. 0 )50960 

60 ASSIGN 270 TO IRAN
 
GO TO! 70
 

50 ASSIGN 265 TO IRAN
 
GO TO 70
 

30 IF( EPSi *GT. 0 )70,80
 
80 ASSIGN 270 TO JORDAN
 
70 SSQ = 0
 

CALL-FOF(NPROBgTHtFNOBNP) 
DO 96L I = 1. NOB 
R(I) 6 Y(I) - F(I) 

90 SSQ=SSQ+R(I}*R(I) 
'PRINT 1003. SSQ 
GO TO 105 

C 
C 1' BEGIN ITERATION 

100 PRINT 1004. NIT
 
105 GA=GArFNU
 

INTCOUNT=O
 
DO 130 J=19NP
 
TEMP:- TH(J)
 
P(J)tDIFZ(J)*TH(J)
 
TH(J)= TH(J)+P(J.)
 
Q(J)=p
 
CALL FOF(NPROBTHPDELZ(1,J)PNOBNP,)
 
DO 120 1 = 1t NOB I
 
DELZ 1,J)= DELZ(IJ)-F(I)
 

120 Q(J)=QJ)+DELZ(IvJ)*R(1)'
 
Q(J)= Q(J)/P(J)
 

C Q=XT*R (STEEPEST DESCENT)
 
130 TH(j) = TEMP
 



DO 150 I = i, NP 257 
DO 151 J=191 
SUM =' 0 
DO 16b K = I NOB
 

160 SUM =,SUM + DELZ(K, I)*DELZ(K9 J)
 
TEMP= SUM/(P(I)*P(J))
 
DCJ,I')=TEMP
 

151 D(IJ')=TEMP
 
C 1' D=XT*X (MOMENT MATRIX)
 

150 E(I)=SQRTF(D(I*I))

GO TO. KUWAIT
 

C -ITERATION 1 ONLY
180 DO 200 I=INP
 

DO 200 J = 19 I
 
SUM=D(IJ)
 
A(Jgl=SUM
 

200 A(IJ}=SUM
 
CALL SYMEIG(AgNPtNP*OPPgTEMP*NP)
 
PRINT 1006
 
PRINT.20019 (P(C)h I=iNP)
 
PRINT 10049NIT
 
ASSIGN 666 TO KUWAIT
 

C -END ITERATION 1 Ot
 
666 DO 153 I=1eNP
 

DO 153 J=1I
 
A(IqJ)=D(I*J)/(E(l)*EJ))
 

153 A(JI)=A(IJ)
 
C A= SCALED MOMENT MATRIX
 

DO 155 I=1NP
 
P(I)=Q(I)/E(I)
 
PHI(I)=P()
 

.155 A(ItIY=ACII)+GA
 

CALL MATINV(AqNPP,9DETNP)
 
C P/E CORRECTION VECTOR
U = 

PRINT;10O059 DET
 
STEP=1.O
 

SUMI=0.
 
SUM2=:
 
SUM3=.
 
DO 231 I=1NP
 
SUM1=P(I)*PHI(I)+SUM1
 
SUM2=Pi(I)*P(I)+SUM2
 

231 SUM3:PHI(I)*PHI(I)+SUM3
 
TEMP=SUMI/SQRTF(SUM2*SUM3)
 
IF(TEMP oGT. 1)232,233
 

232 TlEMP=1oO
 
233 TEMP=57o295*ACOSF(TEMP)
 

PRINT' 10419TEMP
 
170 DO 220 I=19NP
 
220 TB(I}=P(I)*STEP/E(x) +TH(I)
 

PRINT '7000
 
7000 FORMATI(3OHOTEST POINT PARAMETER VALUES
 

P'RINT'20069(TB(I)9I=1NP)
 
.DO 2401 I=1*NP
 
IF( SIIGNS(I) oGT. 0, .AND& TH(I)*TB(I) .LE* 0 )663,2401
 

2401 CONTINPE
 
SUMB=0.
 
CALL FQF(NPROBtTBpF9NOBNP)
 
DO 230'I=1,NOB
 
R(I)=Y'(I)-F(I)
 



230 SUMB6=UMB+R(I)*R(I) 258
 
PRINT'10439SUMB
 
ZF(SU'MB/SSQ - 1 oLE* EPS1)6629663
 

663 IF( TEMP .LE0 30)6659664
 
665 	 STEP=STEP/20
 

INTCOUNT=INTCOUNT+1
 
IF(IN'TCOUNT oGE. 36) 2700o170
 

664 GA=G*FNU
 
INTCOUNT=INTCOUNT+1
 
IF(INTCOUNT .GE. 36) 2700v666
 

662 PRINT 1007
 
DO 669 I:19NP
 

669 	 TH(C)=TBCI)
 
CALL 'GAUSHS60(ONPTHTEMPoTEMP)
 
PRINT01409GASUMB
 
GO TO1 IRAN
 

225 DO 240 I = 1, NP
 
IF(ABSFPI)*STEP/E(I))/CI1OE-20+ABSFCTH(I)))-EPS2) 2409240o250
 

240 CONTINUE
 
PRINT 1009v EPS2
 
GO TO 280
 

250 GO TO-JORDAN
 
265 IF( ABSF((SUMB-SSQ)/SSQ) *LE* EPS12609270
 
260 PRINT'IOl09 EPS1
 

GO T0"280
 
270 SSQ=SUMB
 

NIT=NIT+
 
IF(NIT .LE. MIT)1O09280
 

2700 PRINT 2710
 
2710 FORMAT(//11BHO**** THE SUM OF SQUARES CANNOT BE REDUCED TO THE SUM
 

lOF SQUARES AT THE END OF THE LAST ITERATION - ITERATING STOPS /. 

C 
C END ITERATION 

280 PRINT' 1011
 
PRINT'2001s (FCI)t I = 19 NOB)
 
PRINT'!1012
 
PRINT20019 (R(I)v I = 1; NOB)
 
SS=SMB
 
IDF=NQB-NP
 
PRINT 1015
 
I=0
 
CALL MATINV(DqNP,PI9DET6NP)
 
DO 7692 I1=9NP
 

7692 	 E(IJ=SQRTFCD(II)
 
DO 340 I1=1NP
 
DO 340 J = Ig NP
 
A(J->I}=DCJI)/(E(IJ*E(J)l

D(JiIj=D(JtI)/(DIFZ(1)*TH(I)*DIFZIJ)*TH{J))
 

DCIPJ1i=D(JI)
 
340 A(CIJ'i=A(JPI)
 

CALL GAUSHS60(3,NPqTEMPoTEMPA)
 
7057 PRINT"1016
 

CALL GAUSHS6019NP,EqTEMPqTEMP)
 
IF(IDF)70584lO
 

7058 SDEV=SSQ/IDF
 
PRINT1014,SDEVsIDF
 
SDEV= QRTF(SDEV)
 
DO 391 I=vNP
 
P(I)=TH(I)+2O*E(I)*SDEV
 

391 TB(I)}TH(1)-Za0*E(I)*SDEV
 



PRINT 1039
 

CALL ,GAUSHS60(2oNPvTBPTEMP)
 
DO 41k5 K=19NOB
 
TEMP=OoO
 
DO 42b I=1,NP
 
DO 42[0 J=INP
 

420 	 TEMP-<TEMP + DELZ(KvI)*DELZCKJ)*D(IJ)
 
TEMP="2o*SQRTF(TEMP)*SDEV
 
R(K)=,F(K)+TEMP
 

415 	F(K)=,FiK)-TEMP
 
PRINT'1008
 

DO 425 I=1DNOBlO
 
IE=IE+1O
 
IF(NOB-IE) 430*4359435
 

430 IE=NOB
 
435 PRINT'2001(R(J)sJ=IvIE)
 
425 PRINT2O06(F(J)*J=I9 IE)
 
410 PRINT,1033o NPROB
 

RETURN
 
99 PRINT 1034
 

GO TO;410
 
10000FORMAt(38H1NON-LINEAR ESTIMATIONS PROBLEM NUMBER 1391/ 159
 

114H OPSERVATIONS9 159 IIH PARAMETERS 
1001 FORMAT(/25HOINITIAL PARAMETER VALUES 
1002 FORMAT(/54HOPROPORTIONS YSED IN CALCULATING DIFFERENCE QUOTIENTS ) 
1003 FORMAT(/25HOINITIAL SUM OF SQUARES = E124) 
1004 FORMAT(/////45Xg13HITERATION NO. 14) 
1005 FORMAT(14HODETERMINANT =' E12.4) 
1006 FORMAT(/52HOEIGENVALUES OF MOMENT MATRIX - PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS ) 
1007 FORMAT(/32HOPARAMETER VALUES VIA REGRESSION ) 
1008 FORMAT(////54HOAPPROXIMATE CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR EACH FUNCTION VAL 

lUE 
10090FORMATC/62HOITERATION STOPS - RELATIVE CHANGE IN EACH-PARAMETER LEI 

ISS THAN E12.4) I 
IOIOOFORMAT(/62HOITERATION ST6PS - RELATIVE CHANGE IN SUM OF SQUARES LE 

ISS THAN E12.4)
 
1011 FORMA t(22HIFINAL FUNCTION VALUES
 
1012 FORMATC////1OHORESIDUALS
 
1014 	FORMAT(//24HOVARIANCE OF RESIDUALS 9 E 
 f91129491HP14t 


120H D GREES OF FREEDOM ') 

1015 FORMAT(////19HOCORRELATION MATRIX 
1016 FORMAU(////21HONORMALIZING ELEMENTS 
1033 FORMAt(//19HOEND OF PROBLEM NO- 13) 
1034 FORMAT(/16HOPARAMETER ERROR ) 
10390FORMAIf(/71HOINDIVIDUAL CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR EACH PARAMETER (ON LI 

INEAR HYPOTHESIS) 
10400FORMAt(/9HOLAMBDA =E1O.3%40X933HSUM OF SQUARES AFTER REGRESSION = 

El5.TJ
 
1041 FORMAT(25HOANGLE IN SCALED COORD. = F5.2 81H DEGREES
 
1043 FORMAT(28HOTEST POINT SUM OF SQUARES = E1294)
 
2001 FORMAi(/1OE12.4)
 

12006 FORMAT(1OE120 4)
 
END [
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Appendix D
 

Enlarged Views of Certain Important Figures.
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Figures D-1,2,3
 

Enlazgements of the laboratory KI flux contour maps of 
:3 
23 shown in Fig. IV-27.
 

Figure D-i 7 = 1.87 kcal/mole
 

Figure D-2 2.67
 

Figure D-3 3.62
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Figures D-4,5,6
 

Enlargements of the best c.m. KI flux contour maps of 

2 shown in Fig. IV-30d a 


d wdw' 

Figure D-4 E = 1.87 kcal/mole 

Figure D-5 2.67 -

Figure D-6 3.62 
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Appendix E
 

Coefficients for Legendre Expansion Functions
 

This appendix lists the Legendre expansion coefficients b.. for the c.m. contour maps
 

of d2tm I (9,w") defined by equation (B2). 

For the three best c.m. functions (Figs. IV-30 and D-4,5,6): 

1) F (w') is a linear interpolation of function WCM(I), I = 1,22, defined 

in PROGRAM 12LEG (Appendix C); 

2) G () = (0,25 - 0.2 * X + 0.75 * X * X) defined in SUBROUTINE XSECT of0 

PROGRAM 12LEG;
 

=
3) m 4 (i.e. five Legendre terms in 0);
 

4) k = 5 (i.e. six Legendre terms in w');
 

5) and the three sets (each arbitrarily normalized) of 30 expansion coefficients
 

bij are given below in the sequence b00 , bDl, b02 , b03, b04 bl0, bll,..,. b54
 

a) E 1.87 kcal/mole
 

0.15951 0o21000 0o18072 0.09216 0904013 0-34534 0o59431 0.51662 0-23812 0 i1468
 
0*45961 0.85284 078517 0.43208 0,13984 0a50474 1aOO000 0.99395 0,59121 0.24418
 
0.36739 0o76392 0.80324 0.51893 0.20268 0.12060 0.22349 0*24020 016235 0.09228
 



b) E = 2.67 

0o26501 0.33107 0o25381 0*11444 0.04239 0.51175 0-87932 070411 0o30920 0007649
 
0-57578 1.00000 0.82666 0O45197 0oI1189 0.46333 0.81161 0O71319 D.40498 0*05990
 
0O27514 0.46829 0o41166 0.25517 0.07511 0o09077 0.13992 0,13507 0,13312 0.04946
 

c) E = 3.62 

0612559 0*25609 0o24372 0O12761 0.03586 0o32217 0*71659 0o68693 0.36468 0oi0363
 
0.44232 1,00000 0.97409 0953416 0.15491 0.42622 0a97204 0.96193 0*54370 0.15964
 
0o26173 0,59940 0o59454 0.33609 0*09842 0,07577 0*17361 0a17345 0,10273 0.03087
 

For the "compromise" (assumed energy-independent) c.m. contour map of Fig. IV-42:
 

1) F (w') W,2 exp(_wt2 /3202), with wt in m/sec; 

2) Go(e) = (0.65 - 0.7 * X + 1.05 * X * X) 

3) m = 3; 

4) k = 4; 

5) and the (arbitrarily normalized) 20 expansion coefficients bij are
 

given below in the sequence b00, t0 1 , b0 2, b0 3 , bl0, bll, *.. b4 3. 

0o54635 0o13378-0O14677-0*55535 1.00000 0.28712-0-38055-.30806 0,78742 0.49977
 

-0.40823-o24687 0.31847 0.14459-0o16791-0o68054 0.05524 0O10505 0,01668-0620574
 

-JC)
0 
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